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Summary

Model-driven engineering aims to address the ever-increasing complexity of software development by
focusing on di�erent kinds of models to de�ne and analyze the system on various levels of abstraction.
The e�ective handling of such models is highly dependent on model queries and transformations.

The correctness of such queries and transformations is critical as undetected errors may invalidate
analysis results or even propagate into the target application. For this reason, a large number of testing
and formal analysis approaches are available for the veri�cation of model queries and transformations,
however they require signi�cant e�ort to use or time to execute.

To complement such formal approaches, this dissertation promotes the use of lightweight program
analysis techniques in the context of model queries and transformations that aim to provide direct,
integrated feedback to developers. Such approaches include (i) static analysis to reveal frequent �aws,
such as incorrect ordering of parameters or missing constraints in a query, (ii) dependency analysis

to identify model and transformation program elements that might contribute to an already detected
transformation error and (iii) easy-to-use graphical visualizations for well-de�ned, abstract model
views. During the debugging of model transformations, such views are interesting for the developer,
however signi�cant e�ort is required to create and visualize them.

My contributions in this thesis are the following: (a) I proposed a type checking approach for model
queries and transformations for automated detection of common speci�cation errors. To identify
the root cause of errors in complex transformation programs, (b) I adapted the concept of program
slicing to the domain of model queries and transformations, based on automated reasoning about
the executed operations that lead to an erroneous state and proposed two dynamic backward slicing

algorithms to calculate slices for queries and transformations during a debugging session. Finally,
(c) I proposed a customizable model visualization technique based on event-driven transformations
that derive abstract model views automatically, which can be displayed to the developer using several
di�erent renderers.

The contributions of this dissertation were motivated by developer errors noticed during the use of
the EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra projects, and the results have been integrated into their development
environment as analysis and visualization tools. Many of these techniques were also successfully used
in a collaborative research project funded by Embraer.
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Összefoglaló

A modell-vezérelt rendszertervezés fő célja a tervezési feladatok komplexitásának csökkentése az-
által, hogy magasabb szintű modellek de�niálásával a rendszer tervezése és ellenőrzése különböző
absztrakciós szinteken történhet. Egy e�éle rendszernek kritikus elemei a modell-lekérdezések és mo-

delltranszformációk.
Ezen lekérdezések és transzformációk helyessége különösen fontos, ugyanis ezen hibák érvényte-

leníthetik az elvégzett ellenőrzéseket, sőt, bekerülhetnek a célalkalmazásba is. A probléma kezelésére
sokféle tesztelési és formális ellenőrzésre épülő megközelítés létezik, de jelentős erőfeszítést igényel a
használatuk, vagy komplex, számításigényes a végrehajtásuk.

Jelen értekezés célja, hogy ezeket a technikákat egyszerűbb analízis módszerekkel lehessen kiegé-
szíteni, amelyek a modell-lekérdezések és -transzformációk fejlesztőinek azonnali, integrált vissza-
jelzést tudnak nyújtani. Ilyen módszerek lehetnek (i) statikus ellenőrzési technikák, amelyek gyakori
hibákat keresnek, mint rossz sorrendben megadott paraméterek egy hívásnál vagy hiányzó kényszer-
feltételek egy lekérdezésnél; (ii) függőségi elemzés annak érdekében, hogy egy már megtalált problé-
mához a program, ill. a modell mely részének lehet köze, és (iii) egyszerűen használható vizualizációs
eszközök magas szintű, absztrakt nézeti modellek megjelenítésére.

Az értekezésben új tudományos eredményként (i) modell-lekérdezések és -transzformációk típus-

helyességét de�niáltam és ismertettem egy algoritmust az automatikus ellenőrzésére. Annak érdeké-
ben, hogy könnyebben azonosítani lehessen a problémák gyökerét, (b) adaptáltam a program szelete-

lés fogalmát a modell-lekérdezésekhez és transzformációkhoz, és két ún. hátrafelé irányuló dinamikus

szeletelő algoritmust javasoltam a kiszámításához. Végül, (c) egy eseményvezérelt transzformációkon
alapuló modellmegjelenítési technológiát vezettem be jól de�niált, absztrakt nézeti modellek automa-
tikus generálására és különböző formában történő megjelenítésére.

A kutatásomat jelentős részben az EMF-Inc�ery és Viatra keretrendszerekben talált fejlesztői
környezetében elkövetett fejlesztői hibák motiválták. Emiatt eredményeimet integráltam a projektek
fejlesztőkörnyezetébe ellenőrzési és vizualizációs eszközként. Ezen felül az eredmények egy részét
sikeresen alkalmaztuk az Embraer repülőgépgyártó céggel közös kutatási együttműködésünkben.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminaries

Model-driven Engineering The discipline of model-driven engineering (MDE) [BG05; WHR14]
aims to address the increasing complexity of software development by focusing on the de�nition
and analysis of high level models that describe various aspects of the developed system on di�erent
levels of abstraction. This approach provides better understandability, faster development lifecycle
and increased software quality, e.g. fewer bugs [HWR14], which makes MDE especially useful in
critical system development where system failure may lead to human injury or signi�cant damage in
property [Bro+14].

Simultaneous increase in quality and productivity is primarily achieved in MDE by early val-
idation of system models and automated generation of various design and implementation artifacts.
Early validation allows to highlight conceptual �aws well before such �aws are detected by traditional
testing techniques. Automated source code generation from high-level behavioural models reduces
both development and veri�cation time. Furthermore, high-level models also enable the automated
synthesis of test cases, con�guration �les, documentation, etc.

As models become ubiquitous as the main artifacts in systems development in many application
domains [Béz05], a wide range of modeling languages have been introduced. They may represent
the software or hardware architecture (e.g., UML [Obj11c], SysML [Obj10] or AADL [SAE09]), the
external or internal behavior (e.g., UML statecharts [Obj11c], BPMN [Obj11a], BPEL [OAS07]), the
reliability or performance of components (e.g., MARTE [Obj11b]) or support formal analysis, such as
Petri nets [Mur89] to model distributed system or Kripke structures used in model checking [Cla08].
Furthermore, particular industries often make use of platform description languages, such as AUTO-
SAR [AUT12] in the automotive domain, or ARINC 653 for Integrated Modular Avionics [Pri08].

Model Queries and Transformations Several important engineering tasks supported by model-
based tools rely on model queries. Such queries, by de�nition, retrieve those elements from a model
that satisfy a query condition, which can be a complex composition of subconditions. Their applica-
tions include early model analysis [Aut+16; Bar+15], like well-formedness constraint validation or the
calculation of various model metrics. Moreover, model queries can to ease the derivation of higher-
level view models.

Automated model transformations (MT) are used to create or update models in di�erent modeling
formalisms from one or more existing models. Model transformations may generate various artifacts,
like test cases, documentation or other models [Bon+99; Rus08]. Furthermore, by the generation of
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

formal models, it is possible to execute formal analysis on the developed models while e�ectively
hiding the theoretical mathematical details and enabling the designers to use well-known, high-level
models to specify their systems [Bon+99].

Code generators that map models to textual artifacts, like source code or con�guration descriptors
can be considered as a special kind of model transformation where the output is either directly text,
or an abstract syntax graph of the textual output. Such generators, like Acceleo [Acc], the Epsilon
Generation Language (EGL) [Epsilon; Ros+08] or Xtend [Xtend], are widely used in modeling tools,
and are often considered an important aspect of productivity gain by MDE [HWR14].

The correctness of these model queries and transformations is critical as undetected errors can in-
validate the analysis results or they might propagate into the target application. Due to the increasing
complexity of queries and transformations, ensuring their correctness becomes increasingly di�cult.

1.1.1 Analysis of Model Queries and Transformations

Model transformations are captured in the form of a model transformation program, which is a regular
piece of software. Elementary model transformation steps are often formulated by highly data-driven,
declarative transformation rules, while imperative control structures help assemble complex trans-
formations from these elementary steps. Furthermore, the input and output models of transformations
are complex data structures. As a consequence of this, existing validation results of software engineer-
ing has to be extended when adapting them for transformation programs [Bau+06; Küs06], especially
for designing complicated, industrial transformations, where debugging and validation plays a crucial
role.

There is a wide range of techniques available for the veri�cation of model transformations, sur-
veyed in [AW13]. Following its categorization, the approaches range from generating test cases and
oracles, formal analysis using theorem proving, model checking to graph theory-based proofs.

• The main challenge of testing model transformations [Bau+10] is their complex, but structured
input and output data (models), the use of model management environments (e.g. to create or
validate models), and a large set of transformation languages and techniques. To generate in-
stance models that cover the transformation programs su�ciently, often equivalence partition-
ing [Stu+07; WKC08] is used. In [FSB04] an alternative, mutation-based approach is proposed.
To provide test oracles, multiple approaches are available [MBL08]: provide a known-to-be-
correct reference transformation, and compare the results; provide an expected output model
manually; or describe the expected results using constraints, e.g., by the use of OCL [Bau+06]
or graph patterns [OW09].

• Theorem proving techniques are also very diverse. Direct approaches consider transformation
rules directly, either by generating an equivalent of the transformation as the input of a theorem
prover tool [Cal+11], or by extracting some invariants from the speci�cations [Cab+10; ALL09].
Other, indirect approaches verify properties of the output model, such as executing well-
formedness analysis [ER10] or checking the conformance to semantics metamodel [Bar+08].
Further techniques, including the Amphion tool [Van+98] used by NASA, or the AutoBayes
code generator [Sch+03], provide evidence to check its results. In general, indirect approaches
are less complex as they only consider the outputs generated by the transformation, however,
the transformation itself is not veri�ed, and requires additional analysis after each execution.

• Model checking methods focus generally on verifying dynamic properties of the model trans-
formations, such as termination using techniques like state space exploration [LBA10a; Var04;
Ren04] or bisimulation [KN07]. A mapping to Colored Petri nets was proposed in [Wim+09]
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to verify static and dynamic properties, including termination or liveness. The main bene�t of
model checker tools is that in case of veri�cation failure, a counter-example is retrieved showing
an execution trace to the location of the fault; on the other hand, the well-known state-space
explosion problem frequently limits its practical usability. An additional problem in case of
models is that the graphs themselves may grow (creation or deletion of objects) resulting in in-
�te state-spaces [BCK08; RD06] requiring the introduction of some abstractions over the graph
models.

• As models are usually expressed as graphs, the veri�cation of transformation methods, espe-
cially graph transformations, can rely on mathematical proofs based on graph theory. Several
transformation properties are already evaluated this way, such as termination [BKZ14; Var+06]
or con�uence [Küs06; TG15]. Additionally, as graph transformation approaches can be used to
specify bidirectional transformations, veri�cation of invertibility [Her+11] is also useful.

When comparing the various techniques, a commonality is that their usage requires medium-to-
high level e�ort [AW13], since the respective papers focus more on the core algorithms themselves
rather than their automation and adaptation. Additionally, the sheer complexity of the analysis tasks
make most veri�cation approaches computationally intensive.

A complementary approach would be the use of lightweight analysis techniques, such as static
type checking or (pattern-based) static analysis tools (like the FindBugs [Fin] or PMD [PMD14] tools
for Java programs) to identify common developer problems during development. However, less re-
search has been dedicated to investigate such techniques for model transformations. In fact, such
techniques are omitted from [AW13] despite their practical usefulness is already proven in other soft-
ware engineering applications.

1.1.2 Debugging Model Queries and Transformations

In traditional software engineering if a (permanent) software fault is detected in a program, developers
begin a process called debugging [STJ83], where the main goal is to localize the fault. Finally, the
localized fault is repaired.

Fault detection can either be a result of automated or manual testing, or it can be initiated by
a report from the end-user. Generally, fault localization is considered the most complex part of de-
bugging; localized faults are usually easy to �x. Debugger tools usually allow stopping the program
execution at any given time using breakpoints, and the current program state, such as the set variables,
is presented while allowing modi�cations as well.

Debugging transformation programs [MV11] may conceptually work similarly. Usually, faults
are detected by �nding incorrect output models, resulting in simple questions [HLR07] like “Why are
there no objects of a selected type in the target model?” or “What might have caused this violation of
a metamodel constraint?”.

However, fault localization is problematic for similar reasons as testing model transformations: in-
puts and outputs are complex, structured models de�ned in model management environments. When
halting a transformation program at a breakpoint, the current state must include the program variables
and the models as well. Furthermore, in case of large models, context-sensitive �ltering is required to
visualize the models meaningfully.

Furthermore, in case of high level transformation languages, especially that of declarative nature
and/or graphical syntax, there might be a large conceptual gap between transformation de�nition
and execution. E.g., most transformation languages o�er primitives to evaluate complex conditions,
like OCL expressions or graph patterns. This is especially the case for translation-based approaches
where a regular piece of software is derived from the transformation speci�cation [Wag+11].
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There are di�erent approaches that address some issues of debugging model transformation pro-
grams, such as input model tainting [Dho+10] that mutates existing models to identify corner cases
where the transformation is incorrect; or the use of omniscient or forensic debuggers [HLR07; Cor14]
that take logged execution traces, and allow both forward and backward stepping during the executed
steps.

Still, current transformation development environments provide only limited debugger support,
requiring additional work for the remaining challenges such as integrated model visualization or
�ltering support.

1.2 Research Questions and Challenges

My research has been motivated by practical challenges to assist the lightweight analysis of model
queries and transformations for developers by locating and highlighting errors. As opposed to com-
plex veri�cation approaches, my focus was to propose lightweight techniques that provide direct,
integrated feedback to developers with a fast response time.

Such lightweight analysis techniques are often useful as they can be fast enough to report errors
as soon as the developer commits them, making it easy to provide a �x. Similarly, during debugging,
analysis techniques may provide a hint where the problem is potentially located. Lightweight tech-
niques are less precise than formal veri�cation approaches, thus they cannot guarantee that a query
or transformation is free of �aws. However, their fast, integrated nature complements veri�cation
techniques by providing early error detection.

I identi�ed three challenges for the lightweight analysis of model queries and transformations.

Challenge 1: How to e�ciently detect frequent �aws in model query and

transformation speci�cations?

During model query and transformation development, it is easy to make mistakes that result in syn-
tactically correct queries that always return an undesired (e.g. empty) result set. These problems are
hard to �nd in a debugging session because of the high-level, declarative speci�cation. On the other
hand, some common causes can be e�ciently identi�ed, such as incorrect ordering of parameters
during a call; referencing an incorrect variable or even some copy-paste errors, e.g. missing or extra
constraints in a query.

As these issues are usually trivial to �x once identi�ed, automatic detection is most e�ective if
it can be executed when editing the queries and transformations. However, this requires an e�cient
approach that does not require a high level of resources. Furthermore, it is required to back-annotate
the internal analysis results to the original source code, and present the results visually.

Type checking and the veri�cation of the graph structure of pattern de�nitions are two ways to
detect common errors statically: they can be executed fast, while still identifying common problems
mentioned before. In this thesis, I will propose to perform such analysis over model queries and
transformations and evaluate its capabilities.

Challenge 2: How to identify the root cause of complex transformation errors?

During debugging a developer often starts from the point in the program where an error �rst mani-
fests, and attempts to reason about the executed operations that led to that state. This kind of reason-
ing is useful during model query or transformation debugging as well, however it must include both
the model query or transformation program and the model the it was executed on.
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Such a process can be supported by automatically highlighting model elements and program state-
ments that might contribute to the transformation error, and the developer does not have to consider
the excluded (independent) elements and program points, making it easier to identify the root cause
of the issue.

Program slicing [Wei82] is a widely used technique in traditional programming languages [GL91;
RH07; Tót+10; SGM02] for such root cause detection. In this dissertation, I de�ne the slicing problem
for model queries and transformations, and propose two algorithms for calculating such slices.

Challenge 3: How to observe the structure of models during execution?

During the debugging of model transformations it is common that certain parts of model elements
are important with regards to the error being investigated, but no model visualization is available
that directly displays a developer-speci�ed subset of the models, and updates it as the transformation
executes. Such a visualization would be useful to monitor the active state of a(n internal) state machine
or follow the creation of traceability links during the process of model transformation.

There is a large number of methods and tools for displaying graphical views of models [God+07;
Bul08; WEK04]. However, they are not suitable for the de�nition of ad-hoc visualizations required by
the transformation debugging scenario, as they either require manual customization to �lter the model
to display the right information, or require coding to create the visualization, making the approach
more expensive to use.

Furthermore, they either require to export the model before they can be displayed, or require
additional programming e�ort to display the model. Model export can usually be written easily - in
some cases, such as in the GrGen.net tool [Gei+06] it is available with the framework, - however,
to monitor the changes in the transformation this model needs to be updated. Manually integrating
visualization tools to the transforation is a possibility, but for transformation debugging scenarios the
implementation e�ort often exceeds the cost of �nding the related error without the help of such a
visualization.

Other environments like Sirius [Sirius] or Papyrus [Papyrus] allow de�ning view models, but
they still require signi�cant e�ort to develop (mainly because the complex feature set of the tools),
and updating the visualization after changes requires careful planning.

In this thesis I propose a lightweight approach to de�ne graphical views based on annotated
graph patterns. The approach relies on incremental graph pattern matching and event-driven model
transformations to provide an always current notation model that can be displayed using a wide range
of model visualization tools.

1.3 The Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the EMF-Inc�ery
and Viatra model query and transformation frameworks and related technologies. These frameworks
act as both motivation for this research and were used to evaluate the proposed approaches. Next,
Chapter 3 formalizes the concepts of model queries and transformations based on abstract algebras,
and this formulation is. used in the later chapters.

My novel contributions will be covered starting in Chapter 4, which focuses on statically identi-
fying frequent �aws in model queries and transformations, proposing type checking, variable usage
counting and reachability analysis for di�erent kinds of issues. Then, Chapter 5 presents a framework
to derive various, abstract graphical views from models based on model queries. Chapter 6 de�nes the
slicing problem for model queries and transformations, together with two speci�c slicing approaches.
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Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes my contributions in this dissertation, and concludes it by present-
ing a few applications of the results.

1.3.1 Notational guide

In order to maintain a consistence appearance of the thesis, the following rules are followed:
• The thesis is mainly written in third person singular. In conclusions after each chapter, I em-

phasize my own contributions and I use �rst person singular, while use �rst person plural for
collaborative research results I have participated in.

• References to own publications appear as numbers (e.g., [2]), while citations from the biblio-
graphy are formatted alphanumerically (e.g., [Var+06]).



Chapter 2

Model Query and Transformation

Frameworks

This chapter introduces the EMF-Inc�ery model query framework together with the Viatra model
transformation engine, as these tools both motivated the research and were used as an evaluation
platform for the methods and algorithms of this dissertation.

2.1 Metamodeling with EMF and VPM

Metamodeling is a key element of model-driven engineering, as it is the process of de�ning the ab-
stract syntax (i.e., structural de�nition) of modeling languages. Both displaying and editing in dif-
ferent concrete syntax editors (e.g. textual or graphical) and automatic processing (e.g. model trans-
formation or code generation) read and manipulate models complying to metamodels.

Example 1 In this dissertation the simulation of Petri nets [Ber+08b] will be used as a model trans-
formation problem to demonstrate the technicalities of our approach.

Petri nets [Mur89] are bipartite graphs with two disjoint sets of nodes: Places and Transitions.
Places can contain an arbitrary number of Tokens that represent the state of the net. The process
called �ring changes this state: a token is removed from every input place of a transition, and then a
token is added to every output place of the �ring transition. If there are no tokens at an input place
of a transition, the Transition cannot �re.

Figure 2.1 depicts a small Petri net. The net consists of three places, representing a Client, a Server
and a Store and two transitions. The Client issues a query (the Query transition �res), the query is
saved in the store (a token is created), the Server is activated (a token is created), and the Client waits
for a response (its token is removed).

The model is introduced both using the usual graphical syntax in Figure 2.1(a) and the UML object
diagram-like syntax in Figure 2.1(b).

2.1.1 Metamodeling with the Eclipse Modeling Framework

EMF-Inc�ery relies on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [Emfa], a de facto metamodeling
standard used in the industry. Its metamodeling core, the Ecore language is almost identical to the
sublanguage Essential MOF of the OMG metamodeling standard MOF (Meta Object Facility)[Mof].

7
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Figure 2.1: Example Petri net Model
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Figure 2.2: Metamodeling with EMF

The core of the EMF metamodel is expressed using four elements, as depicted in Figure 2.2(a). The
language itself contains many additional elements helpful for the organization of the models.

EClass elements model classes. Classes are identi�ed by their name and can contain a number of
attributes and references. Multiple inheritance is supported between classes. Attributes describing the
data elements of an EClass are modeled by EAttribute instances, identi�ed by their name. The types
of attribute datas are expressed using EDataType instances representing atomic value (any element
whose internal structure is not modeled). Associations between EClasses are modeled via EReference

instances. Bidirectional references are expressed with two EReference instances that are mutually
connected via opposite references.

Example 2 Figure 2.2(b) depicts a metamodel for Petri nets in the Ecore language. The EClasses
Place and Transition de�ne the attribute name, allowing to label the various features of the model. A
Place instance can refer to any number of Token instances using the EReference tokens. Finally, Place
and Transition instances are connected using one of two directed arcs: PTArc and TPArc instances
represent arcs going from a Place to a Transition or from a Transition to a Place, respectively.
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2.1.2 VPM - Visual and Precise Metamodeling

Viatra2 uses the VPM metamodeling approach for describing modeling languages and models. The
main reason for selecting VPM instead of a MOF-based metamodeling approach is that VPM supports
arbitrary metalevels in the model space.

The VPM metamodeling approach [VP03] (used internally by the Viatra2 model transformation
framework) follows a di�erent approach to describe modeling languages and models. It feature ex-
plicitly modeled instanceof relations, supporting an arbitrary number of metalevels in a single model
space and multi-domain integration. Furthermore, VPM has a mathematically precise notation, which
eases model checking and validation.

The �exibility of VPM is demonstrated by a large number of model importers accepting the models
of di�erent BPM formalisms, UML models of various tools, XSD descriptions, and EMF models.

ModelElement
ID : string

Name: string

isFinalType: boolean

Entity
value: string

Relation
multiplicity: enum

isAggregation: boolean

instanceOf supertypeOf

from

to

inversecontainment

(a) The VPM Metamodel

Transition 
[Entity]

Place 
[Entity]

Token 
[Entity]

String 
[Entity]

Outarc 
[Relation]

Inarc 
[Relation]

tokens 
[contains]

Transition.Name 
[Relation]

Place.Name 
[Relation]

(b) VPM Metamodel for Petri nets

Figure 2.3: Metamodeling with VPM

The VPM metamodel which is showed in Figure 2.3(a) contains two di�erent types of model ele-
ments: the Entity and the Relation.
An Entity represents the basic concepts of the (modeling) domain. An entity can be considered as

a common term for MOF packages, classes and objects. For each Entity it is possible to hold an
application-speci�c associated string value.

A Relation represents a general relationship between the Model Elements (both entities and rela-
tions). They can be considered as MOF associations, basically one-to-many relations.

Additionally, the VPM metamodel de�nes a series of built-in associations. The instanceOf asso-
ciation is used to explicitly describe the typing connection between models and metamodels, while
the supertypeOf association represents a binary superclass-subclass relation (similar to the concept
of generalisation in UML). Furthermore, containment arranges the model elements into a strict con-
tainment hierarchy and inverse allows the de�nition of opposites of relations. Finally, the multiplicity
property of relations imposes restrictions on the number of links allowed in well-formed instance
models.

Example 3 To illustrate VPM-based metamodeling, Figure 2.3(b) depicts the metamodel of Petri nets
in VPM. The metamodel is similar to the EMF-based one with two notable exceptions: (1) attributes are
expressed as entities with special types (as the names) and (2) arcs are not modeled with entities but
with relations. In Ecore it is not possible to extend a reference with additional attributes unless they
are modeled as classes; in VPM further attributes such as weight can be added directly to Relations.
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In comparison to MOF-based metamodeling, e.g. as used in EMF, VPM provides two advant-
ages: (1) its formal, ASM-based semantics speci�cation [VP03] makes formal analysis easier over
the models, and (2) the direct modeling of instanceof relations allows multiple typing and multilevel
metamodeling. On the other hand, models in VPM generally are more verbose: they require far more
model elements to de�ne the same domain. As a direct consequence, models taken from conceptually
di�erent domains (and/or technological spaces) can be easily integrated into the VPM model space.
The �exibility of VPM is demonstrated by a large number of already existing model importers and
exporters accepting or producing the models of di�erent BPM formalisms, UML models of various
tools, XSD descriptions, and EMF models.

2.2 Model Queries with EMF-Inc�ery

The EMF-Inc�ery framework aims at the e�cient de�nition and evaluation of incremental model
queries over EMF-based models. The framework provides an incremental pattern matcher based on
the Rete algorithm [For82] together with a runtime API to ease integration to modeling applications.

2.2.1 The Pattern Language of EMF-Inc�ery

The query language of EMF-Inc�ery is a textual language describing graph patterns as a set of
constraints. The entire language was speci�ed in [14], here we only give short overview of its main
features.

A graph pattern consists of structural constraints prescribing the interconnection between the
nodes and edges of a given type and expressions to de�ne attribute constraints. These constraints can
be illustrated as a graph where the nodes are classes from the metamodel, while the edges prescribe
the required connections of the selected types between them.

Complex patterns may reuse other patterns by di�erent types of pattern composition constraints.
A (positive) pattern call identi�es a subpattern (or called pattern) that is used as an additional set
of constraints to meet, while negative application conditions (NAC) describe the cases when the ori-
ginal pattern is not valid. Finally, match set counting constraints are used to calculate the number of
matches a called pattern has, and use them as a variable in attribute constraints. Pattern composition
constraints can be illustrated as a subgraph of the graph pattern.

It is also possible to extend the capabilities of the declarative pattern de�nitions by the addition
of imperative, Java-like check constraints. However, to support e�cient incremental evaluation, it is
expected that these check expressions are pure, deterministic functions (side-e�ect free), and model
traversal is disallowed. These constraints are partially enforced by the language by only allowing to
refer to variables referencing EAttributes values from the pattern body.

A subset of the variables of a pattern are parameter variables that are interesting for the developer
of the query, and are declared in the pattern header. Pattern bodies may introduce additional local
variables that are used only to express all conditions and constraints, but are not represented in the
match set of the pattern.

When evaluating the results of a graph pattern, any subset of the parameters can be bound to
model elements or attribute values that the pattern matcher will handle as additional constraints.
This allows re-using the same pattern in di�erent scenarios, such as checking whether a set of model
elements ful�ll a pattern, or list all matches of the model.

Example 4 To illustrate the pattern language of EMF-Inc�ery we present a set of patterns in List-
ing 2.1 that together implement the isTransitionFireable pattern from Figure 3.2.
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1 import "http ://inf.mit.bme.hu/petrinet /2014"
2
3 /** Place ’pl ’ is a source place for Transition ’t’. */
4 pattern sourcePlace(t : Transition , pl : Place) {
5 Place.outArcs(pl , arc);
6 PTArc.target(arc , t);
7 }
8
9 /** Place ’pl ’ contains a Token ’to ’ linked to it */

10 pattern placeWithToken(pl : Place , to : Token) {
11 Place.tokens(pl, to);
12 }
13
14 /** Transition ’t’ is not fireable if it has a source Place without a Token. */
15 pattern notFireable(t : Transition) {
16 find sourcePlace(t, Place);
17 neg find placeWithToken(Place , _);
18 }
19
20 /** ’Transition ’ is fireable */
21 pattern fireableTransition(t : Transition) {
22 neg find notFireable(t);
23 }

Listing 2.1: EMF-Inc�ery Patterns for Simulating Petri nets

• The import statement in Line 1 makes available the metamodel de�nition from Figure 2.2(b).
• In order to ease the search for source Places of Transitions, pattern sourcePlace (Line 4) was

extracted from the pattern notFireable. This pattern consists only of structural constraints:
it describes that a Place and a Transition instance are collected with a corresponding PTArc

instance.
• Pattern placeWithToken (Line 10) describes the inner negative access condition: a Place that has

at least a single Token, with its match including both the Place and Token instances.
• Pattern notFireable (Line 15) details the outer NAC. It includes the pattern sourcePlace using

the find construct, and checks for the NAC using the neg find call. It is important to note that
the NAC call uses a single use variable to describe the Token parameter: this means, if there is
any possible value of the Token instance, that ful�lls the subpattern, the negative condition is
considered unsatis�ed.

• Finally, the pattern fireableTransition (Line 21) selects the �reable transition instances by �l-
tering out every transition that is not �reable. 2

2.2.2 The Runtime Components of the EMF-Inc�ery Framework

Figure 2.4 gives an architectural overview of the EMF-Inc�ery runtime components. In Figure 2.4(a)
the subcomponents of pattern matchers and the �ow of data among them are depicted, while Fig-
ure 2.4(b) presents the internal states of the matcher. In the following, we give a brief overview of the
entire matching process.

The EMF-Inc�ery Base Indexer In EMF, it is possible to register model adapters to contain-
ment subtrees that receive noti�cations in case the model changes, e.g. a model element is added or
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Figure 2.4: Incremental Graph Pattern Matchers in EMF-Inc�ery

removed to the containment hierarchy, attributes and cross-references are updated or a model ele-
ment reference was resolved [Ste+09]. This mechanism is used by EMF-Inc�ery to connect the
content of EMF instance models (and the corresponding change noti�cations) to the query engine
using a model indexer component called EMF-Inc�ery Base1.

The indexer creates and maintains caches of frequently used low-level incremental queries such
as instant enumeration of all instances of a given EClass, or reverse navigation along unidirectional
EReferences together with advanced features such as calculating the transitive closure of elements
reachable using a set of EReferences.

The separation of the indexer from the Rete network is useful for two di�erent reasons: (1) the
indexer can be reused without the main query engine component in EMF applications, and (2) the
indexer can extend the capabilities provided by the query engine with features cumbersome to im-
plement inside Rete networks, such as transitive closure support.

Incremental graph pattern matching by Rete Rete-based pattern matching relies on a network
of nodes storing partial matches of a graph pattern. The nodes of the network are ordered using a
parent-child relation, where contents of a child node are computed from the contents of its parent
node executing some relational algebraic operation, such as natural join, selection or projection. The
input nodes (nodes without parents) of the network rely on data from Base indexer, while the match
set of the entire pattern is available as a production node (node without any children). The Rete
algorithm itself will be presented formally in Section 3.3.3.

When a pattern matcher is initialized in EMF-Inc�ery, the entire input model is traversed, set-
ting up the Rete network. After the network is initialized, the pattern matcher becomes active, and
returns the current query results on demand. Additionally, after a matcher is not required it can be
disposed, removing the Rete network and freeing up used memory.

1http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMFIncQuery/UserDocumentation/API/BaseIndexer

http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMFIncQuery/UserDocumentation/API/BaseIndexer
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Processing updates in an EMF context Upon creation, the indexer is set up to receive noti�ca-
tions about all changes a�ecting the opened EMF models, such as the creation or deletion of model
elements. When receiving a noti�cation, at �rst the Base index is updated, then the corresponding
input nodes of the Rete network are noti�ed. Each time an input node receives noti�cations, an up-
date token is released on each of their outgoing edges. Upon receiving an update token, a Rete node
determines how (or whether) the set of stored tuples will change, and release update tokens accord-
ingly. This way, the e�ects of an update will propagate through the network, eventually in�uencing
the result set stored in production nodes.

To receive noti�cations of result changes, Delta monitors can be attached to output nodes that
provide Query Result Deltas representing the added or removed matches.

2.2.3 Integrating EMF-Inc�ery into EMF-based applications

The fact that query results (i.e., the match set of graph patterns) are continuously maintained as an in-
memory cache allows instantaneous result retrieval. However, cache maintenance imposes a slight
performance overhead on model manipulations, and a memory cost proportional to the cache size
(approx. the size of match sets).

Altogether, EMF-IncQuery can evaluate complex queries over large instance models e�ciently, as
demonstrated in various benchmarks [3,9]. In our experience, the special performance characteristics
of EMF-IncQuery make it especially suitable in scenarios where the size of the match set is reasonably
small, and model updates happen frequently, but each update results in a low number of changes.
These scenarios include but are not limited to on-the-�y well-formedness constraint checking or live
model transformations, view computations and several model simulation scenarios.

When developing EMF-based applications, such tasks may be implemented directly over the Java
API of EMF-Inc�ery. To ease the implementation of common tasks, EMF-Inc�ery also de�nes a
set of integration components. An integration component may extend the language with new annota-
tions (and some corresponding validation) and may add a new code generator fragment that generates
the required integration code for the selected framework.

EMF-IncQuery already integrates three di�erent components [3]: (i) data binding support eases
user interface development for EMF applications by supporting the display of model elements in
forms; (ii) the validation framework provides live well-formedness constraint validation for custom
EMF editors; and (iii) query-based derived features allows enriching EMF models by new attribute
values or references calculated (and updated) by model queries.

2.3 Developing Model Transformations with Viatra2

The objective of the Viatra2 (VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations [VIA]) framework is to
support the entire life-cycle of model transformations including speci�cation, design, execution, val-
idation and maintenance.

2.3.1 The Transformation Language of Viatra2

Speci�cation of model transformations in Viatra2 combines the visual, declarative rule and pattern
based paradigm of graph transformation and the very general, high-level formal paradigm of ab-
stract state machines (ASM) [BS03] into a single framework for capturing transformations within
and between modeling languages [VB07].
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Graph patterns are de�ned similarly to pattern de�nitions in EMF-Inc�ery (technically, the pat-
tern language of EMF-Inc�ery has adapted the pattern speci�cations of Viatra2 for EMF models).
Graph transformation rules are de�ned using two graph patterns as left and right hand side (also
referred as pre- and postconditions).

Finally, ASM rules describe complex model transformations with all the necessary control struc-
tures including the sequencing operator (seq), rule invocation (call), variable declarations and up-
dates (let and update constructs), if-then-else structures, and GT rule application on a single match
(choose) or on all possible matches (forall).

Example 5 Listing 2.2 describes the Petri net �ring transformation in Viatra2. The pattern de�ni-
tions are very similar to the de�nitions in EMF-Inc�ery, with a few notable di�erences: (1) pattern
parameters are always untyped; (2) every pattern variable needs to be de�ned with a type constraint;
(3) as relations in VPM can be referred to directly, relation constraints have three parameters: the iden-
ti�ers of the edge, its source and target elements, respectively; and (4) the language allows the inline
de�nition of subpatterns that eases the de�nition of negative application conditions (see Line 13).

The transformation de�nes two simple GT rules that are (respectively) used to add a token to or
remove a token from a place. The LHS pattern of the addToken rule (Line 26) consists of a single place,
while its RHS extends it with a token. This means, applying the rule creates a token and connects it to
the place. The removeToken rule (Line 30) is expressed by swapping the same patterns: the token from
LHS is removed in accordance with the RHS.

Finally, the fireTransition ASM rule (Line 34) describes the �ring of a Petri net transition. At
�rst it is determined whether the input parameter is �reable using the isTransitionFireable pattern.
Then in a sequence the GT rule removeToken is called for each sourcePlace, followed by a call to GT
rule addToken for every targetPlace.

2.3.2 Transformation Execution

Transformations are executed within the framework by using the Viatra2 interpreter. For pattern
matching both (i) local search-based pattern matching and (ii) Rete-based incremental pattern matching

strategies are available. The pattern matching strategy can be selected individually for each pattern,
providing transformation designers additional opportunities to �ne tune the transformation either
for faster execution or lower memory consumption [Hor+10].

To allow integration with modeling applications, both the interpreter and model importers and
exporters are available through a Java API.

2.4 Supporting Event-driven Model Transformations with Viatra3

Event-driven model transformations are executed continuously as reactions to changes of the underly-
ing model. To facilitate this sort of execution, we adopted reactive programming principles [Bai+12].
The core concept of reactive programming is event-driven behavior : components are connected to
event sources and their behavior is determined by the event instances observed on event streams.
Compared to sequential programming, the bene�ts of reactive programming are remarkable espe-
cially in cases when continuous interaction with the environment has to be maintained by the applic-
ation based on external events without a priori knowledge of their sequence [Bai+12].

Figure 2.5 presents the architecture of the Event-driven Virtual Machine (EVM), the novel execu-
tion engine of the Viatra3 platform. Although here we demonstrate its use in model transformation
scenarios, EVM is an engine for executing reactive programs in general.
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1 pattern sourcePlace(Tr , Pl) = {
2 Transition(Tr);
3 Place(Pl);
4 Place.OutArc(OA, Pl, Tr);
5 }
6 pattern targetPlace(Tr , Pl) = {
7 Transition(Tr);
8 Place(Pl);
9 Transition.InArc(IA, Tr, Pl);

10 }
11 pattern fireableTransition(Tr) = {
12 Transition(Tr);
13 neg pattern notFireable(Tr) = {
14 find sourcePlace(Tr, Pl);
15 neg find placeWithToken(Pl);
16 }
17 }
18 pattern place(Pl) = {
19 Place(Pl);
20 }
21 pattern placeWithToken(Pl) = {
22 Place(Pl);
23 Place.Token(To);
24 Place.tokens(X, Pl, To);
25 }
26 gtrule addToken(in Pl) = {
27 precondition find place(Pl)
28 postcondition find placeWithToken(Pl)
29 }
30 gtrule removeToken(in Pl) = {
31 precondition find pattern placeWithToken(Pl)
32 postcondition find pattern place(Pl)
33 }
34 rule fireTransition(in T) =
35 if (find fireableTransition(T)) seq {
36 /* remove tokens from all input places */
37 forall Pl with find sourcePlace(T, Pl)
38 do apply removeToken(Pl); // GT rule invocation
39 /* add tokens to all output places */
40 forall Pl with find targetPlace(T, Pl)
41 do apply addToken(Pl));
42 }

Listing 2.2: Firing a Transition in Viatra2

The speci�cation of an EVM program consists of two parts. First, Rule speci�cations are de�ned as
Queries over a given Model(s) and serve as a precondition to the transformation. Second, the Actions

to be executed are speci�ed, which in this case are Model manipulations over the input models. Fur-
thermore, Execution schemas are de�ned in order to orchestrate the reactive behavior. Now we brie�y
describe the behavior of other core components of Figure 2.5.

2.4.1 Events

A driving concern behind the design of EVM was to enable event-driven execution (including on-the-
�y validation, live transformation, derived feature maintenance, etc.) in addition to batch transform-
ation. This requires the EVM to react to two types of events:

• Controlled events are initiated explicitly by the transformation program, and involve the �ring

of a selected rule with concrete values substituted for its parameters. Thus a controlled event
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of the EVM for Model Transformations

is characterized by a rule activation.
• Observed events are caused by external behavior, and the time of their occurrence may not be

determined by the transformation program. Such observed events include elementary model
noti�cations and updated results of model queries. However, more complex ways of detecting
changes in the model (see change patterns [Ber+12b]) or aggregating temporal behavior of
changes in the past (see complex event processing [DRV14]) are also possible over the EVM
platform.

2.4.2 Activation Lifecycles

The actions of event-driven transformations are associated with speci�c events re�ecting the current
state of the activation. As opposed to simple batch transformations, these events suggest that in
addition to executing an action on the appearance of an activation, updates and the disappearance of
the same activation might be also relevant from transformation point of view and can also serve as
triggers for executing actions.

Events re�ecting the current state of the activation constitute a transition system called the Activ-
ation Lifecycle, serving as the centerpiece of the reactive paradigms supported by EVM. An Activation
Lifecycle consists of of di�erent (1) Phases (see Figure 2.5) an Activation can be associated with dur-
ing its existence; and (2) event-triggered transitions between the Phases. Optionally, (3) a transition
may be associated with a Job, which represents the executable Actions of an input rule speci�cation.
Figure 2.6 presents two typical Activation Lifecycles.

Figure 2.6(a) illustrates the lifecycle of an event-driven transformation rule. Apart from the initial
phase, we distinguish between enabled and disabled phases depending on the presence or absence of
a Fire transition.

Event-driven transformations de�ne executable actions for enabled states of the lifecycle. If an
activation enters that speci�c phase, it may �re and the associated job (de�ned by the action in the
transformation rule) gets executed upon the transition.
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Figure 2.6: Typical Rule Lifecycles

To unify the behavior of model transformations over the EVM platform, both event-driven and
batch transformations are executed as reactive programs (using the activation lifecycle of Figure 2.6(b)
for the batch case). The enabled phases of an activation lifecycle represent outstanding reactions to
observed events, but the �ring of the actual reactive jobs is tied to controlled events.

2.4.3 Scheduler

External observed events in�uence activation phases according to the lifecycle, and the active phase
selects the job to be executed (if any). However, it is the Scheduler component that determines when
EVM can �re these controlled events (i.e. execute the jobs).

Practical examples for the scheduling event include (1) the signal of the query engine indicating
that the updating of query results after an elementary model manipulation has concluded; (2) the
successful commit of a model editing transaction; or (3) some combination of the former events with
a timer. The choice of scheduling event has to take into account the following factors:

• The rules may require a certain level of consistency in the model, e.g. some rules are ine�cient
to execute while a large-scale transaction is incomplete;

• Otherwise, the rules should be executed as soon as possible thus their e�ects are observed by
the user or by further transformation steps.

Event-driven transformation rules may also explicitly invoke other rules, which is a direct rule
dependency. However, indirect rule dependency may also exist when model manipulation in a job
causes observed changes which, in turn, enable activations and trigger the scheduler.

2.4.4 Agenda

The Agenda stores the current phases (states) of all activations of each rule. Its role is dual: it helps
maintain the phase of all activations in reaction to events, and it supplies the set of rule activations
being in an enabled phase, i.e. activations that can be �red. The core operation of EVM is intrinsically
tied to the agenda: in case of an event, the corresponding rule activation will change phase according
to the transition in the lifecycle model de�ned for the rule. Afterwards, if there is a job associated
with the transition, it is invoked with the activation providing the input parameters.

As the set of all possible activations is practically in�nite (as each rule parameter may point to
any memory address), the implementation considers only those activations that are currently not in
their initial phase. This makes the agenda �nitely representable, since a �nite number of events may
have moved only a �nite number of activations out of their initial phases.
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2.4.5 Con�ict Resolution

At any point in time, the rules (or a selected subset of rules in a common case of batch transformations)
might have multiple activations in an enabled state, which is called a con�ict. If the transformation is
to invoke a rule �ring, a single enabled activation has to be selected from the con�icting ones (mainly
due to the single threaded manipulation of EMF models). This selection can be done manually by the
transformation code, but EVM also provides an automated mechanism that delegates this decision to a
user-speci�ed Con�ict Resolver (see Figure 2.5). Built-in con�ict resolvers include FIFO, LIFO, fair ran-
dom choice, rule priority (with a secondary con�ict resolver within priority levels), interactive choice
(e.g. on the user interface), but it is possible to implement arbitrary con�ict resolution strategies.

2.4.6 Batch Transformations

Although Viatra3 aims to support event-driven transformations, it is possible to emulate traditional,
batch transformations with explicit control �ow by not using a scheduler to �re rule activations but
use explicit control statements.

As indicated before, batch transformations are allowed to select and �re individual enabled activ-
ations. Given a con�ict resolver over a rule or a set of rules, however, many common usage patterns
can be concisely expressed by the following transformation statements as forming common primitives
for rule-based transformation engines [CH06]:
�reOne uses the con�ict resolver to select one enabled activation of the given rules, and �res it.

�reAllCurrent �res all of the currently enabled activations of the given rules in the order speci�ed
by the con�ict resolver. Newly-enabled activations are ignored. If one of the selected activations
is disabled by a job previously executed by the statement, it will not be �red.

�reAsLongAsPossible repeatedly performs �reOne, as long as there are enabled activations to �re.

�reUntil(exitCondition) repeatedly performs �reOne, as long as there are enabled activations to
�re, and the exit condition evaluates to false.

2.4.7 Transformation Language

Viatra3 uses an internal DSL for specifying both batch and event-driven, reactive transformations,
which is an advanced API over Java and Xtend [Emfb]. The speci�cation of a VIATRA transformation
program contains (1) rule speci�cations consisting of model queries, which serve as a precondition to
the transformation, and actions, which typically prescribe model manipulations. Then, (2) execution
schemas are de�ned to orchestrate the reactive behavior.

Model queries are de�ned as graph patterns using the dedicated editor of EMF-Inc�ery, and
are referred to as preconditions using the generated Java API of EMF-Inc�ery. Actions and exe-
cution schemas are speci�ed using an Xtend API, relying on the builder design pattern and lambda
expressions to keep the code concise.

Example 6 Listing 2.3 describes the Petri net simulator transformation using the batch mode of
Viatra3. The transformation refers to the graph patterns de�ned in Listing 2.1 (sourcePlace in Line 1,
targetPlace in Line 5 and fireableTransition in Line 9).

The three transformation rules remove a token from a place (Line 1), add a token to a place (Line 5),
or call the previous two rules for each source and target place (Line 9), respectively. Finally, the main
entry of the transformation is the method fire (Line 17), that executes the required number of �rings.
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1 val removeTokenRule = createRule.precondition(sourcePlace ). action [
2 pl.tokens.head.remove
3 ].build
4
5 val addTokenRule = createRule.precondition(targetPlace ). action [
6 createChild(pl, place_Tokens , token)
7 ].build
8
9 val fireTransitionRule = createRule.precondition(fireableTransition ). action [

10 // Remove tokens from source places
11 removeTokenRule.fireAllCurrent("t" -> t)
12
13 //Add tokens to target places
14 addTokenRule.fireAllCurrent("t" -> t)
15 ].build
16
17 def fire(int maxCount) {
18 var count = 0
19 while (count < maxCount) {
20 fireTransitionRule.fireOne
21 count = count + 1
22 }
23 }

Listing 2.3: Firing a Transition in Viatra3 (Batch)

Listing 2.4 describes the Petri net simulator transformation using the batch mode of Viatra3.
There are two main di�erences wrt the batch transformation: (1) as event-driven transformations
rely on implicit control �ow, the fireTransition rule is not allowed to explicitly call other rules, thus
all model processing is executed inline, and (2) the rule applications are not called explicitly, instead
a scheduler is set up in Line 22 that de�nes the control event for the event-driven transformations.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the EMF-Inc�ery framework and two di�erent ver-
sions of the Viatra model transformation engine. The projects allow the de�nition of complex queries
and transformations between di�erent formalisms in high-level, declarative languages.

All frameworks mentioned in this chapter are available as open source projects at the Eclipse
Foundation. However, it is important to note that as of April 2016, the EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra
projects have been uni�ed (where EMF-Inc�ery became “Viatra Query”), resulting in an integrated
toolchain for the various transformation tasks, such as model validation, incremental view mainten-
ance or code generation.
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1 fireRule = createRule.name("fireTransition")
2 /* Graph pattern as precondition */
3 .precondition(fireableTransition)
4 /* Fireable transitions should be fired eventually */
5 .action(CRUDActivationStateEnum.CREATED) [ /* Fireable transition */ tr |
6 /* Remove tokens from source places */
7 getSourcePlace(tr). forEach[ /* Source place */ pl |
8 /* Remove first token (any token is ok )*/
9 pl.tokens.head.remove

10 ]
11 /* Adding new tokens to target places */
12 getTargetPlace(tr). forEach[ /* Target place */ pl |
13 /* Create new child */
14 createChild(pl, place_Tokens , token)
15 ]
16 ].build
17
18 def createTransformation () {
19 // Initialize event -driven transformation
20 transformation = EventDrivenTransformation.forEngine(engine)
21 /* Should fire every second */
22 .setScheduler(Schedulers.getTimedScheduler (1000))
23 /* Registering fire rule */
24 .addRule(fireRule)
25 /* Initializing transformation */
26 .build
27 }

Listing 2.4: Firing a Transition in Viatra3 (Event-driven)



Chapter 3

Preliminaries on Model Queries and

Transformations

This chapter formalizes the concepts of model query and model transformation approaches. At �rst,
the foundations of metamodeling are described to specify modeling languages. Then graph pattern
matching is introduced together with di�erent algorithms used for pattern matching. Finally, the
basics of graph transformations and imperative transformation programs are described.

The description of the most important formal concepts of modeling, metamodeling, queries and
transformations is presented following the notation of [Ber13; Hor13].

3.1 Algebraic De�nitions

Graphs will serve as the core underlying semantic domain to evaluate graph patterns in an algebraic
term representation (in the style of abstract state machines [Gur00]) for a uni�ed treatment of formal-
ization. Such algebraic graph representations have a long tradition in graph transformation [Cor+97;
Ehr+97]. For that purpose, we rely on some core de�nitions of terms, substitution, interpretation
and formulas, following the common notations and naming conventions used to de�ne abstract state
machines.

De�nition 1 (Vocabulary) A vocabulary Σ is a �nite collection of function names. Each function
name f has an arity, a non-negative integer, which is the number of arguments it takes. Nullary
function names are often called constants. 2

De�nition 2 (Terms) The terms of Σ are syntactic expressions generated inductively was follows:
1. Variables v0, v1, v2, . . . are terms.
2. Constants c of Σ are terms.
3. If function f is an n-ary function name of Σ and t1, . . . , tn are variables or constants, then
f〈t1, . . . tn〉 is a term. 2

Since terms are syntactic objects, they do not have a meaning. A term can be evaluated, if elements
of the model are assigned to the variables of the term.

De�nition 3 (Substitution) Given a directed attribute graph model M , a substitution for M is
a function s which assigns an element s(vi) ∈ UM to each variable vi. A partial substitution s′

21
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assigns a value to only certain variables dom(s′) = vi. A partial substitution s′ extends another
partial substitution s, formally s′ ⊇ s, if dom(s′) ⊇ dom(s) ∧ ∀v ∈ dom(s) : s′(v) = s(v). 2

For easier formulation, we use V k as a shorthand to represent a vector of variables, formally
f〈V k〉 = f〈t1, . . . tk〉 for a term.

De�nition 4 (Interpretation of terms) Given a substitution s, a value JtKMs ∈ UM (the interpret-
ation of term t in model M ) on the term t is de�ned as follows:

1. JviKMs := s(vi) (interpretation of variables);
2. JcKMs := cM (interpretation of constants);
3. Jf〈t1, . . . , tn〉KMs := fM 〈Jt1KMs , . . . , JtnKMs 〉 (interpretation of functions).

A ground term is a term with a (full) substitution of variables.
In the remainder of this thesis, traditional boolean constant and function symbols (>, ⊥, ∧, ∨, ¬)

are reused and are interpreted with their traditional semantics. 2

De�nition 5 (Formulas) Formulas of Σ are generated inductively was follows:
1. Equality (and inequality) of two terms t1 = t2 is a formula f .
2. If f1 and f2 are formulas then f1 ∧ f2, f1 ∨ f2 are formulas.

A simpli�ed notation is used for predicates (i.e. boolean terms) which may omit = > and = ⊥ from
equality formulas as follows:

1. f := f = > (formula holds);
2. ¬f := f = ⊥ (formula does not hold) 2

3.2 Overview of Models and Metamodels

De�nition 6 (Data types) The universe U is an in�nite set of all potential model and metamodel
elements (e.g. their unique identi�ers), together with all potential data values (numbers, strings).

EntDat ⊆ U is the immutable and in�nite set of all potential (atomic) attribute values. These
values are classi�ed into special attribute types (such as integers, strings, enumerable categories)
called data types, denoted as ClsDat ⊆ EntDat. 2

De�nition 7 (Directed attributed graph) A directed attributed graph G〈V,E, src, trg, label〉 is a
tuple, where V ⊂ U and E ⊂ U denote nodes and edges of the graph, respectively. The nodes are
partitioned into model and data nodes, V = VMod ·∪V Dat, where VMod 6∈ EntDat and V Dat ∈
EntDat, and edges are partitioned into model and data edges, E = EMod ·∪EDat. Functions src and
trg map edges to their source and target nodes, src = srcMod ∪ srcDat and trg = trgMod ∪ trgDat,
where srcMod : EMod → VMod, trgMod : EMod → VMod, srcDat : EDat → VMod and trgDat :
EDat → V Dat. The labeling predicate label is used to assign known constants as labels to nodes and
edges.

Elements of an directed attributed graph consists of nodes and edges of the graph, denoted by
elementsG = V ∪ E. 2

In the following de�nitions, we intentionally avoid the use of nodes as terminology, as it is used
later for incremental caches in Rete networks.
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Predicate Interpretation

Entities Jentity(e)KGs ⇔ ∃s′ ⊇ s : e ∈ dom(s′) ∧ JeKGs ∈ V ∧ label(JeKG
s′ , en)

Relations Jrelation(r)KGs ⇔ ∃s′ ⊇ s : r ∈ dom(s′) ∧ JrKGs ∈ E ∧ label(JrKG
s′ , rel)

Metamodel
element

JelementMM (e)KGs ⇔ Jentity(e)KGs ∨ Jrelation(e)KGs

Generalization JsupertypeOf(sup, sub)KGs ⇔
{
∃s′ ⊇ s : {sub, sup} ⊆ s′ ∧ Jentity(sup)KG

s′ ∧ Jentity(sub)KG
s′∧

∃r ∈ E : src(r, JsubKG
s′ ) ∧ trg(r, JsupKG

s′ ) ∧ label(r, gen)

(a) Metamodel

Predicate Interpretation

Objects Jobject(o)KGs ⇔ ∃s′ ⊇ s : o ∈ dom(s′) ∧ JoKGs ∈ V ∧ label(JoKG
s′ , obj)

Links Jlink(l)KGs ⇔ ∃s′ ⊇ s : l ∈ dom(s′) ∧ JlKGs ∈ E ∧ label(JlKG
s′ , lnk)

Model element JelementM (e)KGs ⇔ Jobject(e)KGs ∨ Jlink(e)KGs

Direct type
(object)

JinstanceOf(o, T )KGs ⇔
{
∃s′ ⊇ s : {o, T} ⊆ dom(s′) ∧ Jentity(T )KG

s′ ∧ Jobject(o)KG
s′∧

∃r ∈ E : src(r, o) ∧ trg(r, T ) ∧ label(r, inst)

Direct type
(link)

JinstanceOf(l, T )KGs ⇔


∃s′ ⊇ s : {o, T} ⊆ dom(s′) ∧ Jrelation(T )KG

s′ ∧ Jlink(l)KG
s′∧

∃ relation(r) : src(r, l) ∧ trg(r, T ) ∧ label(r, inst)∧
JinstanceOf(src(l), src(T ))KG

s′ ∧ JinstanceOf(trg(l), trg(T ))KG
s′

(b) Instance Model

Table 3.1: Algebraic De�nition of Metamodels

De�nition 8 (Metamodel) AmetamodelMM〈entity, relation supertypeOf〉 is de�ned using three
predicates, where the predicates entity and relation describe a graph structure, while the
supertypeOf predicate denotes generalization relationship according to the following rules:

• Multiple inheritance is allowed.
• Generalization is transitive along the supertypeOf relationship, ∀ entity(sub), entity(s1), entity s2 :

supertypeOf(sub, s1) ∧ supertypeOf(s1, s2)⇒ supertypeOf(sub, s2).
• Generalization is acyclic: ∀ entity(e) : ¬ supertypeOf(e, e). 2

The semantics ofMM is de�ned as an interpretation of its terms over a directed attributed graph
G and a substitution s as detailed in Table 3.1(a). Furthermore, elements of a metamodel consists of
its entities and relations, formally JelementsMM KGs = { e | JelementMM (e)KMs }.

The algebra of metamodels presented here can be easily extended to represent additional con-
straints and well-formedness rules, such as multiplicity constraints or support for generalization
between edges of the metamodel. However, to keep the formulation simple, these are omitted from
all the de�nitions.

De�nition 9 (Instance Model) Given a metamodel MM〈entity, relation supertypeOf〉,
a (well-formed) instance M of the metamodel MM is de�ned using three predicates:
M〈object, link, instanceOf〉. Objects and links for a graph structure, describing the model it-
self, while the instanceOf predicate denotes the instantiation relationship between M and MM
according to the following rules:

• All objects of the instance model are mapped to metamodel entities by the instanceOf predicate.
Note that an instance model element might be the instance of multiple types.

• All model edges (links) are mapped to relations. Additionally, for all links it holds that their
source end, the object is an instance of Type’s source entity, and its target end, the object is an
instance of Type’s target entity.
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entity(Place)

entity(Transition)

entity(Token)

relation(PTArc)
src(PTArc, P lace), trg(PTArc, Transition)
relation(TPArc)
src(TPArc, Transition), trg(TPArc, P lace)
relation(Tokens)
src(Tokens, P lace), trg(Tokens, Token)

(a) Metamodel

object(PC), instanceOf(PC , P lace)

object(TrQ), instanceOf(TrQ, Transition)

object(PSe), instanceOf(PSe, P lace)

object(PSt), instanceOf(PSt, P lace)

object(TrR), instanceOf(TrR, Transition)

object(To), instanceOf(To, Token) link(PT1), instanceOf(PT1, PTArc),
src(PT1, PC), trg(PT1, TrR)
link(TP1), instanceOf(TP1, TPArc), src(TP1, TrR), trg(TP1, PSe)
link(TP2), instanceOf(TP2, TPArc), src(TP2, TrR), trg(TP2, PSt)
link(PT2), instanceOf(PT2, PTArc), src(PT2, PSe), trg(PT2, TrR)
link(TP3), instanceOf(TP3, TPArc), src(TP3, TrR), trg(TP3, PC)
link(tokens), instanceOf(tokens, Tokens), src(tokens, PC), trg(tokens, To)

(b) Instance Model

Figure 3.1: Algebraic Notation for Petri nets

• Similarly, objects can only have attributes that are de�ned in the type metamodel entity.
• The instanceOf predicate is transitive along the supertype relation.supertypeOf(inst, Type)∧

supertypeOf(Type, Super)⇒ instanceOf(inst, Super).
• However, the instanceOf predicate itself is not transitive: instanceOf(ei, em) ∧

instanceOf(em, emm) 6⇒ instanceOf(ei, emm). 2

The semantics ofM is de�ned as an interpretation of its terms over a directed attributed graphG
and a substitution s as detailed in Table 3.1(b). Furthermore, elements of an instance model consists
of its objects and links, formally JelementsM KGs = { e | JelementM (e)KMs }.

From now on, every instance model is considered to be a well-formed instance model of a single
metamodel, and this metamodel will often be omitted from further de�nitions, and this well-formed
instance model will be used to evaluate the terms over.

Example 7 To illustrate these de�nition, in Figure 3.1 we present the Petri net meta- and instance
models from Section 2.1. The metamodel is de�ned as four entity and two relation speci�cations,
representing all elements required to specify Petri nets; while the src and trg predicates descibe the
graph structure of the metamodel.

The instance model is de�ned similarly: objects and links represent the element of the instance
model; the instanceOf predicate maps them to the metamodel, and src and trg describe the graph
structure of the metamodel. 2

3.3 Model Queries with Graph Pattern Matching

Graph patterns [14] are a declarative, graph-like formalism representing a condition (or constraint) to
be matched against instance model graphs. The formalism is usable for various purposes in model-
driven development, such as de�ning model transformation rules or de�ning general purpose model
queries including model validation constraints. We present an algebraic formalization of graph pat-
terns and graph pattern matching following the more detailed de�nitions of [Ber13].

3.3.1 Graph Patterns

De�nition 10 (Graph pattern and match set) A graph pattern P is a term over a special vocabu-
lary Σ with function symbols for constraints including structural constraints (entity, relation), equality
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Name Interpretation

Entity Jent〈T, v〉KMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ v ∈ dom(s′) : JinstanceOf(v, T )KM
s′

Relation Jrel〈T, v, vs, vt〉KMs = >, if


∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {v, vs, vt} ⊆ dom(s′) :

JinstanceOf(v, T )KM
s′ )∧

Jsrc(v)KM
s′ = JvsKMs′ ∧ Jtrg(v)KM

s′ = JvtKMs′

Equality check Jeq〈v1, v2〉KMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {v1, v2} ⊆ dom(s′) : Jv1KM
s′ = Jv2KM

s′

Inequality check Jneq〈v1, v2〉KMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {v1, v2} ⊆ dom(s′) : Jv1KM
s′ 6= Jv2KM

s′

Data predicate Jpredf 〈vr, V n〉KMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {vr} ∪ V n ⊆ dom(s′) : JvrKMs = Jf(V n)KMs

Pattern Body JPB〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← c1 ∧ . . . cnKMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {v1, . . . vk} ⊆ dom(s′) :
∧
i∈1..nJciKMs′ = >

Graph Pattern JP 〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← PB1 ∨ . . . PBnKMs = >, if ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ {v1, . . . vk} ⊆ dom(s′) :
∨
i∈1..nJPBiKMs′ = >

Positive Call Jcall(P c〈v1, . . . vn〉)KMs = >, if
{
∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ V n ⊆ dom(s′) ∧ ∀i∈1..n : s′(vci ) = s(vi) :

JP c〈vc1, . . . vcn〉KMs′ = >

Negative Call Jneg(P c〈v1, . . . vn〉)KMs = >, if
{
6 ∃s′ ⊇ s ∧ V n ⊆ dom(s′) ∧ ∀i∈1..n : s′(vci ) = s(vi) :

JP c〈vc1, . . . vcn〉KMs′ = >

Table 3.2: Algebraic De�nition of Graph Patterns

checks, pattern de�nitions with a disjunction of pattern bodies containing conjunction of constraints
and positive and negative pattern calls and constants (representing model element identi�ers and data
values). The semantics of P is de�ned as an interpretation of the term over a graph M and along a
substitution s as detailed in Table 3.2 for the key elements of the EMF-Inc�ery language [3].

A match of P in M is a substitution s which satis�es all constraints. The match set is the set of
all matches of a pattern in a graph model:

MSPM = { s | JP 〈V k〉 ← PB1 ∨ . . . PBnKMs = > } 2

A brief informal explanation of the elements of a graph pattern is as follows:
Entity constraints state that the variable v has to be bound to an instance model element that is an

instance of a given metamodel entity.
Relation constraints describe that in a given interpretation variables vs, vt and v are bound to two

objects and a link between them, correspondingly, with the link being an instance of a selected
metamodel relation. The interpretation of the constraint extends the graph algebra by binding
variables to model elements accordingly.

Equality and inequality check constraints state that two variables are bound to the same or dif-
ferent values in a given interpretation, respectively.

Data predicate constraints states that the function f can be used to calculate the value of the result
variable vr from the attribute variables V n. This is useful to cover any speci�c expression
language of graph patterns.

Graph patterns and Pattern bodies are used to de�ne complex formulae by combining simple
constraints in disjunctive normal forms: pattern bodies for a conjunction, while a graph pattern
is a disjunction of pattern bodies.

Positive pattern call constraints state that the substituted values of selected variables must form
a match of the called pattern P c by binding variables of the called pattern to the interpretation
of the variables of the caller patterns.
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Fireable Transition Non-Fireable Transition (NFT) Tokens of Place (TP)

FT 〈t〉 NFT 〈t〉 TP 〈pl〉

Parameters t ∈ V ent t ∈ V ent pl ∈ V ent

Bodies 1 1 1

Variables t ∈ V ent t, pl, arc ∈ V ent , r1, r2 ∈ V rel pl, to ∈ V ent , r ∈ V rel

Constraints

ent1〈Transition, t〉 ent1〈Transition, t〉 ent1〈Place, pl〉
neg2(NFT 〈t〉) ent2〈Place, pl〉 ent2〈Token, to〉

ent3〈PTArc, arc〉 rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉
rel4〈Place.outArc, r1, pl, arc〉

rel5〈PTArc.target, r2, arc, t〉 ∈ C
neg6(TP 〈pl〉)

(a) Constraint Notation

NEG$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Non'Fireable$Transi1on$(NFT)$

NEG$
$
$
$
Tokens$of$Place$(TP)$

pl#:#Place#t#:#Token#
:#tokens#

t#:#Transi1on#
:#outArc#

arc:#PTArc#
:#target#

Fireable#Transi1on#(FT)#

(b) Graphical Notation

Figure 3.2: Graph Pattern for Fireable Transitions

Negative pattern call constraints are very similar to positive pattern call constraints, but state that
the substituted values of selected variables must not form a match of the called pattern P c.

When evaluating the results of a graph pattern, any subset of the parameters can be (a priori)
bound to model elements or attribute values that the pattern matcher will handle as additional con-
straints. This allows re-using the same pattern in di�erent scenarios, such as for checking whether a
set of model elements ful�ll a pattern, or to list all matches of the model.

De�nition 11 (Input parameter binding) Given a graph pattern P 〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← PB1 ∨ . . . PBn
over the model M , an input parameter binding b is a substitution that assigns values to some (or all)
of the parameters of the pattern, formally dom(b) ⊆ {v1, . . . vk}.

The match set of the pattern P with an input parameter binding b can be calculated as follows:

MSPM (b) = { s | s ⊇ b ∧ JP 〈V k〉 ← PB1 ∨ . . . PBnKMs = > } 2

Graph patterns are often depicted as a graph structure where nodes and edges represent the dif-
ferent structural constraints of the pattern, called patterns as subpatterns and other constraints are
added as comments.

Example 8 Figure 3.2 depicts a graph pattern that identi�es Fireable Transitions in a Petri net. This
pattern expresses a condition to all source Places of a selected Transition, that can be expressed in
graph patterns with double negation: a Transition is �reable if none of its Places is connected to any
Place with an outgoing arc (not a source place of the transition) that has no tokens available via the
tokens reference.

Figure 3.2(a) describes the Fireable Transition pattern with the help of two called patterns, named
Non-Fireable Transition and Tokens of Place, respectively. All three patterns have a single pattern body
with a di�erent set of variables and constraints. To ease future referencing, the constraints themselves
are numbered in subscripts. The Fireable transition pattern is expressed via an entity constraint and a
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negative pattern call of the Non-Fireable Transition pattern using a single variable t. The Non-Fireable
Transition subpattern describes a chain of references between a Place and a Transition through a
corresponding arc instance and a negative pattern call of the Tokens of Place pattern using three entity
and two relation variables. Finally, the Tokens of Place describes the connection between a place and
a token using a single reference, described with two entity and a single relation variables.

Figure 3.2(b) depicts the same graph pattern using a conventional graphical notation, where nodes
express entity constraints, edges relational constraints, and negative pattern calls are described as
negative subpatterns in bordered areas.

3.3.2 Evaluating Graph Patterns using Local Search Techniques

Local search based pattern matching (LS) is commonly used in graph transformation tools [NNZ00;
JK06; Gei+06; VFV06], mostly variants of the well-known Ullmann [Ull76] algorithms which start the
pattern matching process from a single node and extend it step-by-step with the neighboring nodes
and edges following a search plan. From a single pattern speci�cation multiple search plans can be
calculated [VFV06; Var+12], thus the pattern matching process starts with a plan selection based on
the input parameter binding and model-speci�c metrics.

De�nition 12 (Search plan) Given a graph pattern body PB〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← c1 ∧ . . . cn a search

plan is an ordered list (sequence) of search operations, one for each constraint. Formally, SP =
(so1, so2, . . . , son). 2

De�nition 13 (Search operation) A search operation so〈c, ad〉 is a tuple representing an atomic
step in pattern matching, and consists of a constraint c and a corresponding operation adornment
function ad : V 7→ {F,B}, where ad(v) = F means that the variable v is free, while ad(v) = B
represents a bound variable (prior to applying so itself).

If all variables of the constraint are already bound, the search operation is a check operation,
otherwise it is an extend operation. 2

Executing a search operation (assuming that there is a match in the graph) enforces the corres-
ponding constraint to hold by extending substitution s of the pattern variables in a consistent way.
However, it is important to note that the executed operation is di�erent for various adornments.

De�nition 14 (Executing search operations) Given a substitution s over the model M , the exe-
cution of the search operation so〈c, ad〉 results in an updated substitution s′, where:

• All variables of the constraint with an adornment B are already bound: dom(s) ⊆ { v | v ∈
dom(c) ∧ ad(v) = B }.

• No variables of the constraint with an adornment F are bound previously: @v ∈ dom(c) :
ad(v) = F ∧ v ∈ dom(s).

• After the execution, all variables of the constraint are bound: dom(s′) ⊆ { v | v ∈ dom(c) }.
• The constraint holds over the substitution: JcKMs′ = > 2

Example 9 For the relational constraint rel〈e, pl, to, P lace.tokens〉 representing the relation
between the Place and Token instances in Figure 3.2, if both variables pl and to are bound, enfor-
cing this constraint means a simple existence check for the edge. If only one of the variables is bound,
a possible candidate substitution needs to be found for the unbound one by a forward or backward
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Operation Type Notes

1: Find all tr that tr ⊂ Transition Extend Iterate
2: NAC: Pattern Non-Fireable Transition Check Subpattern

3: Find arc⊂TPArc that tr ∈ arc.target Extend

4: Find pl⊂Place that tr ∈ arc.target Extend

5: NAC: Pattern Tokens of Place Check Subpattern

6: Find to⊂Token that to ∈ pl.tokens Extend

Table 3.3: Search Plan for the Fireable Transition Pattern

traversal of the corresponding edge, and then bind the variable to this candidate. Finally, if none of
the variables are bound, the operation needs to enumerate all possible edges for candidates. 2

Executing a search plan means executing the operations one by one in the order de�ned by the
plan until all have executed successfully and a match for the body is found. If an operation fails, the
algorithm backtracks.

The runtime cost of executing search operations depends on many factors, such as the availability
of model indexes, computing resources and the instance model itself. Furthermore, even the used
metamodeling approach can in�uence the costs: e.g., in VPM there are always implicit backward
edges, allowing e�cient backwards navigation on edges, while in EMF this is true only for explicitly
modeled opposite references.

The search plan generation process provides search plans based on these factors. Usually a set
of plans are created together with cost estimations to choose the most appropriate plan during pat-
tern matching. As the di�erent search plan generation strategies are not required to understand the
contributions of this dissertation, they are omitted here, but for details the reader can consult [Hor13].

Example 10 Table 3.3 provides a possible search plan for �nding all �reable transitions in a Petri
net. The plan starts with (1) iterating over all Transition instances, and (2) determines for each case
that the Non-Fireable Transition pattern does not hold.

The Non-Fireable Transition pattern is evaluated using a di�erent search plan that assumes a
Transition instance is selected into the variable tr before execution. (3) As a �rst step, it �nds an
arc that has the tr as its endpoint, then (4) it looks for the source Place of that arc. Finally, (5) another
search plan is executed for the Tokens of Place pattern

The Tokens of Place subpattern is evaluated by a single-step plan: (6) it tries to �nd a Token that is
contained by the selected Place instance. 2

3.3.3 Graph Pattern Matching with Rete Networks

Incremental pattern matching [Ber+08a; HLR06] is an alternate query evaluation strategy that expli-
citly caches matches. This makes the results available at any time without further searching, however,
the cache needs to be incrementally updated upon each model change (or transaction).

The Rete algorithm [For82], which is well-known in rule-based systems, has been e�ciently ad-
apted to several incremental pattern matchers [Dro; GJR11; Ber13]. The algorithm uses an extended
incremental caching approach, that indexes the basic model elements as well as partial matches of a
graph pattern that enumerate the model element tuples which satisfy a subset of the graph pattern
constraints. These caches are organized in a graph structure called Rete network supporting incre-
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Name Interpretation

Entity/0 JnE〈v〉KM={ 〈v〉 | Jent〈t, v〉KM = > }
Relation/0 JnR〈v, vs, vt〉KM={ 〈v, vs, vt〉 | Jrel〈t, v, vs, vt〉KM = > }

Projection/1 Jnπ〈V k〉KM=π
V k Jn1〈V n〉KM , where V n ⊇ V k

Filter/1 Jnσ〈V k〉KM=σJn1〈V k〉KM

Compute/1 Jncomp〈V k〉KM=f ⊗ Jn1〈V k〉KM

Join/2 Jn./〈V k〉KM=Jn1〈V i〉KM ./ Jn2〈V i〉KM ,where V k = V i ∪ V j
Anti-join/2 Jn.〈V k〉KM=Jn1〈V k〉KM . Jn2〈V j〉KM

Disjunction/2 Jn∪〈V k〉KM=Jn1〈V k〉KM ∪ Jn2〈V k〉KM

Table 3.4: Relational Algebraic Operations of Rete Networks

mental updates upon model changes. In this dissertation the Rete networks are formalized following
the abstract algebraic formulation from [6].

De�nition 15 (Rete network) A Rete network R ≡ 〈GR,MM,L〉 is a directed acyclic graphGR ≡
〈N,E, src, trg〉 over a metamodel MM , where N is a set of Rete nodes connected by edges E (along
src and trg). L = Kind ∪ Index de�nes node kinds (entity E and relation input R, natural join ./,
�lter σ, projection π, disjunction ∪ and anti-join .) as node labels and indices as edge labels, while
data associated to nodes are speci�c Terms of type nop〈V k〉 (the speci�c terms will be speci�ed in
De�nition 16.

The memory of an input node nI lists entities and relations of the model with a speci�c label.
Positive pattern calls are always mapped to join nodes, while negative pattern calls are expressed
via anti-join nodes. A production (output) node in a Rete network contains all matches of a graph
pattern P in accordance by expressing the complex constraints with a relational algebraic operations
(e.g. projection, �lter, join, anti-join, disjunction). The compilation of the graph pattern language of
EMF-Inc�ery into a corresponding Rete network is out of scope for the current dissertation and
it is studied in [Ber13] in detail. We only rely on the correctness of a compilation comp : P 7→
N to guarantee that a match set of a graph pattern P (see Table 3.2) equals to the memory of the
corresponding Rete node (as de�ned in Table 3.4), i.e. MSPM = Jn〈V k〉KM where n = comp(P ).

De�nition 16 (Memory of a Rete node) Each Rete node n ∈ N of the Rete network RP stores all
matches of an instance model M which satisfy certain constraints which is denoted as Jn〈V k〉KM .
Each Rete node n relies upon the memory of its parents Jni〈V k〉KM to calculate its own content
inductively by relational algebraic operators which are speci�ed in detail in Table 3.4.

A brief informal explanation of these cases is as follows:
Entity and relation nodes represent the input nodes of the network, and enumerate model ele-

ments of a speci�ed type.
Projection nodes have a single parent node, and implement the relational operation projection (tra-

ditionally denoted by π) to reduce the size of the stored tuples. Its most common usage is to
remove all variables of a pattern body that are not parameters of the graph pattern.

Filter nodes have a single parent node, and their role is to �lter the memory of their parent node
using a selector function (performing the selection operation, traditionally denoted by σ).

Compute nodes evaluate data predicate constraints, and make the computation result available as
a pattern variable.
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Pattern	FT

Pattern	NFT

Pattern	TP

arc	=	arc
JOINpl =	pl

ANTI-
JOIN

Place	#
tokens

Place#
outArcs

PTArc#	
target

pl to

PC To1

pl arc

PC PT1

PSe PT2

arc tr

PT1 TrQ

PT2 TrS

Transition tr

TrQ

TrS

tr =	tr

ANTI-
JOIN

pl arc

PSe PT2

∏
tr

pl arc tr

PSe PT2 TrS

tr

TrS

tr

TrQ

n1 n2 n3 n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

(a) Graphical Notation

Jn1R〈pl, to〉KM = {〈PC , T o1〉}

Jn2R〈pl, arc〉KM = {〈PC , PT1〉, 〈PSe, PT2〉}

Jn3R〈arc, tr〉KM = {〈PT1, T rQ〉, 〈PT2, T rS〉}

Jn4E〈tr〉KM = {〈TrQ〉, 〈TrS〉}

Jn5.〈pl, arc〉KM = Jn2R〈pl, arc〉KM . Jn1R〈pl, to〉KM

= {〈PSe, PT2〉}

Jn6./〈pl, arc, tr〉KM = Jn3R〈arc, tr〉KM ./ Jn5.〈pl, arc〉KM

= {〈PSe, PT2, T rS〉}

Jn7Π〈tr〉KM = ΠJn6./〈pl, arc, tr〉KM

= {〈TrS〉}

Jn8.〈tr〉KM = Jn4E〈tr〉KM . Jn7Π〈tr〉KM

= {〈TrQ〉} 2

(b) Algebraic Notation

Figure 3.4: A Rete Network for the Fireable Transition Pattern

Join nodes Join nodes compute the relational operation natural join (traditionally denoted by ./) of
the memory of their two parent nodes.

Anti-join nodes (traditionally denoted by .) are used to describe negative pattern compositions:
tuples from the �rst parent are included in the result if and only if no corresponding tuple
exists in the second parent.

Disjunction nodes have a set of parent nodes, and de�ne the relation operation disjunction (tradi-
tionally denoted by ∪). They are used to calculate the matches of a graph pattern with multiple
bodies. For easier formalization, and without the loss of generality, we assume each disjunction
node has exactly two parents.

Example 11 Figure 3.4 depicts a Rete network for the �reable transition pattern. Its input nodes
index all Transitions and three references: all the tokens and outArcs starting from Place instances,
and the target reference from PTArc instances.

The network expresses negative application conditions with anti-join operations (depicted by the
red triangles), while the connection between a transition and its source place is expressed by joining
the results of the outArcs and target references.

3.3.4 Incremental Change-driven Behavior of Rete Networks

If the memory of a Rete node changes, the memory of all its children Rete nodes needs to be updated
in accordance with the relational algebraic operation of the Rete node. For that purpose, we de�ne
a change algebra over terms n+ and n− (jointly denoted as n∆) which represent tuples added and
removed from a Rete node n. We brie�y revisit the semantics of such change terms in Table 3.5 while
the reader is referred to [Ber13] for a detailed discussion.

De�nition 17 (Change algebra for Rete nodes) LetM be a graph model cached in a Rete network
R and let ∆ be a set of elementary model changes (represented by terms for creation and deletion of
entities ent+, ent− or references rel+ and rel−) over this graph. We de�ne a term nop∆ for each node
nop of the Rete network to represent matches that are changed by ∆ with respect to M .
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Name Interpretation

Entity JnE∆〈v〉K
M,∆=

{
(JnE〈v〉KM = > ∧ Jent−〈v〉K∆ = >)∨
(JnE〈v〉KM = ⊥ ∧ Jent+〈v〉K∆ = >)

Relation JnR∆〈v, vs, vt〉K
M,∆=

{
(JnR〈v, vs, vt〉KM = > ∧ Jrel−〈v, vs, vt〉K∆ = >)∨
(JnR〈v, vs, vt〉KM = ⊥ ∧ Jrel+〈v, vs, vt〉K∆ = >)

Projection Jnπ∆〈V k〉K
M,∆=π(Jn1〈V n〉KM ∪ Jn1

∆〈V n〉K
M,∆) \ πJn1〈V n〉KM

Filter Jnσ∆〈V k〉K
M,∆=σJn1

∆〈V k〉K
M,∆

Compute Jncomp∆ 〈V k〉KM,∆=Jn1
∆〈V k〉K

M,∆

Join Jn./∆〈V k〉K
M,∆=


(Jn1〈V i1 〉KM ./ Jn2

∆〈V
j
2 〉K

M,∆
n )∪

(Jn1
∆〈V

i
1 〉KM,∆ ./ Jn2〈V j2 〉KM )∪

(Jn1
∆〈V

i
1 〉KM,∆ ./ Jn2

∆〈V
j
2 〉KM,∆)

Anti-join Jn.∆〈V k〉K
M,∆=

{
Jn1〈V k〉KM ./ (πJn2〈V j2 〉KM \ π(Jn2〈V j2 〉KM ∪ Jn2

∆〈V
j
2 〉KM,∆))∪

Jn1
∆〈V k〉K

M,∆ . (Jn2〈V j2 〉KM ∪ Jn2
∆〈V

j
2 〉KM,∆)

Disjunction Jn∪∆〈V k〉K
M,∆=


{ Jn1

∆〈V k〉K
M,∆ | (Jn2〈V k〉KM = ∅) ∧ (Jn2

∆〈V k〉K
M,∆ = ∅) }∪

{ Jn2
∆〈V k〉K

M,∆ | (Jn1〈V k〉KM = ∅) ∧ (Jn1
∆〈V k〉K

M,∆ = ∅) }∪
{ Jn1

∆〈V k〉K
M,∆ | Jn2

∆〈V k〉K
M,∆ }

Table 3.5: Change Algebra for Rete Nodes

The semantics of such terms are inductively de�ned using (i) match information nop cached in R
forM (i.e. the previous state of the model) and (ii) changes already computed at parent nodes n1

∆ and
n2

∆ of nop∆ split along operations op as detailed in Table 3.5. 2

A brief informal explanation of these cases is as follows:
Entity and relation change A model entity appears in the change set nE∆ if (1) it exists inM and it

is removed by ∆ or (2) it does not exist in M and it is created by ∆ (and same holds for model
references).

Change in projection nodes As the projection operation is not injective the change set of a projec-
tion node has to be de�ned as the projection of the di�erence of the new n1〈V n〉∪n1

∆〈V n〉 and
old n1〈V n〉memory of the parent nodes. This is required to only report changes to the children
if all corresponding source tuples have been removed, or if the addition of a new element into
the parent does not result in a duplicate after the projection.

Change in �lter nodes In case of a �lter node the change set is the change set of its single parent
n1

∆〈V k〉 �ltered using the σ �lter operator.
Change in compute nodes The change set of a compute node is calculated by executing the pre-

scribed computation on the change set of its single parent.
Change in join nodes The change set of a join node consists of the union of three change sets: (1)

the join of the memory of the �rst parent node n1〈V i〉 with the delta coming from the second
parent n2

∆〈V j〉; (2) the join of the second parent n2〈Vi〉with the �rst parent delta n1
∆〈V j〉; and

(3) the join of the two parent deltas n1
∆〈V i〉 and n2

∆〈V j〉.
Change in anti-join nodes The change set of an anti-join node is the union of two sets: (1) the

elements in the second parent delta n2
∆〈V j〉 that are �ltering out pre-existing tuples from the

�rst parent n1〈V k〉; and (2) the changed elements of the �rst parent n1
∆〈V k〉 that are not �ltered

out by the second parent or its changes.
Change in disjunction nodes The change set of a disjunction node is the union of three sets: (1)

the delta of the �rst parent n1
∆〈V k〉 that was not present in the second parent n2〈V k〉; (2)
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(a) Graphical Notation

∆ = {tokens〈PSe, T o2〉+}

Jn1R〈pl, to〉KM,∆ = {tokens〈PSe, T o2〉+}

Jn2R〈pl, arc〉KM,∆ = ∅

Jn3R〈arc, tr〉KM,∆ = ∅

Jn4E〈tr〉KM,∆ = ∅

Jn5.〈pl, arc〉KM,∆ = Jn2R〈pl, arc〉KM ./ (πJn1R〈pl, to〉KM

\ π(Jn1R〈pl, to〉KM ∪ Jn1R〈pl, to〉KM,∆))

= {〈PSe, PT2〉−}

Jn6./〈pl, arc, tr〉KM,∆ = Jn3R〈arc, tr〉KM ./ Jn5.〈pl, arc〉KM,∆)

= {〈PSe, PT2, T rS〉−}

Jn7Π〈tr〉KM,∆ = ΠJn6./〈pl, arc, tr〉KM

= {〈TrS〉−}

Jn8.〈tr〉KM,∆ = Jn4E〈tr〉KM ./ (πJn7Π〈tr〉KM

\ π(Jn7Π〈tr〉KM ∪ Jn7Π〈tr〉KM,∆))

= {〈TrS〉+}

(b) Algebraic Notation

Figure 3.6: Change Propagation in the Rete Network

the delta of the second parent n2
∆〈V k〉 that was not present in the �rst parent n1〈V k〉 and (3)

elements that were added or removed by both parent changes.

Example 12 Figure 3.6 depicts the change processing in the Rete network introduced previously in
Figure 3.4 with a new Place.tokens edge created (that is indexed by node n1).

The changes of the four input nodes are trivially calculated: node n1 includes the new tuple, while
the change sets for nodes n2, n3 and n4 are empty. For the anti-join node n5 the incoming change of
an appeared tuple inhibits its current match that is removed, and a corresponding change noti�cation
is sent to node n6. In a similar fashion, the change propagates to the �nal node where a new tuple
(and thus a new match for the pattern) appears.

In Figure 3.5(b) the same change process is presented in algebraic form, based on the de�nitions
from Table 3.5. However, for readability in case of join and anti-join nodes the branches of the dis-
junctions are removed where the delta is empty because of the empty parent deltas. 2

3.4 Graph Transformation

Graph transformation (GT) [Roz97; Ehr+99] has been extensively used for specifying and executing
complex model transformations. In GT, graph patterns capture structural conditions and type con-
straints in a compact visual way. At execution time, these conditions need to be evaluated by graph

pattern matching, which aims to retrieve one or all matches of a given pattern to execute a transform-
ation rule.

A GT rule declaratively speci�es a model manipulation operation, using a left-hand side (LHS or
precondition) graph (pattern) to decide the applicability of the rule, and a right-hand side (RHS or
postcondition) graph (pattern) which speci�es the result model after the rule application.
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De�nition 18 (Graph transformation rule) A graph transformation rule GT 〈V n
l 〉 ←

〈LHS〈V n
l 〉, RHS〈V k

r 〉, p〉 is de�ned using two graph patterns as follows:
• LHS is a graph pattern determining the applicability of the rule.

• The parameters of the LHS pattern can be used to further limit the applicability.

• RHS is a restricted graph pattern specifying the result model after rule application. It can have
only one pattern body that prescribes only structural constraints without embedded NACs or
aggregation.

• p : LHS 7→ RHS represents variables shared between LHS and RHS. The model elements
represented by these variables will be left intact during the application of the rule. 2

De�nition 19 (Application of a graph transformation rule) The application of a r〈V n〉 ←
〈LHS,RHS〉 rule replaces the pattern de�ned by the LHS with the pattern de�ned by RHS. This
is performed in the following steps and is equivalent with the single pushout approach as de�ned
in [Roz97]:

1. Pattern Maching: Find a single match of the LHS pattern in the model graph corresponding to
the parameters of the rule application M : m ∈MSLHSM (JV nKM ).

2. Deletion: ∀v ∈ VLHS \VRHS , the model element (object or link)m(v) is removed. Furthermore,
dangling edges are deleted: for every model element m(v) removed, the edges { e | e ∈
EM ∧ (srcM (e) = (m(v) ∨ trgM (e) = m(v))} are also removed.

3. Insertion: ∀v ∈ VRHS \ VLHS , a new model element is created and assigned to v in a way that
RHS becomes satis�ed (i.e. the new element is created in a type-conforming and structurally
consistent way). 2

Example 13 Figure 3.7(a) describes a rule for adding a Token into a Place. The precondition pattern
consists of a single Place, while the postcondition extends it with a Token connected to it using a tokens

reference.

Place:	Place

Token:	Token

X:	tokens

Place:	Place

LHS	- precondition RHS	- postcondition

(a) Add a Token to a Place

Place:	Place

Token:	Token

X:	tokens

Place:	Place

LHS	- precondition RHS	- postcondition

(b) Remove a Token from a Place

Figure 3.7: GT Rule Examples

The rule itself can be applied to any match of its LHS pattern, in this case to any Place instances
(regardless whether it already contains a Token or not). To transform the match to represent the
RHS pattern, a new Token instance needs to be created and connected to the Place instance using the
corresponding tokens reference.
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Removing a Token from a Place can be expressed very similarly, as depicted in Figure 3.7(b). The
rule starts with a Token connected to a Place, and its application removes the Token and the corres-
ponding reference.

3.5 Complex Model Transformations

Complex model transformations can be constructed from the elementary model transformations rules
by di�erent execution strategies, ranging from non-deterministically selecting a rule to apply [Tae04;
SK08a] to composite rules with rule prioritization [Bie+10] to languages with dedicated, imperative
control structures [JK06; KPP08; VB07].

3.5.1 Model Transformation Statements

Transformation programs are formalized as a series of one or more statements, the smallest standalone
element of the transformation language. Such statements are responsible for model modi�cation, such
as the creation or removal of model elements, variables updates, conditional statements or graph
pattern calls.

De�nition 20 (Statement) A statement st is an n-ary function whose parameters might refer to
other terms and statements. The set of statement parameters of st are called the substatements, notated
as sub(st). 2

De�nition 21 (Executing Model Transformation Programs) The state of a model transforma-
tion program is a tuple A〈M, s〉 includning a snapshot of the instance model M used in the trans-
formation program and a substitution function s : V ar 7→ U that maps program variables to their
actual values.

The semantics of the transformation program is de�ned as the interpreted state updates performed
by the various statement types as described in Table 3.6 for the key elements of the transformation
language of Viatra2.

A brief explanation of the cases is as follows
Model manipulation statements add or remove objects and links to the model, together with ini-

tializing the direct type, and source and target predicates accordingly.
The Variable update statement is used to change the value of a variable to any term expressed by

program by updating the substitution function.
The sequential statement is de�ned as a series of statements that are executed one by one.
The conditional statement has two substatements of which only one is executed depending on the

interpretation of the condition term.
Graph transformation rule application statements update the model as de�ned in De�ni-

tion 19.
Rule de�nition and call statements allow naming a statement (most commonly a sequence of

statements) and calling it at a later point. At a call, similar to graph pattern calls earlier, corres-
ponding variables are mapped to the new context.

The transformation language of Viatra2 de�nes a larger set of statements [VB07], however for
brevity only a limited subset is used here to demonstrate the results of this dissertation.
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Name Execution Substatements

Create Object Jnewo〈T 〉KA〈M,s〉=

{
A〈M ′, s〉 , where JinstanceOfKo,TM′ ∧
Jobject〈T, o〉KM

′
s ∧ ¬Jobject(o)KMs

∅

Remove Object Jdelo〈t〉KA〈M,s〉=

{
A〈M ′, s〉 , where
¬Jobject(o)KM

′
s ∧ Jobject(o)KMs

∅

Create Link Jnewl〈T, vs, vt〉KA〈M,s〉=


A〈M ′, s〉 , where JinstanceOf〈l, T 〉KM

′
s ∧

Jlink〈l〉KM
′

s ∧ ¬Jlink(l)KMs ∧
Jsrc〈l, JvsKM

′
s 〉KM

′
s ∧ Jtrg〈l, JvtKM

′
s 〉KM

′
s

∅

Remove Link Jdell〈l〉KA〈M,s〉=

{
A〈M ′, s〉 , where
Jlink(l)KM

′
s ∧ ¬Jlink(l)KMs

∅

Variable Update Jlet〈v, t〉KA〈M,s〉=A〈M, s′〉, where s′(x) =

{
JtKMs , if x = v

s(x), otherwise
∅

Sequential Jseq〈st1, . . . stn〉KA〈M,s〉= JstnK ⊗ . . .⊗ Jst1KA〈M,s〉 {st1, . . . stn}

Conditional Jif〈t, stt, stf 〉KA〈M,s〉=

{
JsttKA〈M,s〉, if JtKMs = >
Jstf KA〈M,s〉, otherwise

{stt, stf}

GT rule application JchooseGT 〈v1, . . . vn〉KA〈M,s〉 : De�nition 19 ∅

Rule de�nition Jr〈v1, . . . vn〉 ← stKA〈M,s〉= JstKA〈M,s〉 {st}

Rule call Jcall r〈v1, . . . vn〉KA〈M,s〉=

{
Jr〈vc1, . . . vcn〉KA〈M,s

′〉, where
∀i∈1..n s

′(vci ) = s(vi)
∅

Table 3.6: Execution of Transformation Program Statements

3.5.2 Control Flow Graphs

To visualize possible executions of the program, elementary statements can be arranged into control

�ow graphs [All70], connecting statements with all possible followup statements. Similar to tradi-
tional program analysis, the use of control �ow graphs enables reasoning about the possible execu-
tions of the transformation programs.

De�nition 22 (Control Flow Graph) A control �ow graph of a model transformation program
GCF 〈ST,E, src, trg, entry, exit, V ars〉 is a directed, connected graph, where

• The nodes ST of the graph represent elementary transformation program statements.
• The functions src : E 7→ V and trg : E 7→ V connect edges E to its source and target

statements, respectively. Two statements are connected if it is possible they will be executed
after each other.

• The entry ∈ V and exit ∈ V represent the �rst and last statements of execution, respectively.
Formally, @e ∈ E : trg(e) = entry and @e ∈ E : src(e) = exit.

• The set V ars represent a set of variable symbols the statements may refer to. For a statement
st ∈ ST , dom(st) ⊆ V ars represents the set of variables a statement refers to. 2

A common extension of this control �ow graph de�nition is the addition of guard conditions
to edges that limit the possible execution paths based on the current state of the transformation.
However, as it is not necessary for understanding the contributions of this dissertation, its discussion
is omitted.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the Formalization

The execution of the transformation program is modeled by the traversal of the control �ow
graph, starting from the entry statement, until the exit statement is reached. At each point during
the traversal, the actual program state can be stored separately.

De�nition 23 (Executing Paths) An execution path is an ordered list of edges in the control �ow
graph path(GCF )〈e1, e2, . . . en〉 that describe a path where src(e1) = entry,∀i ∈ 2..n : src(e1) 6=
entry; trg(en) = exit,∀i ∈ 1..n− 1 : src(ei) 6= exit and ∀i ∈ 1..n− 1 : trg(ei) = src(ei+1). 2

Complex transformation programs may allow the de�nition of reusable series of opera-
tions [Kus+15], similar to procedure of function calls in traditional, imperative languages. Such ele-
ments can be modeled via interprocedural control �ow graphs [DGS95]: each reusable procedure is
represented via a separate control �ow graph with dedicated entry and exit points, and connected
using call statements.

De�nition 24 (Interprocedural Control Flow Graph) An interprocedural control �ow graph
GICF 〈Gn, Gmain, ST,E,C, src, trg, V ars〉 consists of a set of control �ow graphs Gn, one of
them Gmain∈Gn representing the main procedure, connected by C ⊆ E call edges, repres-
enting giving control to the called control �ow graph. Each individual control �ow graph
k〈STi, Ei, src, trg, entryi, exiti, V arsi〉 represents a subset of the interprocedural control �ow
graph: STi ⊆ ST,Ei ⊆ E, V arsi ⊆ V ars. Furthermore, a well-formed interprocedural control
�ow graph ful�lls the following constraints:

• No statements are shared between the control �ow graphs: ∀G1, G2 ∈ Gn : ST1 ∩ ST2 = ∅.

• All call edges end in the entry of a control �ow graph: ∀c ∈ C :
∃G〈STi, Ei, src, trg, entryi, exiti, V ars〉 : trg c = entryi. 2

3.6 Summary

This chapter has formalized model queries and transformations. To summarize the various concepts,
Figure 3.8 visualizes their connection to each other. Transformation programs, consisting of graph
patterns, graph transformation rules and complex control structures, are the core concepts to under-
stand, while local search and Rete network based pattern matching techniques are used to calculate
the match set of graph patterns e�ciently.
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The various contributions in this thesis rely some parts of these de�nitions as follows. The light-
weight static analysis techniques presented in Chapter 4 (and depicted as red boxes) rely on the se-
mantics of the transformation programs. Similarly, graph transformation rules provide a convenient
formulation for the transformation presented for incremental graphical views in Chapter 5. On the
other hand, the model transformation and Rete network slicing techniques presented in Chapter 6 also
depend on the pattern matching algorithms to provide results.





Chapter 4

Lightweight Static Analysis of Model

Queries and Transformations

Contributions of the current chapter This chapter introduces several static analysis techniques
such as type checking for graph patterns and model transformation programs, and also connectedness
analysis and variable usage counting for graph patterns for the early detection of common isssues.
All approaches are presented with examples implemented in the pattern language of EMF-Inc�ery,
or the transformation language of Viatra2. This chapter is partially based on [3, 4, 14].

4.1 Overview

Common mistakes during the development of model queries and transformations, such as the mis-
spelling a variable, can result in syntactically correct speci�cation that does not behave as expected,
e.g. a query that always returns an empty match set or consumes a large amount of memory. The
high-level, declarative nature of graph patterns combined with complex structures (e.g. transitive
closures or pattern composition) and/or an imperative control structure makes such issues hard to
debug.

A typical issue in model queries or transformation is type errors: the di�erent uses of an ex-
pression or a variable may expect it to have two incompatible types. Albeit static type checking is
a common method to avoid or �x type errors (e.g. mismatched parameters, invalid variable assign-
ments) in traditional programming languages, many existing model transformation frameworks have
only very limited support for identifying such errors. This is partly due to partially typed trans-
formation languages: having statically typed graph transformation rules (checked for type safety at
compile time) with a dynamically typed control structure (checked at runtime) makes type checking
more complex.

In case of graph patterns, another common issue is to accidentally introduce independent con-
straints, e.g. introducing a new variable by misspelling its name or omitting a constraint. These are
not always incorrect de�nitions, however, they can increase the cost of pattern matching considerably.

This chapter presents a static analysis approach for the early detection of type errors in partially
typed model transformation programs based on constraint satisfaction problems, followed by two al-
gorithms that check graph patterns for independent constraints. Finally, the techniques are evaluated
using di�erent model queries and transformation programs.

39
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4.2 The Type System of Model Queries and Transformations

A type system speci�es type rules independently of particular type checking/inference algorithms.
The type system of a model query or transformation program uses the elements of the corresponding
metamodel as types, and also uses language-speci�c type rules. This section formalizes this type
system based on the terminology of [Car96].

4.2.1 Type Judgements and Type Rules

A type system is based on elementary judgements, together with type rules to assert the validity of
other judgments on the basis of other judgments already found to be valid.

De�nition 25 (Type Judgements) A type system for a metamodel can be de�ned using the follow-
ing kinds of elementary judgements:

Jtype ≡ TS ` A represents thatA is a metamodel element: A ∈ elements(MM)
Jent ≡ TS ` ent(A) represents that A is an entity of the metamodel: A ∈

entity(MM)

Jrel ≡ TS ` rel(A) represents that A is a relation of the metamodel: A ∈
relation(MM)

Jsupertype ≡ TS ` A ⊆ B represents that B is a supertype of A: supertypeOf(A,B)

Jinstance ≡ TS ` o : A represents that the value represented by the program ele-
ment o is an instance of metamodel element A, formally
instanceOf(valueOf(o), A)

Jconform ≡ TS ` o : v represents that the type of the program element o conforms
to the type of variable v, formally (o : To) ∧ (v : Tv) ∧
(To = Tv ∨ Tv ⊆ To)

Type rules are described as a set of premise judgements and a single conclusion judgement. In a
type rule, if all premises are satis�ed, the conclusion must also hold. Such type rules are described as
writing the premise judgements above a line, while the conclusion is written below it.

De�nition 26 (Type System of a Metamodel) For a type system to represent a metamodel
MM = 〈GMM , supertypeOf,multiplicity〉 it has to contain the following valid judgements:

• ∀A ∈ elements(MM) : TS ` A (all metamodel elements are valid types)

• ∀A,B ∈ elements(MM), supertypeOf(A,B) : TS ` A ⊆ B (supertype relations) 2

The type system of a metamodel also includes a set of generic type rules depicted in Figure 4.1 that
describe language-independent properties of the type system: (1) the Subtype re�ective rule represents
that subtyping is re�ective; (2) the Subtype transitive rule represents that subtyping is transitive; and
(3) the Subsumption rule describes that if an object is the instance of a type, it is also an instance of
all its supertypes.

This rule-based approach allows the type system to be extensible: by de�ning additional rules,
further language elements can be supported. This section will introduce type rules required for graph
patterns and graph transformation rules and the simpli�ed transformation language as de�ned in
Chapter 3. For further details on how to de�ne such rules, consult [Car96].

De�nition 27 (Type Rules for Graph Patterns) Figure 4.2 depicts the type rules required for
graph patterns: one for each constraint type and additional ones for graph patterns and bodies, as
de�ned in Section 3.3.
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(Subtype re�ective)
TS ` A

TS ` A ⊆ A

(Subtype transitive)
TS ` A ⊆ B TS ` B ⊆ C

TS ` A ⊆ C

(Subsumption)
TS ` a : A TS ` A ⊆ B

TS ` a : B

Figure 4.1: Generic Type Rules

(Entity Constraint)
TS ` v : T

TS ` ent〈T, v〉

(Relation Constraint)
TS ` v : T TS ` a : src(T ) TS ` b : trg(T )

TS ` rel〈T, v, a, b〉

(Data Predicate Constraint)
TS ` f : vr (∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi : vfi )

TS ` pred
f〈vf1 ,...v

f
n〉
〈vr, v1, . . . vn〉

(Equality Constraint)
TS ` u : T TS ` v : T

TS ` eq〈u, v〉
(Inequality Constraint)

TS ` neq〈u, v〉

(Pattern Composition Constraint)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi : vci
TS ` call(P c〈v1, . . . vn〉)

(Negative Composition Constraint)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi : vci
TS ` neg(P c〈v1, . . . vn〉)

(Graph Pattern Body)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` ci ∀j ∈ 1..k : TS ` vi
TS ` PB〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cn

(Graph Pattern)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` PBi ∀j ∈ 1..k : TS ` vk
TS ` P 〈v1, . . . vk〉 ← PB1 ∨ . . . ∨ PBn

Figure 4.2: Type Rules for Graph Patterns

• The type rule of an entity constraint has a single premise judgement stating that the type of
variable v has to be T ; while the conclusion judgement states that the entity constraint is well-
typed. The type rule of the relation constraint has three premises: the relation variable r is typed
according to the relation type while the source (a) and target (b) variables are typed according
to the source and target of the relation type.

• The data predicate constraint has a more complex type rule: it may have a di�erent number of
premise judgements based on the number of arguments (arg) that function f has. The �rst two
premises state that both the return variable (vr) and the function (f ) has the type Tf . Then,
similarly for each argument of f , two judgements state that they have the same Ti type as
the predicate variables used. The conclusion states that the predicate constraint is well-typed.
Notice that none of the types (Tf , Ti) were de�ned by the constraint directly, thus they are not
included in the conclusion premise.

• The equality constraint requires that both of its variables have the same type, while the in-

equality constraint is well-typed regardless of the types of its parameters, so the only premise
judgment declared is for the type system to be well-formed.

• All pattern composition constraints de�ne for each parameter the called pattern has that the
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(Graph Transformation Rule)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi TS ` LHS〈V n

l 〉 TS ` RHS〈V n
r 〉 (∀(vl 7→ vr) ∈ p : TS ` vl : vr)

TS ` GT 〈V n
l 〉 ← 〈LHS〈V n

l 〉, RHS〈V k
r 〉, p〉

Figure 4.3: Type Rule for Graph Transformation Rules

(Create Object Statement)
TS ` ent(T )

TS ` newo〈T 〉

(Remove Object Statement)
TS ` ent(T ) TS ` t : T

TS ` delo〈t〉

(Remove Link Statement)
TS ` rel(T ) TS ` t : T

TS ` dell〈t〉

(Create Link Statement)
TS ` rel(T ) TS ` vs : src(T ) TS ` vt : trg(T )

TS ` newl〈T, vs, vt〉

(Variable Update Statement)
TS ` t : T

TS ` let〈v, t〉

(Sequential Statement)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` sti
TS ` seq〈st1, . . . stn〉

(Conditional Statement)
TS ` t : boolean : TS ` stt TS ` stf

TS ` seq〈t, stt, stf 〉

(GT Rule Application Statement)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi TS ` GT 〈vc1, . . . vcn〉 ∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi : vci

TS ` chooseGT 〈v1, . . . vn〉

(Rule De�nition)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi TS ` st
TS ` r〈v1, . . . vn〉 ← st

(Rule Call Statement)
∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi TS ` r〈vc1, . . . vcn〉 ∀i ∈ 1..n : TS ` vi : vci

TS ` call r〈v1, . . . vn〉

Figure 4.4: Type Rules for Transformation Statements

values bound by the caller are compatible one by one.
• Finally, a pattern body is well-typed if all of its constraints and variables are well-typed, while

a graph pattern requires all of its bodies and parameters to be well-typed. 2

De�nition 28 (Type Rules for Graph Transformation Rules) Graph Transformation rules rely
on typing graph patterns, and require a single additional type rule, as depicted in Figure 4.3.

The rule requires that both its LHS and RHS patterns and all its parameters are well-typed; and
the variables shared between the LHS and RHS have compatible types. 2

De�nition 29 (Type Rules for Transformation Statements) Figure 4.4 depicts the type rules re-
quired for typing transformation statements: one for each statement type de�ned in Section 3.5.

• Model manipulation statements require their parameters to represent metamodel entities and
relations according to the type of model element created or removed. Furthermore, when creat-
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Tokens of Place (TP)

TP 〈pl〉

Parameters pl ∈ V ent

Bodies 1
Variables pl, to ∈ V ent, r ∈ V rel

Constraints ent1〈Place, pl〉
ent2〈Token, to〉

rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉

pl	:	Place

t	:	Token

:	tokens

TS ` pl : Place

TS ` ent1〈Place, pl〉
TS ` to : Token

TS ` ent2〈Token, to〉
TS ` r : Place.token TS ` pl : Place TS ` to : Token

TS ` rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉
TS ` PB〈pl, to, r〉 ← ent1〈Place, pl〉 ∧ ent2〈Token, to〉 ∧ rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉

TS ` P 〈pl, to〉 ← PB

Figure 4.5: Type Derivation for the Tokens of Place Pattern

ing a link, it is expected that the source and target elements are valid source and target elements
for the model.

• The variable update expresses that the variable has to have a compatible type with the term
that will provide its value.

• The sequential statement is well-typed if all its included statements are well-typed. Similarly,
the if statement also require its substatements to be well-typed with the added type constraint
that the condition term has to have a boolean type.

• In term of type judgements, the application of a GT rule is similar to the previously presented
pattern composition: the called rule and the parameters have to be well-typed, and the corres-
ponding parameter bindings are conform to the parameters of the rule.

• A rule de�nition is well-typed, if parameters and statement are all well-typed. Finally, the type
rules for a rule call statement are very similar to GT rule applications: parameter bindings and
the called rule are checked. 2

4.2.2 Well-Typedness and Type Inference

In general, a judgement is valid if there exists a tree of type rule applications starting from valid judge-
ments. These applications are depicted as a derivation tree with leaves (mostly instance judgements)
at top and the root statement of the transformation at the bottom, where each judgement is obtained
from the ones immediately above it by some rule of the system. It is expected that the validity of the
leaf elements can be decided directly.

Example 14 Figure 4.5 depicts the type derivation of the type judgement of the Tokens of Place
pattern (the pattern was �rst introduced in Figure 3.2, but repeated here for readability).

• The root of the derivation tree expresses the type safety of the pattern itself: TS ` P .
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• The pattern is well-typed if its single body is well-typed as well, as described in the second level
of the derivation tree using the (Graph Pattern) rule from Figure 4.2.

• The body is valid, if all three of its constraints are valid (Graph Pattern Body) rule, seen by the
three premise judgements. Following the derivation tree, it can be seen that a derivation tree
exists for this pattern.

• Each premise judgements is evaluated using separate rules; ent1 and ent2 are evaluated using
the (Entity Constraint) rule, while rel3 is veri�ed using the (Relation Constraint) rule.

• Each rule application results in elementary type constraints, assigning types to pattern variables
that can be checked to be compatible. 2

Notice that the same variable might have multiple instance judgements in leaves of the tree, like
the variables pl and to in the example. In such cases, all judgements have to be valid at the same time,
otherwise the derivation tree is invalid.

In general, an element of a program is well-typed if there exists a valid derivation tree; if no valid
derivation tree exists, the element is ill-typed. The derivation of such trees is the task of a type inference
engine that has either provide the derivation tree, or prove that no such tree is available.

4.3 Type Inference of Model Queries and Transformations

In this section we propose a type inference engine for model queries and transformations based on
�nite domain constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). The approach relies on the type rules to specify
a constraint satisfaction problem that can be solved using dedicated solvers. The variables of the
problem represent the types of the variables of the transformation, while constraints describe type
judgements accordingly. If these CSPs are satis�able, the result of the CSP describes the types of
variables in the program; when they are unsatis�able, a type error is detected, and an error report is
created with a compact representation of the contradicting type constraints.

4.3.1 Type Inference as Constraint Satisfaction Problems

De�nition 30 (Type Inference as a CSP) Given a model query or transformation program repres-
ented by a control �ow graph GCF ≡ 〈ST,E, src, trg, entry, exit, V ars〉, its type safety can be
formalized as a constraint satisfaction problem as follows:

• Variables of a CSP represent the variables of the transformation, formally V = V ars.

• The domain of all variables are the elements of the metamodel, formally ∀d ∈ D : d =
elements(MM)

• The set of constraints C are the type judgements in the type derivation of the program.

A substitution of a CSP is a function s : V ars 7→ elements(MM) that assigns types to the
variables of the problem. The CSP is complete, if it includes an assignment to all variables dom(s) =
V , and is consistent if all constraints hold: ∀c ∈ C : s |= c . A substitution s is a solution of the
problem, if it is both complete and consistent.

A substitution d dominates another substitution s, if all variables bound in s are also bound in d
to either the same type or to a subtype, formally d ⊆ s i� dom(s) ⊆ dom(d)∧∀v ∈ dom(s) : d(v) =
s(v) ∪ supertypeOf d(v), s(v) ∧ ∃v ∈ dom(s) : supertypeOf(d(v), s(v)). 2
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Representing the Metamodel To represent the inheritance hierarchy in a �nite domain CSP, we
map a unique integer set to each type, that the set-subset relation between the integer sets represent
the inheritance hierarchy in the type system.

De�nition 31 (Type Mapping Function) Given a metamodel MM , a type mapping function tm :
type 7→ 2N assigns a set of integer numbers to each type where ∀T1, T2 ∈ elements(MM) :
supertypeOf (T1, T2)⇔ m(T1) ⊂ m(T2). 2

Such a type mapping function was proposed in [Cas93] for multiple inheritance hierarchies and
is directly applicable for our type system.

Figure 4.6: The Result of Type Mapping

Example 15 Figure 4.6 displays the result of this type mapping of the type system of Petri nets. The
hierarchy also includes three additional types referring to every model element, class or association
respectively.

For every type the associated integer set is also displayed on the �gure. For types that are in
supertype relation (such as the Class and Transition) the sets are in subset relation (m(Class) =
{1} ⊂ {1, 5} = m(Transition)), while for those that are unrelated (such as Edge and Transition) the
subset relation does not hold (m(Edge) = {2, 3} * {1, 5} = m(Transition)). 2

As queries and transformations often deal only with a selected aspect of models, a pruned version
of the metamodel can be used to optimize resource usage which only contains elements referred to in
the program. In order to calculate this subset, a metamodel pruning approach described in [Sen+09]
was adapted: every type directly referred in the program is collected together with all of their super-
types, and in case of relation types their endpoint and inverse associations. This method was proven
in [Sen+09] to calculate a superset of the metamodel elements used in the transformation, providing
a reduced metamodel with all needed elements for analysis.

Representing Type Judgements Type rules can be trivially represented as constraints by consid-
ering all premise judgements as constraints. Given that we expect the CSP to be solvable if there is a
derivation tree, the root rule application of the derivation tree is an implication whose consequence is
true, all its premises must be true as well. Following this logic, all elementary premises (e.g. instance
judgements) have to be entered as a constraint representing an equivalent subset relation between
the constraint variables and corresponding constants.

Example 16 Table 4.1 shows how constraints are generated from type judgements using the Tokens
of Place pattern. The type rule for graph patterns states that they are well-typed if all their bodies are
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Element Type Judgements Constraints

P 〈pl, to〉 ← PB

PB〈pl, to, r〉 ← ent1〈Place, pl〉 ∧ ent2〈Token, to〉 ∧ rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉
ent1〈Place, pl〉 TS ` pl : Place plc ⊆ {1, 3}

ent2〈Token, to〉 TS ` to : Token toc ⊆ {1, 4}

rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉 TS ` r : Place.Token rc ⊆ {2, 5}
TS ` pl : Place plc ⊆ {1, 3}
TS ` to : Token toc ⊂ {1, 4}

Table 4.1: Constraint Generation

well-typed, so no own type judgement is added to the CSP, but the processing of the single body has
to be carried out. Similarly, the body only requires that all constraints are well-typed.

• The type rules of graph patterns and pattern bodies do not contain elementary type judgements,
but require that all their contained elements to be well-typed.

• The type rule for the entity constraint has a single premise judgement stating a known type
Place for its variable pl: this is converted to a CSP constraint by selecting the corresponding
constraint variable plc, than stating that it is a subset of tm(Place) = {1, 3}.

• Similarly, the type judgement for entity constraint ent2 the to variable is represented by
the CSP constraint stating that its corresponding constraint variable toc refers to a subset of
tm(Token) = {1, 4}.

• Finally, the type judgement of the relation constraint rel3 assigns set constraints to the con-
straint variables rc, plc and toc, respectively. Here, we see that some variables have multiple
constraints attached to them; all of them are to be evaluated simultaneously. 2

If a solution of the CSP is found, it assigns an integer set to each variable. Given a result s, the
type of a variable v is calculated as follows:

1. It is checked whether the result represents a type itself: ∃T ∈ elements(MM) : tm(T ) =
s(v) 7→ TS ` v : T .

2. If the result is not a type itself, but there exists a type whose set representative is a (minimal)
superset of a type, that type can be selected: ∃T ∈ elements(MM) : tm(T ) ⊃ s(v)∧ 6 ∃T ′ ∈
elements(MM) : tm(T ) ⊃ tm(T ′) ⊃ s(v) 7→ TS ` v : T . However, if the minimal superset
is not unique the inference engine cannot decide which one should be the correct type and
an error has to be reported. Alternatively, hints, such as explicitly declared types might be
considered, if they exist.

3. If none of the types in the metamodel has a set that extends the result, the variable is ill-typed:
6 ∃T ∈ elements(MM) : tm(T ) ⊃ s(v) 7→ ⊥.

4.3.2 Type Inference for Complex Control Structures

The type inference process works similarly on complex control structures: a type derivation tree
needs to be provided for the entire transformation program. However, there are usually two main
di�erences: (1) as opposed to the �at hierarchy of constraints in graph patterns, control structures
are usually deeply hierarchical and feature more types of statements and terms, and (2) the analysis
cannot assume that the value a variable refers to remains unchanged (nor its type) . The deeper
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Algorithm 4.1: The Type Inference Algorithm
Input: GCF ≡ 〈ST,E, trg, src, entry, exit, V ars〉
Output: judgements

1 let currentst = entry
2 let solutions = entry
3 forall path = 〈e1, e2, . . . en〉 ∈ {paths(GCF )} do /* Take all execution paths */

/* Initialize CSP */
4 let Vc = ∅ /* Constraint variables */
5 let D = ∅ /* Constraint domains */
6 let C = ∅ /* Constraints */
7 forall e in path do ; /* Traverse execution path */
8

9 let currentst ← trg(e)
/* Create new variable version if required */

10 forall v ∈ { v | v ∈ dom(currentst) ∧ (upd(currentst) ∨ v 6∈ Vc) } do
11 createV ariableV ersion(v, Vc, D)

12 let c← c ∪ {premise judgements of currentst}
13 if ¬satisfiable(Vc), D, c then /* If CSP is unsatisfiable, type error */
14 return solutions← {error(currentst)}

/* Add solution to the results */
15 let solutions← solutions ∪ solution(Vc, D,C)

16 return solutions

hierarchy and more model elements can be handled simply by de�ning a larger number of required
type rules.

On the other hand, value changes have to be handled more carefully, especially if the new value
can have a di�erent, incompatible type, as the CSP variables cannot represent two independent types
at the same time. For example, in the transformation language of Viatra2 the update rule does not
enforce that the new value assigned to the variable has to have the same type as the previous value.
To handle this issue, the inference engine was extended with two additional ideas:

• Instead of typing the complete program, all execution paths of the program are typed separately.
• If a variable is updated in the transformation program, a new CSP variable is created to represent

the updated value. This is a Static Single Assigment form [Cyt+91]-conversion of the code.
It is important to note that the number of execution paths in a transformation program might

be exponential, thus this naive traversal of the transformation is often very slow. To mitigate this
issue, it is possible to modularize the traversal by splitting the transformation in multiple parts, and
evaluating them separately. Section 4.3.3 will describe this modularization in more detail.

The proposed type inference algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 4.1, starting with a control �ow
graph of the transformation program (as de�ned in De�nition 22). The algorithm considers all possible
execution paths of the transformation (line 3), and traverses them one by one.

For each path, a new CSP is initialized in line 12 without any variables and constraints. Then each
statement covered in the path is evaluated in line 7 in two ways. (1) It is ensured that all variables used
by the statement are mapped to the CSP; similarly, a new version is created if a variable is modi�ed
by the statement (line 10). Then (2) the corresponding type rule is selected and instance judgements
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are added to the CSP in line 12. Any premise judgement that relies on statements not in the currently
traversed path is considered valid.

After that point, the satis�ability of the CSP is evaluated in line 13; if it is not satis�able, an error
is reported for the current statement, and the traversal is stopped. Given the monotonous nature of
type judgement, it is not possible that the addition of a further constraint would make the problem
satis�able again, stopping at this point means that the program is not well-typed. However, in case of
multiple type errors in the program it is possible that some will not be found; regardless the program
will still be considered ill-typed. Finally, if no issue is found, the substitution is added to the disjunction
containing all found solutions.

4.3.3 Modular Traversal

A composite statement, as de�ned in De�nition 24, is structurally the same as the control �ow graph
of a transformation program, therefore the type inference algorithm described in Algorithm 4.1 can
be used directly on composites as well without any changes. The partial analysis results returned
by the inference engine will be stored as type contracts, and will be reused when the composite is
reached during the traversal.

De�nition 32 (Type Contract) Given a statement Gsub a type contract contract(Gsub) =
〈Pre, Post〉 is a tuple, where Pre and Post are a set of type substitutions. The set Pre represents the
types when the traversal starts, while the set Post describes the type constraints after execution. 2

In case either the Pre, or the Post set contains more than one elements, they are considered as al-
ternate execution paths, and they should be visited in all possible combinations. However, in practice
most type contracts only contain a single pre- and postcondition that is true for all possible execution
paths of the composite statement itself. The results created during type inference in De�nition 24 are
detailed enough to create these contracts, but they need to be minimized using the following steps:

1. When calculating the preconditions, only the �rst version of CSP variables is used; when cal-
culating postconditions, only the last one.

2. Local variables (de�ned and used only inside the statement) are not included in the contract.

3. Solutions that are dominated by another solution are removed.

4. Duplicate solutions are merged.

It is possible to assign a set of contracts to every statement allowing to represent di�erent be-
haviour in di�erent execution paths. This approach allows reducing the number of execution paths
to consider by �ltering out execution paths that provide the same type information, but retain the
di�erent results. When reaching a segment with a set of contracts assigned, the segment has to be
considered as a statement with multiple possible executions, thus maintaining the exhaustive nature
of the traversal.

It is important to note that such call contracts can be calculated for every statement, but it is
only useful for performance reasons if the contracts are more compact than the original constraint
satisfaction problems (either there are multiple execution paths merged and/or the set of variables
are reduced considerable). Based on this, we have introduced contracts for two types of language
elements: calls (graph pattern call, GT rule application or rule call) and complex statements with locally
used variables.
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Call Contracts Callable elements, such as graph patterns, graph transformation or ASM rules give
a natural modularization of the transformation program: they are independent blocks with their own
set of variables. The type contracts of patterns and rules (call contract) have to store only the type
informations for their parameters.

As the analysis of a callable element depends on other call contracts, it is important to calculate
the contracts in inverse call order: �rst the contract of the called element, then the callers. In case of
recursive calls, no such order can be created.

To overcome this challenge, we propose to use a queue of callable elements, initially sorted by
inverse call order (circular dependencies are broken). The queue is used to determine the order of
contract calculation. After its contract is created or updated, we ensure that every caller of the rule
is present in the queue by adding the missing elements, maintaining the inverse call order.

This approach will terminate since the result of the reevaluation of the well-typedness will include
all the previously considered constraints with additional ones, in other words the result will dominate
the previously calculated results. Given the �nite size of the metamodels, it is not possible to update
the constraints of a single element in�nitely many times without �nding contradictory constraints.

If the language itself could be updated by introducing mandatory type declarations for callable
elements, the call contracts could be trivially calculated from these declarations without recursively
evaluating the call contracts of the indirect calls. However, as such type checking was introduced after
several complex transformations were already de�ned in the transformation language of Viatra2,
such breaking language changes were not acceptable for type checking.

Example 17 The call contract for the Tokens of Place pattern can be calculated as follows:
1. from the derivation tree in Figure 4.5 the following instance judgements are available: TS `
pl : Place, TS ` to : Token, TS ` r : Place.Token, TS ` pl : Place and TS ` to : Token;

2. as the pattern parameters are pl and to, all information related to the type of variable r can be
ignored;

3. after removing duplicate judgements, the following two remain: TS ` pl : Place and TS `
to : Token.

As the types of variables cannot change during pattern matching, these values are used as both
pre- and postconditions. 2

Block Contracts The analysis of control structures can also be modularized: blocks de�ning local
variables (e.g. using the let statement inside sequential statements) may also o�er a compact con-
tract. More precisely, block contracts are used to store how a block of statements relates to variables
de�ned outside the block, while variables only available inside are ignored.

Blocks may be embedded into each other, but no circular embedding is possible, thus the ordering
of block contract calculation is much simpler: �rst the contract of the innermost block has to be
calculated, then the outer ones. This way, no recalculation of contracts is needed.

The performance gains of both call and block contracts over the naive, non-modular traversal
approach are detailed in Section 4.4.

4.3.4 Error Reporting

Most CSP solvers do not give detailed output in case of an unsatis�able constraint set, only the un-
satis�able variables are reported. In order to obtain context information, we evaluate the constraints
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Element Type Judgements Constraints

P 〈pl, to〉 ← PB

PB〈pl, to, r〉 ← ent1〈Place, pl〉 ∧ ent2〈Token, to〉 ∧ rel3〈Place.token, r, pl, to〉
ent1〈Place, pl〉 TS ` pl : Place plc ⊆ {1, 3}

ent2〈Token, to〉 TS ` to : Token toc ⊆ {1, 4}

rel3〈Place.token, r, to, pl〉 TS ` r : Place.Token rc ⊆ {2, 5}
TS ` to : Place plc ⊆ {1, 4}
TS ` pl : Token toc ⊂ {1, 3}

Table 4.2: Error Detection

in parallel with the traversal. This way, in case an error is found, both the variable and the last pro-
cessed statement are known, allowing to associate the error to this segment. Furthermore, every CSP
variable and constraint is linked with its source variable or program statement, so it is possible to �nd
the related elements.

If the CSP solver reports an unsatis�able set of constraints, it means that the various uses of a
variable (e.g. its de�nition and its use) expect incompatible types indicating a type error, that can be
presented to the transformation developer as an error. The most common way such errors manifest
is through parameter mismatches in pattern calls.

Example 18 Table 4.2 shows a slightly modi�ed version of the Tokens of Place pattern, where the
relation constraint is written in a wrong direction (going from the token to the place). When evalu-
ating the constraint one by one, the �rst entity constraint results in the CSP plc ⊆ 1, 3, the second in
toc ⊆ 1, 4. After considering the three judgements from the relation constraint, we have the following
result: plc ⊆ {1, 3} ∧ plc ⊆ {1, 4} ⇔ plc ⊆ {1, 3, 4}, toc ⊆ {1, 4} ∧ toc ⊆ {1, 3} ⇔ toc ⊆ {1, 3, 4}
and rc ⊆ {2, 5}. At this point, both plc and toc variables refer to the set {1, 3, 4} that is not a subset
of any set created from the metamodel, thus a failure is reported. 2

It is also possible to provide stricter validation by requiring that no variable may change its types
during execution or variables need to have the same type on every execution path. The �rst case
can be veri�ed by comparing the types of the di�erent versions of the constraint variable, and check
whether they are compatible; the second case requires a similar comparison between the returned
solutions. Inconsistency indicates that the type of a transformation program variable changes during
execution. Such changes are almost always unintended, but as dynamic languages allow it, only a
warning is displayed to the developer.

4.4 Implementation and Evaluation

4.4.1 Implementation

The static type checker framework was implemented and evaluated using the transformation lan-
guage of the Viatra2 model transformation framework and integrated into its Eclipse-based user
interface.

The implementation evaluates type judgements using a CSP solvers for Java, most notably the
Gecode/J [Gec06] and the clpfd module of SICStus Prolog [Sics08]. In our experience neither of them
supported our needs well: Gecode/J became slow with larger sets (about 50 metamodel elements),
while SICStus Prolog did not support incremental CSP building required for error reporting.
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Thus, we created a simple CSP solver tailored to our requirements. Incremental evaluation is
supported by maintaining a constraint graph with variables as nodes and constraints as arcs and
propagating information from new type constraints using optimized propagation rules.

4.4.2 Case Studies

To demonstrate the analysis capabilities, we evaluated three di�erent kinds of transformation pro-
grams: (1) the Petri net simulator and generator are very basic transformation programs, (2) the
AntWorld case study presents a larger simulation case study, (3) while the BPEL2SAL case study
represents a complex model transformation.

The Petri net generator program In addition to the Petri net simulator program a generator
transformation is also de�ned in [Ber+08b]. This transformation is used to generate Petri nets with
an approximately equal number of places and transitions as test cases for the �ring program. The nets
are created using the inverse of six reduction operators that preserve safety and liveness properties
of the net. The operators are selected using a weighted random function.

The generator program consists of 9 patterns, 5 GT and 9 ASM rules with a control structure
using more elaborate ASM rules.

The AntWorld Case Study The AntWorld case study [Zün08] is a model transformation bench-
mark featured at GraBaTs 2008. It is based on the ant colony optimization problem and simulates
the life of a simple ant colony searching and collecting food to spawn more ants in a dynamically
growing world. The ant collective forms a swarm intelligence, as ants discovering food sources leave
a pheromone trail on their way back so that the food will be found again by other ants. The case study
uses a turn-based simulation, with each turn divided into seven di�erent phases for ant simulation
(e.g. grab, search) and world management (e.g. create ants, boundary breached).

The metamodel of the case study is somewhat larger than the Petri net metamodel: it consists of
7 di�erent classes with complex associations between them. The transformation program consists of
17 graph patterns and 13 relatively simple ASM rules as control structure.

The BPEL2SAL Transformation Business processes implemented in BPEL (Business Process Ex-
ecution Language) are often used to create business-to-business collaborations and complex web ser-
vices. Their quality is critical to the organization and any malfunction may have a signi�cant negat-
ive impact on business aspects. To minimize the possibility of failures, designers and analysts need
powerful tools to guarantee the correctness of business work�ows. The BPEL2SAL transformation
program [GHV11] is used inside a tool for such analysis implemented for the SENSORIA FP6 EU
project [Heg14].

Both the BPEL and SAL metamodels used in the transformation are much more complex than the
AntWorld case study, together consisting of 150 classes and associations between them. To express
this transformation, 177 di�erent graph patterns have been de�ned together with 102 ASM rules,
some of which are really complex (over 100 lines of code).

4.4.3 Performance Assessment

In order to evaluate the performance we measured the execution time of the analysis on the various
case studies. We compared the execution time of a naive traversal (without contracts) to the modular
traversals, using either call contracts or both call and block contracts. During the measurements we
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LoC Calls Time
(P/G/A) (naive)

Petri net simulator 120 12/2/3 0.1s
Petri net generator 94 9/5/9 2s

Antworld 300 17/0/13 24 min
BPEL2SAL 8339 177/0/102 –

(a) Naive Traversal Algorithm

Contracts Execution Paths Avg Paths Max Paths Time
(C/B) (C/B) (C/B) (C/B) (C/B)

17/40 26/49 1.53/1.23 4/3 0.1 s/0.1 s
23/57 62/97 2.70/1.70 33/33 1.2s/0.9s

30/56 47/79 1.57/1.41 4/4 0.2s/0.3s
279/1248 1291/1568 4.63/1.26 576/12 – / 69s

(b) Modular Traversal Approaches

Table 4.3: Measurement Results

used error-free programs as erroneous execution paths are only analyzed until the �rst ill-typed ele-
ment is found, thus shortening analysis time. For measurements we used a developer notebook with
a 2.4 GHz Core2Duo processor and 4 GB RAM with a 64 bit Java SE runtime. Measurements were
repeated 10 times, and the average of the analysis time is used.

We tested memory consumption by limiting the available heap size to 500 MB - the analysis could
handle every tested transformation.

Table 4.3(a) summarizes the size of the di�erent transformation programs together with the ana-
lysis time using the naive traversal approach (without modularization). The �rst column displays size
of the program (number of code lines), while the second the number of graph patterns, GT rules and
ASM rules respectively. The third column shows the analysis time. The BPEL2SAL transformation
did not terminate in several hours using the naive approach, so its result was omitted.

Table 4.3(b) presents our measurement results related to the modular traversal approaches: when
using only call contracts (C) and when using both call and block contracts (B). The �rst column displays
the total number of contracts created and the second column then describes the total number of
partial execution paths the analysis must traverse. The third and fourth columns show the average
and maximal number of execution paths per contract, respectively. The last column displays the
execution time of the analysis.

These results show that the use of call contracts can reduce the execution time signi�cantly: the
AntWorld transformation can be analyzed in 0.2 seconds instead of 24 minutes. Similarly, the use of
block contracts allowed to analyze the BPEL2SAL transformation program in about 1 minute (that
did not terminate in several hours).

However, the use of block contracts can also increase the analysis time: in case of the AntWorld
case study the increased administrative overhead of maintaining contracts outweighed the bene�ts
of contract generation. As Table 4.3(b) shows, the average number of execution paths is only slightly
smaller using block contracts, however, the total number of paths to evaluate grew signi�cantly.

We believe that the average number of execution paths per contract has a great e�ect on the
performance of the analysis, as it determines how many times a call or block has to be evaluated
before its contract can be created. Moreover, a large number of execution paths usually suggests a
complex call or block resulting in large CSPs to solve.

In most cases the maximal number of execution paths is similar to the average, with the notable
exception of the BPEL2SAL program. When only call contracts are used, there is a complex ASM rule
responsible for 576 paths, almost half of the total number. The use of block contract reduced this to 12,
which we believe is the main cause of the greatly reduced analysis time. Similarly, if the code would
be refactored in a way that every call contains only a single block, the performance would increase
similarly. Considering that the corresponding ASM rule was over 100 lines long, such a refactoring
would likely increase readability as well.
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Given that type checking is performed before the transformation is executed, it does not cause
slowdowns during runtime. However, as the parsing of various transformation programs happens fast
(in case of the BPEL2SAL transformation it needs about 5 seconds, otherwise it happens instantly),
the type checking should be executed in a similar time frame in order to maintain the speed of the
framework. In case of smaller programs this goal is met, and the type checking could be executed
every time the transformation is parsed. However, the BPEL2SAL transformation is analyzed much
slower than its parse time, so further optimizations are needed to provide a fast, integrated analysis.
This issue is partly mitigated by the fact that the analysis is executed in the background, thus it does
not block the development environment, allowing the developer to work during the inference process.

4.4.4 Type Checking in EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra3

The main issues with developing e�cient type inference for the transformation language of Viatra2
were two language features: (1) the types of variables cannot be declared by the developer making
it impossible to give hints to the inference process, and (2) supporting potential type changes in
complex control structures is hard because of an exponential number of possible execution paths.
When designing the model query language for EMF-Inc�ery and the transformation language for
Viatra3 these issues were considered.

For the pattern language of EMF-Inc�ery the approach detailed here was reused with two
changes in the language:

1. EMF-Inc�ery recommends to explicitly declare the types of pattern parameters. To make
the language similar to the pattern language of Viatra2, these type declarations are optional.
However, if they are present, they enable full modularization of the type checking: to check
whether a pattern call is well-typed, it is enough to check the header of the called patterns
instead of performing a recursive evaluation.

2. In order to integrate better with Java-based applications, the types de�ned in EMF-based
metamodels are mapped into the Java type system by maintaining maps between EMF EClasses
and Java classes.

The integration to the Java type system also allowed to de�ne check and eval expressions in the
Java-like Xbase language [E�+12], giving access to both basic imperative control structures and ad-
vanced features such as lambda expressions, and support for libraries written in Java. However, for the
pattern matching to be functional, it is expected that all expressions are pure (side-e�ect free) func-
tions. For typing these expressions, the language includes a type inference engine that is integrated
as a black box.

The transformation language of Viatra3 is de�ned as an internal DSL in the host language
Xtend [E�+12], thus no custom type inference capability were needed. The type system, similar to
Java, requires that the types of variables cannot change, but allows the omission of explicit type de-
clarations if they can be inferred automatically. The well-typedness over this type system is enforced
by the development environment e�ectively.

4.5 Constraint Graph Analysis

In addition to ensuring type safety, it is possible to identify certain issues of graph pattern by ana-
lyzing the structure of the constraints it includes, like searching for independent subpatterns. Similar
to constraint satisfaction problems [RVW06], graph patterns can be presented as a constraint hyper-
graph representing the structure of the constraints.
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1 pattern sourcePlaceUnconnected
2 (p1 : Place , p2: Place) {
3 Transition(t1);
4 Transition(t2);
5 find sourcePlace(t1, p1);
6 find targetPlace(t2, p2);
7 // Missing constraint: t1 == t2;
8 }

(a) Unconnected Pattern
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(b) Constraint Graph Representation

Figure 4.7: Graph Pattern Connectedness

De�nition 33 (Constraint Graph) Given a graph pattern body PB〈V n〉 ←
∧
Ck, its constraint

graph GPB〈V n, Ck〉 is a hypergraph, where nodes are the variables of the graph pattern body that
are connected by hyperedges corresponding to the constraints of the graph. 2

4.5.1 Connectedness Analysis

If a graph pattern body consists of two or more independent subpatterns (constraints and variables
that can be satis�ed separately), its evaluation might become expensive, as the size of the result set
increases as the Cartesian product of the result sets of the independent subpatterns. This might result
in longer execution time in case of local search based pattern matchers, or greatly increased memory
consumption when using Rete-based incremental pattern matchers. Furthermore, in our experience
independent subpatterns are often caused by a missing constraint or a misspelled variable name.

Independent subpatterns can be detected by checking whether the constraint graph is connected:
whether variables in a component can be bound or not is independent of the values selected in other
components.

De�nition 34 (Connectedness of Constraint Graph) A constraint graph GPB〈V k, Cn〉 is con-
nected when there is a path (of constraints) between every pair of vertices (pattern variables). 2

Example 19 In Figure 4.7, an erroneous pattern is depicted, which is expected to connect two places
if there is a transition that moves tokens from one to the other, however a constraint is missing to
express the places are connected by the same transition.

The connectedness of a constraint graph can be checked by partitioning its variables: variables
v1, v2 ∈ V k have to be in the same partition if ∃c ∈ Cn : v1 ∈ dom(c) ∧ v2 ∈ dom(c).

If all variables of a pattern body are members of the same partition, the pattern body is con-
nected. Such partitions can be e�ciently calculated using a union-�nd data structures [Tar75], sup-
porting three operations: MakeSet(v) initializes a partition with a single variable, Find(v) returns
an identi�er to an equivalence partition the variable belongs to, and Union(v1, v2) that uni�es the
equivalence partitions of the selected variables.

Algorithm 4.2 formalizes this approach: in line 1 all variables are put into separate partitions;
then the constraints are processed one by one in line 3, and the corresponding partitions are uni�ed.
Finally, in line 8 it is checked whether all variables belong to the same equivalence partition, otherwise
a warning is reported.

As independent subpatterns are sometimes required to express the necessary model structure,
such issues cannot always be considered an error. However, as they often represent speci�cation is-
sues and may severely limit the scalability of the pattern matching, reporting it to the query developer
as a warning is still very useful.
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Algorithm 4.2: Connectedness Analysis
Input: PB〈V k〉 ← c1 ∧ . . . cn ; /* Graph pattern body */

1 for v ∈ V k
do /* Initializing union-find data structure */

2 MakeSet(v)

3 for i ∈ 1..n do /* A constraint connects all variables it refers */
4 for v1 ∈ dom(ci), v2 ∈ dom(ci), v1 6= v2 do

5 let u1 ← Find(v1)
6 let u2 ← Find(v2)
7 Union(u1, u2)

8 for v1 ∈ V k, v2 ∈ V k, v1 6= v2 do

9 if Find(v1) 6= Find(v2) then /* Independent variables found */
10 Warning(v1, v2)

1 pattern placeWithTokenUnused(pl : Place) {
2 //pl and p1 are different
3 Place.tokens(p1, _);
4 }

(a) Pattern with Misspelled Variable Name

pl

p1_ Crel
Place.tokens

Param #2 Param #1
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(b) Constraint Graph Representation

Figure 4.8: Unused Variable Detection

4.5.2 Variable Usage Counting

A common speci�cation error resulting in independent subpatterns is the misspelling of a variable
name. In such cases, it would be bene�cial to report only the problematic variable instead of the
independent partitions of variables.

Based on the fact that a misspelled variable name is usually used such issues could be detected
by counting the factors of variables in the constraint graph. However, single-use variables are also
used to express quanti�ed constraints, e.g. enumerating all places that have tokens (but the tokens
themselves are not interesting for the patterns).

As single-use variables cannot be distinguished from misspellings, we have to rely on the query
developer to explicitly mark single-use variables (unmarked variables are considered non single-use).
After that, it is possible to detect mismatches between the speci�cation by categorizing the variable
references (annotating the edges in the constraint graph).

Example 20 In Figure 4.8, a new single-use variable p1 is introduced in the pattern body instead
of the similarly named parameter variable pl, altering the pattern to check existence whether the
Operation is contained in any class.

The second parameter of the relation constraint in Line 4.8(a) is a marked single-use variable: this
construct is used to express that we are interested in Place instances (in variable p1) that have a tokens
reference; but we are not interested in the target of the reference.
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Based on the semantics of the various constraints, variable references are enumerable (the pattern
matcher can try out all possible values), read only (the matcher can only decide whether a selected
value ful�lls the constraint) or quanti�ed (used in negative pattern calls).

De�nition 35 (Variable reference categorization) Given a constraint c, a variable reference v ∈
dom(c) is categorized as follows:

• v is enumerable if given a binding of all other variables in the constraint the match set of the
constraint is enumerable, formally ∀s′, dom(s′) = dom(c) \ {v} the set { s | JcKMs ∧ s ⊇ s′ }
is �nite.

• Parameters of a negative pattern call are quanti�ed. If these variables are not substituted
elsewhere, they might represent multiple values, but these values cannot be referenced.

• All other references are uncountable: the engine is not capable of enumerating their possible
values, but can verify whether a concrete binding ful�lls the binding. 2

Algorithm 4.3: Variable Usage Counting
Input: PB〈V k〉 ← c1 ∧ . . . cn; /* Graph pattern body */

1 for i ∈ 1..n do /* Counting variable references */
2 for i ∈ dom(ci) do
3 Record(ci, v) /* Increase reference counts for selected kind */

4 for v ∈ V k
do /* Report Issues */

5 let

ce ← Count(v, enumerable), cq ← Count(v, quantified), cr ← Count(v, readonly)
6 if ce = 1 ∧ cq = 0 ∧ cu = 0 ∧ ¬isSingleUse(v) then
7 Warning(v) /* Variable not declared single-use */

8 if ce = 0 ∧ cq = 1 ∧ cu = 0 ∧ ¬isSingleUse(v) then
9 Warning(v) /* Variable not declared single-use */

10 if ce + cq + cu > 1 ∧ isSingleUse(v) then
11 Error(v) /* Single use variable reused */

12 if ce = 0 ∧ cq = 0 ∧ cu > 0 then

13 Error(v) /* Only uncountable reference */

14 if ce = 0 ∧ cq + cu > 1 then

15 Error(v) /* No enumerable reference; multiple references */

Algorithm 4.3 describes the algorithm used for variable usage counting. It relies on the Record
function for saving a reference, then theCount function can be used to recall the number of references
of a speci�ed kind. The algorithm starts in line 1 by iterating over all constraints, and recording all
their variable references. Then in line 4 for each variable four issues are checked separately:

1. A variable is used only once, but not declared as single-use: this suggest a misspelled variable
name or a missing constraint. However, as the pattern may still be functionally correct, only a
warning is issued here.

2. A single-use variable is referenced multiple times: this is clearly a mistake, thus an error is
reported.
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(a) Variable Counting (b) Independent Subpatterns

Figure 4.9: Reporting Constraint Graph Warnings in EMF-Inc�ery

3. If a variable has only uncountable references makes it is impossible to enumerate all matches
of the pattern, thus an error is reported.

4. A variable is referenced multiple times, but neither of these references is enumerable. Similar
to the previous case, it is also not possible to enumerate all matches of the graph pattern, so an
error has to be reported.

It is important to note that the �rst two cases also handle marking mistakes: a(n incorrectly)
missing single-use marker is found by the �rst one, while the second one detects extraneous markers.
In both cases, feedback can be given to the query developer.

4.5.3 Implementation

Both proposed approaches were implemented in the development environment of EMF-Inc�ery [3],
where they are executed automatically, providing early feedback for query developers. Figure 4.9
shows the results of these validators in the integrated development environment.

The variable usage counter �nds most of the mispelled variable names very precisely by pointing
out variables that are used only once, suggesting to replace it with a single use variable if intentional.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the error messages of the pattern Line 4.8(a) as presented in the development
environment of EMF-Inc�ery, where it is shown as an error that parameter variable pl is not used
in the body and as a warning that local variable p1 is used only once. We argue that looking at these
issues it is easy to �gure out unintended misspellings. The third warning is �red by the connectedness
analysis tool, as the misspelling also caused the constraint graph not to be connected; however in these
simple cases the more precise error messages of the usage counter are more helpful.

However, there are cases of independent subpatterns the usage counter does not �nd, such as the
pattern from Line 4.7(a), where the issue was caused by a missing constraint. In such cases the calcu-
lated equivalence partitions of the connectedness analysis can easily be presented in the user interface
directly, as seen in Figure 4.9(b), while still being helpful to identify whether these subpatterns were
expected, or the pattern was speci�ed incorrectly.

In our experience, these validators catch common mistakes (even for experienced developers), like
mispelled variable names e�ciently, while providing enough context to �nd a solution. Considering
the simple nature of the analysis and the small size of patterns (pattern bodies with more than 10
constraints are uncommon) the analysis can be executed each time the patterns are changed, providing
instant feedback for the developers.
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4.6 Related work

In this section we give a brief introduction to various approaches to the veri�cation of model trans-
formations, and also compare our system with existing type checking solutions. The contents of this
section was mainly assembled during the original publication of the framework [4]; for this thesis it
was extended with a few related publications.

Veri�cation of Model Transformations Various analysis methods are being researched for the
veri�cation and validation of model transformations. Testing methods are very common in the �eld
of traditional software engineering, and their applications to model transformation programs are
actively researched [LZG05; KGZ09], but results show that the creation of input models and test
oracles are non-trivial tasks [Bau+10].

Formal methods, such as theorem proving based approaches [Pen08] may prove vaidity of certain
constraints or properties over graph-based models. Another approach requires the calculation of an
equivalent of the transformation as the input of a theorem prover tool [Cal+11].

For the veri�cation of dynamic properties model checking seems promising [LBA10b; Ren04], but
the challenge of in�nite state spaces needs to be overcome, e.g. by creating an abstraction [RD06] or
by statically computing a Petri graph model [KK06]. However, these techniques usually do not scale
well to industrial size problems. Furthermore, the birth or death of objects in a transformation may
result in in�nite state spaces [BCK08; RD06].

Static analysis techniques have been used in the veri�cation of static properties. They provide
e�ciently calculable approximations of error-free behaviour, such as unfolding graph transform-
ation systems into Petri nets [Bal+09], creating and validating OCL constraints derived from GT
rules [Cab+08], or using a two-layered abstract interpretation introduced in [BW07]. Our approach
works similarly: we transform the model transformation program into constraint satisfaction prob-
lems, and verify it statically.

The PROGRES environment allows the de�nition of static semantic rules on the model [EJS95],
that are evaluated incrementally when the model changes. These rules are more expressive than our
type constraints, and are evaluated with an algorithm similar to the arc consistency-based propagation
algorithm in CSP solvers, but the basic goal is di�erent. Semantic rules are used to describe well-
formedness constraints over the model, while type constraints are generated from transformation
programs.

Ab. Rahim et al. extensively surveyed model transformation veri�cation approaches in [AW13],
including a large number of testing, theorem proving and model checking approaches. However,
the authors also mentione that approaches commonly require medium-to-high level of e�ort to use
and/or execute.

The type checking and structural veri�cation approaches in the chapter focuses on di�erent goals:
by using lightweight techniques it is possible to provide feedback to query and transformation de-
velopers with a fast response time, while still pointing out common faults. The results complement
existing other veri�cation approaches: if necessary, such as in embedded systems, the soundness of
the transformations can either be proven or tested; however, by �nding the common mistakes during
development these analysis may start from a higher level of quality.

Type Checking Approaches As the number of type checking frameworks and algorithms is ex-
tremely large, we focus only on the approaches for dynamically typed functional and logical pro-
gramming languages solve because of their similarities with model transformations.
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The well-known Hindley-Milner algorithm [Mil78] for lambda calculus reduces the typing prob-
lem to a uni�cation problem of equations, and is widely used in the functional programming com-
munity. [Jon+07] extends to this algorithm, supporting higher-order functions. However, while the
type system used by the algorithm is general, handling the graph structure of models is challenging.

Our approach was in�uenced by the work started in [Pot05] which translates the typing problem
to a set of constraints. However, to handle imperative control structures as well, a di�erent, execution
�ow-based approach was selected to compile the constraint satisfaction problems.

Type checking of Prolog programs works di�erently: the basic task of type checking is to infer
the concrete type, represented as a hierarchical tree structure from its basic uses. A typical approach
is to calculate with di�erent kinds of widening [VB02; Lin96] steps.

Other approaches exist as well for the type checking of logical programming languages: [HCC95]
creates type graphs to represent the various Prolog structures, and uses abstract interpretation tech-
niques to validate the program, while [HM04] traces back type safety of Datalog languages to the
consistency of ontologies.

4.7 Summary

The high-level, declarative nature of graph patterns are useful for specifying model queries and trans-
formations, however, some issues may arise, such as misspelled variable names or incorrectly ordered
parameters that are syntactically correct but do not work as expected. Existing veri�cation approaches
for model queries and transformations [AW13] often require considerable e�ort to use.

To �nd some typical issues with model queries and transformations, in this chapter, I proposed
three lightweight analysis approaches: type checking (and inference) for model queries and trans-
formations; while connectedness analysis and variable usage counting helps the development of graph
patterns.

I demonstrated that the results are able to reveal relevant issues during query and transformation
development, and the performance of type checking was measured to evaluate its usefulness. Fur-
thermore, the approaches have been integrated into EMF-Inc�ery to make it available for query
developers.





Chapter 5

Incremental Graphical Views of Models

Overview of the current chapter This chapter presents a framework that derives and increment-
ally maintains graphical views in various (graphical, tree- or list-based) viewers. The approach is
evaluated using multiple cases to demonstrate its particular usefulness for creating graphical views
from models both in editing and debugging contexts. These sections are partially based on [16].

5.1 Overview

In order to manage complexity, modern domain-speci�c modeling environments o�er domain engin-
eers graphical and/or textual editors, as well as multiple views that present speci�c aspects of the
system under design. Such views may capture a taxonomy (e.g. class generalization), a hierarchy
(e.g. containment), interconnections, etc., and o�er advanced navigation capabilities to highlight a
selected element in each of the aspects.

Having such views is also useful for debugging purposes, as it allows stepping through the trans-
formation while observing some relevant aspects of the system under design. However, developing
such views for debugging is often too expensive.

To reduce the cost of creating such views, a lightweight mechanism is de�ned to specify uni-
directional view model transformations by derivation rules, captured in the form of annotated model
queries, and supported by incremental and live graph transformations on a semantic level. As a result,
after initialization, the view elements are automatically populated in accordance with the lifecycle of
regular model elements - however, their existence (and non-existence) is entirely bound to the under-
lying source model. We propose an e�cient incremental technique for view maintenance on top of
the Viatra3 framework, which supports multiple views.

5.1.1 Examples

In the following, we present three examples to illustrate how to de�ne incremental views, and how
they are displayed in the user interface with di�erent viewers based on the example Petri net instance
used depicted in Figure 5.1(a). The views are de�ned using a set of annotated graph patterns; here
only the basic behavior is illustrated, for a more detailed description of the annotations the reader can
refer to Section 5.2.3.

Example 21 In Figure 5.1(b) a list viewer is presented that displays all �reable transitions of a selected
Petri net by their names. Its corresponding pattern is displayed between Lines 1 – 7 with a single
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annotation @Item (see Line 5) referencing the only parameter of the pattern as its de�ning item and
setting the name attribute of this item as label. 2

Example 22 Figure 5.1(c) contains a more complex example: a tree of all places of the Petri net,
where each token is displayed in the tree as a separate element. The de�ning patterns can be found
between Lines 9 – 23.

The two kinds of displayed elements are de�ned with two patterns: the pattern place (Line 14)
de�nes the places by reusing the name attribute, while the pattern token (Line 18) de�nes the tokens
with a constant name (as there is no corresponding attribute in the model to use instead). In order to
avoid the appearance of tokens as top-level element, the hierarchy attribute of the @Item annotation is
set accordingly. Finally, the placeWithToken pattern (Line 21) is marked with the @Containment annotation
to de�ne the parent-child references between items.

Example 23 Figure 5.1(d) presents a graph visualization of the underlying Petri net models: it dis-
plays all places and transitions as nodes with di�erent formatting, and connects them with edges
according the structure of the net. The visualization is de�ned with a set of patterns starting at Line
25.

• It is important to note, that in this case places are not enumerated using the single-parameter
pattern place, but the pattern numberOfTokens (Line 30) that additionally counts the number of
tokens in the place, and adds it to the label in addition to the name of the Place.

• The @Edge annotations on the patterns sourcePlace (Line 39) and targetPlace (Line 43) work similar
to the @Containment annotation used in the tree viewer example to connect two items with edges.

• Finally, the patterns fireableTransition (Line 53) and nonFireableTransition (Line 48) add speci�c
properties and formatting rules to allow the viewer to add distinct formatting to the di�erent
transitions. 2

5.2 Creating Incremental Graphical Views

Figure 5.2 depicts the behavior of the Incremental Graphical Viewers framework. The users of the
framework have to provide three inputs: (1) a source model to visualize; (2) a set of annotated graph

patterns specifying derivation rules; and (3) optional renderer con�gurations that can provide renderer-
speci�c con�guration (e.g. layout algorithm selection for graph visualization or global styling op-
tions). The annotated graph patterns are used to set up an incremental transformation in Viatra3,
that derives a notation model from the source; and �nally, one or more renderer is used to provide a
visualization of the notation model in the user interface.

In the following sections, we describe the steps of this approach in detail.

5.2.1 The Notation Model and the Renderers

To separate the model abstraction and the presentation aspects, the Incremental Graphical Viewers
framework de�nes a notation model and uses renderers to presenting the actual state of the derived
notation model in the user interface of the application. To goal of this separation is to support a wide
variety of viewer components while keeping the abstraction mechanism the same.

Figure 5.3 presents its EMF-based metamodel, consisting of the following elements the annota-
tions refer to: items, edges, containments, attributes and formatting rules:
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(a) Petri net Instance Model

(b) Listing Fireable Transitions

(c) Tree View of Places and Tokens

(d) Graph Visualization of Petri Nets

1 /* ************************************************
2 * Pattern for Listing Fireable Transitions
3 *********************************************** */
4
5 // Matches: transition ’Query ’
6 @Item(item = t, label = "$t.name$")
7 pattern fireableTransition(t : Transition) {...}
8
9 /* ************************************************

10 * Patterns for a Tree View of Places and Tokens
11 *********************************************** */
12
13 // Matches: places ’Store ’, ’Client ’, ’Server ’
14 @Item(item = pl, label = "$pl.name$")
15 pattern place(pl : Place) {...}
16
17 // Matches: single token in place ’Client ’
18 @Item(item = to, label = "token", hierarchy = "child")
19 pattern token(to : Token) {...}
20
21 // Matches: place ’Client ’ with its single token
22 @Containment(container = pl, item = to)
23 pattern placeWithToken(pl : Place , to : Token) {...}
24
25 /* ************************************************
26 * Graph Visualization of Petri nets
27 *********************************************** */
28
29 // Matches: <’Store ’, 0>, <’Client ’, 1>, <’Server ’, 0>
30 @Item(item = pl, label = "$pl.name$ : $no$")
31 pattern numberOfTokens(pl : Place , no) {
32 no == count find placeWithToken(pl, _);
33 }
34
35 // Matches: transitions ’Query ’ and ’Respond ’
36 @Item(item = t, label = "$t.name$")
37 pattern transition(t : Transition) {...}
38
39 // Matches: <’Query ’, ’Client ’>, <’Respond ’, ’Server ’>
40 @Edge(source = pl, target = t)
41 pattern sourcePlace(t : Transition , pl : Place) {...}
42
43 // Matches: <’Query ’, ’Store ’>, <’Query ’, ’Server ’>,
44 // <’Respond ’, ’Client ’>
45 @Edge(source = t, target = pl)
46 pattern targetPlace(t : Transition , pl : Place) {...}
47
48 // Matches: transition ’Respond ’
49 @Attribute(item = t, name = "fireable", value = "true")
50 @Format(element = t, color = "#ff0000")
51 pattern nonFireableTransition(t : Transition) {...}
52
53 // Matches: transition ’Query ’
54 @Attribute(item = t, name = "fireable", value = "false")
55 @Format(element = t, color = "#00 ff00")
56 pattern fireableTransition(t : Transition) {...}

(e) Source code

Figure 5.1: Example Graphical Views
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Figure 5.2: The Architecture of the Incremental Graphical Viewers Framework

Items represent individual elements of the view, such as nodes in a graph visualization or elements of
a list. An item is named; further properties can be added using the attribute element, and format-
related properties are stored in associated Format elements. Such items may be visualized as an
element of a list or a node of a graph.

Edges describe that two items are connected. Edges are optionally named, but no other semantic
properties can be stored. However, custom formatting is possible. Edges are usually visualized
as edges of a graph.

Containments are speci�c edges which represent a dedicated containment hierarchy between items.
Such references may be used in tree viewers as the main structure; or can be displayed as
hierarchic graphs.

Attributes are used to de�ne additional properties for items as key-value pairs. These can be used
as columns in a table display, or for additional data displays, e.g. in hovers.

Formatting Rules can be speci�ed for both items and edges as key-value pairs. These rules can be
used to specify the appearance of the view by describing properties such as colors and fonts
directly. Furthermore, specially-named formatting rules (id or class) can be used to activate
CSS rules [CSS] if supported by the renderer.

As the di�erent renderers have di�erent capabilities, it is possible that some elements of the nota-
tion model cannot be displayed, e.g., a list cannot display edges or containment relations. In such cases
a renderer may ignore any notation model element or attribute that is not applicable. To illustrate
these di�erences, we describe a set of renderer types we have considered:
List renderers present the view model as an, optionally ordered, collection. As list renderers are

unable to represent complex interrelations between elements, both edges and containment re-
lations are ignored. Attributes are not displayed directly, but it is possible to use them to �lter
the elements displayed.

Tree renderers display the view model in a hierarchic structure described by the containment refer-
ences. Naturally, tree renderers support items and containment relations, but edges in general
are ignored. Attributes are not displayed directly, but they can be used as �lters.

Table renderers arrange the items of the view model in a grid and are capable of displaying multiple
attributes for each of them. In general, edges and containment references are ignored, but all
attribute values can be displayed directly.

Graph renderers visualize the view model as a graph. Depending on the capabilities of the used
graph viewer, every element from the notation model can be displayed, however, given the
complexity of rendering, the graph renderer will often require some manual con�guration, such
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Figure 5.3: The Notation Metamodel of the Incremental Graphical Viewers Framework

as selecting an appropriate automatic layout algorithm or specifying some general formatting
rules.

As of now, there are open source renderers implemented in Viatra3 for the JFace Viewers frame-
work (supporting lists and trees) and the Zest Graph Visualization library [Bul08]. A further one
was created for the commercial yFiles graph visualization tool [WEK04], that provides additional
capabilities over the Zest-based tools. Based on our implementation experience we believe that new
renderers can be created with minimal programming e�ort.

5.2.2 The Notation Model Derivation Transformation with Viatra3

Notation models are de�ned by using a fully declarative, rule based formalism. Preconditions of rules
are de�ned by model queries, which identify parts of interest in the source model. Derivation rules
then use the result set of a query to de�ne elements of the view model. On the theoretical level, queries
are de�ned as graph patterns while rules can be formalized as live graph transformation rules [Rát+08]
and executed using Viatra3 EVM (see Section 2.4.7).

In principle, an arbitrary model transformation could be used to specify how to synthesize view
models. Our approach uses a lightweight mechanism exploiting annotations of the query language of
EMF-Inc�ery to capture derivation rules, instead of relying on a full-�edged model transformation
language. As a result, we obtain a declarative formalism compliant with the execution semantics of
incremental and non-deleting graph transformations (GT), where the LHS of the GT-rule is de�ned
by the query itself and the creation rules are captured by its annotations.

Note that unlike bidirectional model synchronization approaches like [Lau+12; GW09] our de-
rivation rules de�ne a unidirectional transformation from the source model to the notation model,
where model changes are also propagated only in this direction but not vice versa.
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De�nition 36 (Derivation Rule) A notation derivation rule is formalized as a pair of graph trans-
formation rules R = 〈GTc, GTd〉, where GTc describes the creation of the notation model elements
from the domain model, while GTd manages the deletion of said model elements when their source
model elements can be removed. 2

For each class in the notation metamodel (Figure 5.3) there is a derivation transformation which
speci�es a corresponding rule that creates the related notation model element and corresponding
traceability links. The execution of derivation rules is triggered by changes in the source model:

1. When a new match of a query appears in the source model, the corresponding creation rules
become enabled and during its �ring new elements are created in the notation model, according
to the annotations above.

2. When an existing match of an annotated query disappears, the corresponding deletion rule
becomes enabled and during its �ring deletes its corresponding notation model elements.

3. Traceability links are established between source and notation model elements.

In the following, we present the derivation rules of items and edges; the derivation of the remain-
ing elements is largely the same.

De�nition 37 (Item and Edge Derivation Rules) Figure 5.4 illustrates the derivation rules for
items and edges. In all of them, the graph pattern received as input is inside a green box. Some
elements in the patterns are selected via annotations (either as an Item, or the source or target of an
Edge). Elements of the notation model are in purple, while corresponding trace model elements are
colored gray.

• An item creation rule (Figure 5.4(a)) is created from a graph pattern with a single element
annotated, representing the domain model representation of the item to be created. If this
element does not have any Item associated with a Trace element, they have to be created.

• On the other hand, an item deletion rule (Figure 5.4(b)) expects the existence of a Trace and
Item elements without a source model element that ful�lls the graph pattern. In such cases,
both the Trace and Item are to be removed (hence the empty right-hand side of the rule).

• Edge creation (Figure 5.4(c)) works similarly, but expects that source and target Item instances
are already created, but they are not yet connected via an Edge instance. The activation of the
rule initializes this instance.

• Edge deletion (Figure 5.4(d)) expects that both the source and target Item instances and the
Edge instance are available with their corresponding source model elements, but the source
model elements does not ful�ll the provided graph pattern anymore. In such cases, the Edge
instance is to be removed. 2

As changes in the source model can trigger more derivation rules at the same time, the rules have
to be ordered:

1. When new matches appear, item derivation rules have a higher priority to �rst create the items
in the notation model, and only after that add the required edges, attributes, etc.

2. When existing matches disappear, the priorities change to remove the edges and attributes �rst,
and only then delete the items from the notation model.
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Figure 5.4: Derivation Rules

We assume that the derivation rules are non-con�icting to guarantee that the creation of each
notation model element is uniquely determined by one (or more) elements of the source model. Al-
though not detailed here, the approach can be scaled to more complex notation model derivation rules
by assigning rule priorities and custom execution scheduling strategies as supported by Viatra3.

By default, the current approach is tailored towards interactive applications where the source
model is assumed to be modi�ed in “atomic” transactions, i.e. the user modifying the model step-by-
step each time performing a simple command. Thus the system can synchronize after each such step
is �nished (through model change noti�cations propagated through the incremental pattern matcher)
as an atomic run-to-completion step.

However, using a custom scheduler, Viatra3 allows to synchronize the view model only at certain
points of the execution, e.g. after a transformation breakpoint is hit or after some compound operation
is executed. This is useful for two reasons: (1) by updating the view only in consistent states the
derivation rules do not have to consider inconsistent states, thus increasing the robustness of the
approach, and (2) in practice, the model itself can be updated at a much higher rate than the user
interface; only updating the view model when meaningful helps to reduce the performance e�ects of
the model visualization.

Example 24 Considering the tree visualization from Example 22, Figure 5.5 presents how the nota-
tion model is generated.

At the left column, the results of the annotated patterns are presented: the place query (annotated
with Item) has three matches; the token (also annotated with Item) has a single one; �nally, the pattern
placeWithToken (annotated with Containment) also has one.

The creation of the notation model starts with item derivations: new Item instances are created
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Figure 5.5: Deriving the Notation Model

in the notation model (right column), and traceability links (middle column) are created between the
source and notation model elements.

Only after all items are created can the containment derivation start. At �rst, a new Containment

instance is created and linked to the result. However, as the match result references source model
elements as container and child elements, they have to be traced to their corresponding notation
model items, and then these items are connected to the created Containment instance.

5.2.3 De�ning View Models with Annotations

The derivation rules are speci�ed declaratively using annotated graph patterns. There is an annota-
tion de�ned for every rule type; a single pattern may have multiple annotations added.

An annotation over a graph pattern describes the notation model element to be created from each
match of the pattern; the various annotation parameters directly represent the attributes speci�ed in
the notation metamodel. The values of annotation parameters can either be some constant, or refer
to the parameters of the pattern (either directly or in an expression). In case pattern parameters are
referred, the transformation is required to update the notation model accordingly.

The derivation rules are speci�ed using the following set of annotations:
The Item annotation speci�es that the matches of a selected pattern are to be considered as item

derivation rules. The annotation is parameterized with a match parameter and a label expres-
sion.

The Containment annotation describes that the items created from the two selected match para-
meters should be connected with a containment reference.

The Edge annotation requires the creation of an Edge element in the notation model between the
items created from the values of the selected two parameters.

An Attribute annotation speci�es that the item created from the selected parameter has a semantic
attribute with the given name and value.

A Format annotation allows the speci�cation of formatting rules over a notation model element.
Table 5.1 summarizes each annotation and all their enabled parameters. As formatting is entirely

renderer-speci�c, the Format annotation does not limit the set of parameter names (represented by
the parameter name *); in every other case an unlisted parameter name is invalid.
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Annotation Parameter Type Mandatory Description

@Item
item parameter M The source model element to be represented
label expression O An expression describing the label; if not set, a default name is calculated

hierarchy enum O Limits where the items should be visible in the containment hierarchy, if set.

@Edge
source parameter M The model element the edge should start from
target parameter M The model element the edge should end
label expression O A label expression for the edge; if not set, is considered empty.

@Containment container parameter M The model element that will be a container
item parameter M The model element that will be contained

@Attribute
item parameter M The model element this attribute needs to be assigned to
name string M Attribute name
value expression M Expression describing the value in the attribute

@Format element parameter M The model this formatting rule needs to be assigned to
* string O Key-value pairs for formatting settings, such as color or lineStyle

Table 5.1: Annotation parameters

In order to make the derivation transformation incremental, there are some additional well-
formedness rules the annotations must follow:

• A graph pattern can be annotated with multiple viewers annotation. In such case, a di�erent
derivation rule is generated for each annotation.

• Excluding the priorities between the rule types, there is no way to specify the priorities of the
rules. In case of con�icting format or attribute rules, e.g. two rules try to derive the same attrib-
ute for an object can be executed in any order, the end result is unde�ned. For this reason, con-
�icting derivation rules are disallowed, and can be detected e.g. by critical pair analysis [LEO08].

• Edge and containment relationships are only displayed if both endpoints are available as items.

• An item can be contained by multiple items. In such cases, the renderer is allowed to display
the item multiple times, under each of its parents.

The choice of using annotations to de�ne this syntax was motivated by several factors: (1) the
pattern language of EMF-Inc�ery allows to de�ne custom annotations together with custom well-
formedness rules, making it possible to have a prototype version available quickly. Furthermore, (2)
the use of annotations results in a compact syntax that (3) is tightly integrated with the corresponding
query de�nitions. On the other hand, (i) adding the annotations requires changing the original query
speci�cation, that can be somewhat intrusive for patterns not dedicated to view speci�cations, and (2)
the same query is hard to reuse in di�erent roles in di�erent views. However, both of these limitations
can be worked around by introducing patterns speci�c to the viewers that simply call the existing
patterns, but add the required annotations.

5.2.4 A Framework for Developing Incremental Viewers

To help the implementation of incremental graphical views, the development environment of EMF-
Inc�ery [3] has been extended in two ways: (1) support for the viewers transformation was added
to the pattern language, providing in-editor documentation, content assist and validation; and (2) a
new view called Viewers Sandbox was added to quickly evaluate the developed patterns right in the
development environment.

The Viewers Sandbox view works very similar to the existing Query Explorer view [17]: (1) an in-
stance model from an open editor and a set of annotated graph patterns are selected, then (2) the nota-
tion model transformation created using the derivation transformation, and (3) the notation model is
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loaded into all registered renderers. After that point, (4) the transformation reacts to changes in the
underlying domain model to updated the rendered notation models.

In addition to the development environment support, a Java API is available to include the Incre-
mental Graphical Views framework into a developed application by (1) initializing the renderer, (2)
loading the graph patterns and (3) providing the instance model.

5.3 Applications

5.3.1 Model Visualization

The approach was successfully used in the industrial avionics research project Trans-IMA [Hor+14]
where the main purpose was to de�ne a complex, semi-automated development chain to allocate soft-
ware functions onto di�erent hardware architectures. The tool takes Matlab Simulink block diagram
models avionics functions and the hardware architecture as input, abstracted into into a functional

architecture model (FAM) and a platform description model (PDM), respectively. Inside the tool, both
of these models are represented as EMF models.

As the allocation of the avionics functions to the hardware architecture was semi-automatic, re-
quiring the system architect to make decisions, it is important to provide visualizations of the various
aspects of the di�erent models. These visualizations have to (1) be able to present aggregated data
from separate models, (2) should provide an abstraction of the underlying concepts, and (3) be live
i.e. represent the current state of the model after each model change (manual edit or automatic trans-
formation steps).

Example 25 Two such views are illustrated in Figure 5.6 (the screenshot has been directly taken
from the Trans-IMA tool). On the left, a complex avionics function F1 is presented, that relies on two
sensors to observe the state of its environment, while two actuators are used to a�ect it. The function
itself consists of four connected, lower-level functions that are represented as a subgraph of the node.

In the right-hand view, a chassis is presented in a platform description model with two processing
units connected via a data bus, and describing its connection to two sensors and two actuators. 2

The Incremental Graphical Views framework presented in this chapter focuses on the creation
of such visualizations and it was also possible to use it to de�ne a graphical notation for the various
models. The notation was created using the yFiles for Java [WEK04] renderer that is capable of
displaying hierarchical graphs: graphs where nodes may contain further subgraphs, together with a
large amount of customization options, such as automatic layouting, colors, fonts or arrow styles.

Example 26 Figure 5.7 depicts the three rules required to visualize the internal structure of a FAM
function: (1) pattern function describes the function elements that act as the nodes of the graph (rep-
resented by the annotation Item); (2) the pattern subFunctions is used to enumerate all subfunctions
of a function; these are visualized as a subgraph structure (represented by the ContainsItem annota-
tion); and (3) the connectedFunctions pattern describe directed information �ow links between
functions, that are displayed as edges in the graph (marked by the Edge annotation). All patterns
have custom formatting associated that is represented in the graphical view. 2

The use of the Incremental Graphical Views framework was bene�cial as its development envir-
onment supported quick prototyping: it was possible to produce a large number of di�erent visual-
izations fast, followed by an evaluation, including feedback from the project partners. After the set
of visualizations were �nalized, it was possible to �nalize the views, e.g. by adding formatting and
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Figure 5.6: Two Small Graph Views Created with Incremental Graphical Viewers

1 @Item(label = "$func.identifier$",item = func)
2 @Format(color = "#FFFFFF", textColor = "#000000")
3 pattern function(func) {
4 Function(func);
5 }
6
7 @ContainsItem(container = par , item = sub)
8 @Format(color = "#A4A4A4")
9 pattern subFunctions (par : Function , sub : Function) {

10 Function.subFunctions(par , sub);
11 }
12
13 @Edge(source = provider , target = consumer)
14 @Format(color = "#F8000D")
15 pattern connectedFunctions
16 (provider : Function , consumer : Function) {
17 InformationLink.provider(link , provider );
18 InformationLink.consumer(link , consumer );
19 }

(a) View De�nition (b) Graphical View

Figure 5.7: De�ning a View for the FAM Model
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Figure 5.8: A Viatra3 Debugger with Incremental Graphical Viewers

�ne-tuning the automatically selected layouts. Furthermore, the Java API of the framework suppor-
ted incorporating these viewers into the developed application. My work related to the Trans-IMA
project was to provide development support for their usage of EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra, including
the Incremental Graphical Views framework.

5.3.2 Using the Viewers Framework for Debugging

The Incremental Graphical Viewers framework allows easy de�nition of views. Considering the fact
that many interesting conditions are already encoded as graph patterns for the transformation itself,
creating graphical views often only requires de�ning a few annotations to monitor the state of the
model during the execution of the transformation. Furthermore, formatting rules can be applied to
highlight the problematic model elements, further enhancing the capabilities of the engine.

There is a prototype debugger implementation for Viatra3 available that understands the an-
notated patterns of the transformation, and creates a graphical viewer based on Zest to display the
model itself. Figure 5.8 depicts this debugger in action: before the activation of a rule, the execution
was stopped and the current state of the model depicted. At this point, it is possible to execute the
activations step-by-step, while seeing all executed changes in the view.

5.4 Scalability Evaluation

We carried out an initial evaluation to demonstrate the scalability of our approach on the Train bench-
mark case study [3] (an existing model querying performance benchmark for model validation). The
benchmark de�nes a domain-speci�c model of a railway routes described as segments and switches,
and includes a model generator to create instance models of arbitrary sizes of a predetermined distri-
bution of object types and average number of edges.

On top of the domain model of the train benchmark, a view model describing the switch hierarchy
of the routes was de�ned: two switches are connected if there are a series of tracks in the original
model that connect them; and on each switch the number of failing switches are connected. This
required the de�nition of three annotated patterns: (1) one to identify the switches of the model; (2)
another to represent their connected status, requiring the calculation of transitive closure of connec-
ted track segments, and (3) �nally a pattern that calculates the number of connected switches in a
failed state (requiring match set counting).
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M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Source 6031 11709 23179 46727 87395 175753
Notation 150 288 572 1155 2217 4479

Table 5.2: Benchmark Model Sizes

Model Size Model Load Query InitializationView Creation
M1 6031 519 109 303
M2 11709 692 141 458
M3 23179 773 192 1030
M4 46727 961 244 2603
M5 87395 1339 359 7769
M6 175753 2099 833 29998
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Figure 5.9: Measurement Results

To test scalability, 6 di�erent models were generated ranging between 6000–175000 model ob-
jects, each one roughly double the size of the previous one. The notation models generated from
these patterns consisted of 150–4500 objects, respectively. The precise model sizes are available in
Table 5.21.

All measurements were executed on a developer PC with a 3.5 GHz Core i7 processor, 16 GB
RAM, Windows 7 and Java 7. Measurements were repeated ten times, and the time and memory
results were averaged (since the recorded deviation was negligible). To avoid interference between
di�erent executions, each time a new JVM was created with a 2 GB heap limit. The time to start up
and shut down the JVM was not included in the measurement results.

Figure 5.9(a) depicts the runtime results by plotting the time required to (1) load a source model,
(2) initialize the query engine and (3) derive the view model with regards to the size of the input
model together with polynomial trendlines. Figure 5.9(b) highlights the overall memory usage for
the di�erent model instances, where the lower (gray) section shows the memory consumption of the
source model alone and the (upper) red part depicts the memory needed for both the Rete network of
the cached queries and the generated view-models.

As expected the overall memory consumption for the view models are 2-3 times larger than the
source models themselves due to the Rete caching mechanism [3] and the quadratic nature of trans-
itive closure. Similarly, the execution time also increases as a quadratic function of the model size.
However, this intensive caching provides the fast incremental update in case of small source model
changes [3].

1More details, including the used graph patterns and the results for all executions, are available at the online appendix
http://github.com/FTSRG/publication-pages/wiki/Query-driven-synchronization

http://github.com/FTSRG/publication-pages/wiki/Query-driven-synchronization
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It is important to note that the initialization and refresh times of the user interface have not been
measured, as it would require renderer-speci�c setup to evaluate the performance of the UI-intensive
operations. However, using our existing renderers, we have not noticed any slowdowns for notation
models with about 1000 model elements (regardless of the size of the source model). Furthermore,
as soon as the size of the notation model reaches a few hundred elements, understandability usually
becomes a more important issue, unless the notation model itself is very well structured.

To sum up, we were able to demonstrate that our notation model derivation transformation is
capable of scaling up to source models with more than 100000 elements within acceptable timeframe
and memory consumption, which is in line with our previous experiments [3].

5.5 Related Work

De�ning database views by derived classes and model queries captured in OCL was �rst proposed
in [Bal03], but without support for incremental view calculation. This approach could exploit recent
results for incremental support of OCL as in [CT09; GRE10].

Formal frameworks for bidirectional model synchronization like [DMC12; Ste10] are more general
on the theoretical level than unidirectional view maintenance by query-based derived objects, but no
implementation is proposed in these papers. There are several model transformation and synchroniz-
ation approaches and tools providing certain levels of incrementality, such as triple graph grammars
(TGGs) [Lau+12; GW09], ATL [JT10; Xio+07] or QVT [Son+11]. Fully incremental approaches guar-
antee minimal number of processing steps upon change, which is achieved so far only by RETE-based
approaches [Ber+08a; GJR11]).

View maintenance by incremental and live QVT transformations is used in [Son+11] to de�ne
views from runtime models. The proposed algorithm operates in two phases, starting in check-only
mode before an enforcement run, but its scalability is demonstrated only on models up to 1000 ele-
ments.

VirtualEMF [CJC11] allows the composition of multiple EMF models into a virtual model based on
a composition metamodel, and provides both a model virtualization API and a linking API to manage
these models. The approach is also able to add virtual links based on composition rules. In [Xio+07]
an ATL-based method is presented for automatically synchronizing source and target models. EMF
Views [Bru+15] is a similar approach that provides bidirectional synchronization using an SQL-like
syntax based on ATL transformations. In [Kol09] correspondences between models are handled by
matching rules de�ned in the Epsilon Comparison Language, where the guards use queries similarly
to our approach, although incremental derivation is not discussed.

A recent work by Diskin et al. [DMC12] proposes a theoretical background for model composition
based on queries using Kleisli Categories, in their approach derived features are used for represent-
ing features merged from di�erent metamodels. The conceptual basis is similar to our approach in
using query-based derived features and objects, however, it o�ers algebraic speci�cation, while our
approach might serve as an implementation for this generic theoretical framework.

View models can also be obtained by means of model composition. Anwar [Anw+10] introduces
a rule-driven approach for creating merged views of multiple separate UML models and relies on
external traceability and OCL expressions to support model merging and composition. Concept-
Base.cc [JJM09] is a database (DB) system for metamodeling and method engineering and de�nes
active rules that react to events and can update the DB or call external routines, which can be used
for incremental view calculation, but the tool itself is not EMF compliant.
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The Eclipse Sirius project [Sirius] works by de�ning views from EMF models using viewpoints,
and also provides multiple renderers, including graphical, table-based and textual views. Similarly,
the Papyrus project [Papyrus] also allows the de�nition of specialized views over UML models. Both
tools are capable of performing complex abstractions, however, both require signi�cant e�ort to de�ne
these views, making it impractical for the de�nition of ad-hoc views.

GrGen.net [Gei+06] includes a command to emit the current model into a textual format that
can be visualized with external tools, like yComp [yComp]. This approach is very useful during
debugging, however, the graphical views created by this approach are not updated on model changes,
and are not available in a model form for further automated processing.

We believe that our contribution is unique in providing a combination of fully incremental, uni-
directional creation and incremental maintenance of view models that can be both integrated into
client applications, or used as an ad-hoc visualization of models during debugging.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, I introduced a declarative, graph transformation-based approach to derive and main-
tain notation models from various domain models. The transformation itself is speci�ed as a set of
annotated graph patterns from which the transformation rules are automatically obtained. The res-
ulting notation models can be displayed using di�erent rendering strategies, thus supporting a wide
array of visualizations.

The approach is useful for model visualization both during the debugging of model transforma-
tions or in modeling workbenches to display the e�ect of an editing operation. Although their speci�c-
ation is lightweight, they can be incrementally maintained and the view generation transformation
scales to models with a hundred thousand elements.





Chapter 6

Slicing Model Queries and

Transformations

Overview of the current chapter This chapter applies the concepts of program slicing to the
domain of model queries and transformations, focusing on the simultaneous slicing of the models
and transformation programs. Additionally, dynamic backward slicing algorithms are proposed for
both model queries and transformations, and they were evaluated using EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra2.
This chapter is partially based on [6, 11, 12].

6.1 Slicing of Model Transformations

Program slicing approaches were originally developed for imperative style programming languages,
and have been exhaustively surveyed in the past in papers like [Tip95; Xu+05]. They have also been
applied to logic programs [SHG01; SGM02] by augmenting data-�ow analysis with control-�ow de-
pendencies. In this chapter, we de�ne the slicing problem of model queries and transformations, and
provide algorithms for calculating dynamic backward slices.

A traditional program slice consists of the parts of a program that (potentially) a�ect the values
computed at some point of interest [Tip95]. The slicing problem of model transformations (illustrated
in Figure 6.1) receives three inputs: the slicing criterion, the model transformation program, and the
models on which the transformation program operates. As an output, slicing algorithms need to pro-
duce (1) transformation slices, which are statements of the transformation program depending or being
dependent on the slicing criterion, and (2) model slices, which are parts of the model(s) depending (or
being dependent) causally on the slicing criterion (due to read or write model access).
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Figure 6.1: Slicing Problem of Model Transformations

The slicing criterion denotes the point of interest, and is speci�ed by a location (statement) in the
transformation program in combination with a subset of the variables or an element in the underlying
model the transformation operates on.

77
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Table 6.1: Characterization of Model Transformation Slicing

Model Slicing Transformation Program Slicing

Criterion Program Statement and Variable or Model Element

Dynamic Backward Model Elements the Criterion depends on Statements the Criterion depends on
Dynamic Forward Model Elements depending on the Criterion Statements depending on the Criterion

Static Backward Constraint on elements the Criterion poten-
tially depends on

Statements the Criterion potentially de-
pends on

Static Forward Constraint on elements potentially depend-
ing on the Criterion

Statements potentially depending on the
Criterion

6.1.1 Static Slicing vs. Dynamic Slicing

Program slicing approaches frequently distinguish between a static and a dynamic slice [Tip95]. Static
slices are computed without making assumptions regarding a program’s input, whereas the compu-
tation of dynamic slices relies on a speci�c execution (test case) of the program.

The direct interpretation of this distinction for calculating model slices during transformation
slicing is problematic as model transformations always operate on some input models, thus static
slicing also has to make some assumptions on the input models at least. In case of dynamic slicing,
the actual input models are available to identify the a�ected model elements wrt. a slicing criterion. In
case of static slicing, one can rely upon the metamodel and well-formedness constraints of the modeling

language (typically captured in some declarative constraint languages like OCL [Cla+15]) which need
to be ful�lled by all valid models. In a sense, in addition to statements related to the criteria static
slicing of model transformations has to provide similar constraints that describes the model element
in any well-formed instance model that the criteria potentially depends on.

The de�nition of static and dynamic slicing for transformation program slices is more straightfor-
ward. In case of dynamic slicing, we calculate the statements of the transformation program a�ected
the slicing criterion with respect to a speci�c execution (run) of the model transformation program
(on a speci�c model), while in case of static slicing, all statements are included which may potentially
a�ect the slicing criterion along at least a single execution.

In case of static slicing, we typically overapproximate the a�ected model elements or program
statements to guarantee that a static slice contains all potentially a�ected artifacts.

6.1.2 Backward Slicing vs. Forward Slicing

Traditional program slicing also distinguishes between backward and forward slicing [RB89; BC85;
Tip95], which de�nitions can be applied to model transformations. A forward slice consists of (1) all
statements and control predicates of a transformation program and (2) elements of the underlying
model dependent on the slicing criterion. A statement is dependent on the slicing criterion if the val-
ues computed at that statement depend on the values computed at the slicing criterion, or if the values
computed at the slicing criterion determine whether the statement under consideration is executed
or not. A model element is dependent on the slicing criterion if it is touched (read, created or re-
moved) as a direct causal consequence of the slicing criterion. In case of a backward slice, we identify
transformation program statements and model elements which the slicing criterion is dependent on.

An overview of the di�erent combinations of cases for model transformation slicing is provided
in Table 6.1. In the current chapter, we tackle dynamic backward slicing for model transformations,
while other cases are left for future work.
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6.1.3 Global or Demand-Driven Slicing

Slicing approaches are also categorized by the ability to compute multiple slices for di�erent criteria at
the same time. In case of demand-driven slicing, only a single criterion is considered when collecting
the dependencies, while global slicing approaches allow the calculation of multiple slices in a single
pass, if there is need for such a set of slices.

These de�nitions can be applied to the slicing of model transformations in a straightforward
way: if both model and transformation slices can be calculated globally, the transformation slice is
considered global.

6.1.4 Model Transformation Slicing vs. Program Slicing

The main conceptual di�erence between existing program and model transformation slicing problems
primarily lies in simultaneous slicing of the models and the transformation program. Consequently,
the slicing criterion itself may contain an element of the underlying model (instead of a program
variable) in addition to a location in the transformation program.

Model transformations are often executed in environment where changes made by transforma-
tions are recorded, such as trace links (connecting source and target model elements) or even persisted
on undo/redo stacks in an integrated development environment. Such records may serve as rich, ad-
ditional input for slicing, especially, for dynamic slicing of model transformations.

Furthermore, this de�nition of model transformation slicing is independent from the actual trans-
formation language used for specifying the model transformation. So while we use a dedicated lan-
guage (namely, the language of Viatra2 transformation framework [VB07]) later on to demonstrate
the technicalities of our approach, similar slicing problems can be addressed for other transformation
languages as well.

6.1.5 A Sample Dynamic Backward Slice

To illustrate the slicing problem for model transformations, we consider the execution of the rule
fireTransition implemented in Viatra2 called with the transition Query as a parameter. The calcu-
lated program and model slice are depicted in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2(b) displays the model after the �ring: the token from the place Client is removed, while
tokens are added to the places Store and Server. As slicing criterion, we selected the GT rule application
in Line 33 and the variable Pl.

During the execution of this �ring, it is possible to obtain an execution trace, that records for each
program statement the variable and model element accesses (both read and write). We can calculate
the backward slices for the criterion by traversing the execution trace backwards. For each record of
the trace, we determine whether the criterion depends on it either directly or indirectly as follows:

1. At the last item of the trace variable Pl is bound during the matching of pattern targetPlace, so
the pattern invocation is part of the slice (Line 33).

2. As the pattern matching of targetPlace uses model elements (Server, Query and the IA between
them), they have to be added to the model slice.

3. The forall rule in Line 33 is included in the slice as it de�nes the variable Pl.

4. On the other hand, the token removal operation (Line 31) does not a�ect the slicing criterion
as Pl is a di�erent variable (rede�ned locally), T is passed as input parameter, while no model
elements touched by this GT rule are dependent from those required at the slicing criterion.
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(c) The Model Slice

1 pattern sourcePlace(Tr , Pl) = {
2 Transition(Tr);
3 Place(Pl);
4 Place.OutArc(OA, Pl, Tr);
5 }
6 pattern targetPlace(Tr, Pl) = {
7 Transition(Tr);
8 Place(Pl);
9 Transition.InArc(IA, Tr, Pl);

10 }
11 pattern place(Pl) = {
12 Place(Pl);
13 }
14 pattern placeWithToken(Pl) = {
15 Place(Pl);
16 Place.Token(To);
17 Place.tokens(X, Pl, To);
18 }
19 gtrule addToken(in Pl) = {
20 precondition find place(Pl)
21 postcondition find placeWithToken(Pl)
22 }
23 gtrule removeToken(in Pl) = {
24 precondition find pattern placeWithToken(Pl)
25 postcondition find pattern place(Pl)
26 }
27 rule fireTransition(in T) =
28 if (find isTransitionFireable(T)) seq {
29 /* remove tokens from all input places */
30 forall Pl with find sourcePlace(T, Pl)
31 do apply removeToken(Pl); // GT rule invocation
32 /* add tokens to all output places */
33 forall Pl with find targetPlace(T, Pl)
34 do apply addToken(Pl));
35 }

(d) Petri net Firing in Viatra2 with a Calculated Model Slice

Figure 6.2: The Dynamic Slice of the Firing of the Query Transition

5. Although the if condition in Line 28 does not de�ne variables used later in the slice, it has to
be added as one of its contained forall rule is added to the slice.

6. Finally, as the slice includes statements that use the variable T, its de�nition as an incoming
parameter of the fireTransition rule is added to slice.

The model slices of the transformation program might refer to elements created or deleted during
the execution of the transformation. For example, tokens in places Store and Server were created,
while the one in place Client was removed by the transformation run. To illustrate the model slice,
we added both the created and deleted elements to Figure 6.2(c), and marked the elements in the
slice. The crossed token (in place Client) is deleted. Elements of the slice are contained within dashed
rectangles - namely, transition Query, place Server and the token in place Server.

6.2 A Dynamic Backward Slicing Algorithm for Model

Transformations

In this section we formalize a slicing approach for model transformation program based on execution
traces. The approach is similar to the ones described in [BGG06; KL88] for traditional programming
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languages, but extended to support slicing model elements as well.

6.2.1 Execution traces

6.2.1.1 De�nitions

In modeling and transformation environments, execution traces can be saved during transformation
execution to support undo/redo or to provide traceability information between source and target
models. This is achieved by storing the set of created, modi�ed or removed model elements for each
executed statement. To support slicing, this information has to be extended with the set of used
transformation program statements and variables.

We de�ne an execution trace as a sequence of trace records that represents the execution of the
transformation program. Loops and conditions are handled by referencing the same program state-
ment zero or more times.

A program statement reads a variable or model element, if its execution depends on (the value of)
the selected variable or model element. Similarly, a statement updates a variable or model element,
if its value is created or changed during the execution of the statement. Finally, a statement deletes a
model element, if it is removed from the model during the execution.

De�nition 38 (Trace Record) The trace record of executing a statement st of a transformation pro-
gram A〈M ′, s′〉 = JstKA〈M,s〉 in an initial program state of A〈M, s〉, resulting in program state
A〈M ′, s′〉 is a tuple TR〈st,updm,updv, readm, readv,delm〉, where

• st ∈ ST is the currently executed program statement
• updv = { v ∈ V ars | s(v) 6= s(v′) } denote the variables initialized or updated by the statement
• readv = domV (st) are the variables read by st
• updm = elements(M ′) \ elements(M) are the model elements produced by st
• readm = domM (st) are the model elements read by st
• delm = elements(M) \ elements(M ′) are the model elements deleted by st 2

Such trace records can be built from the executed statements of the transformation program.
The records of imperative language elements (e.g. ASM rules) can be derived using similar logic to
traditional program slicing methods, while the trace records of declarative rules (e.g. GT rules) are
derived based on the declarative language’s execution semantics.

Here we build such records from declarative graph patterns and transformation rules de�ned in
the language of Viatra2. However, we argue that the execution of speci�c language constructs of
other languages, such as conditions expressed as OCL constraints can also be mapped to trace records
similarly.

Example 27 To illustrate the use of execution traces, we present the partial execution trace of the
Petri net simulator program in Table 6.2(a) considering the execution of the rule fireTransition

with the parameter of the transition Query. The �rst column displays the corresponding program
statement, an identi�er of the record. Substatements are presented with indentation - e.g., the
find sourcePlace(T,Pl) statement is a substatement of the forall Pl statement in row (2). The re-
maining columns display the produced, used and removed variables and model elements respectively.
For readability, associations between the model elements (e.g. of type InArc, OutArc and tokens) are
omitted.
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6.2.1.2 Trace record of graph pattern calls

A graph pattern is called with a set of program variables as parameters. These variables either ref-
erence a model element (input or bound parameter) or are unde�ned (output or unbound parameter).
In case of a successful match, all variables will refer to a model element: bound parameters remain
unchanged, while values are assigned to unbound parameters.

A trace record of an executed graph pattern call call(P 〈v1, . . . vn〉) over state A〈M, s〉 is calcu-
lated by following the search operations executed by the local search pattern matcher as follows:

• Bound parameter variables are read; unbound parameters are updated: readv = { vi | vi ∈
dom(s) } and updv = { vi | vi ∈ dom(s) }.

• As the model itself remains unchanged during pattern matching, both the set of updated and
deleted model elements are empty: updm = ∅ and delm = ∅.

• The set of read model elements can be collected by following the search plan: for each
search operation the set of accessed model elements are added: readm =

⋃
s∈S{ s(v) | v ∈

dom(P 〈v1, . . . vn〉) ∧ v ∈ dom(s) }, where S is the set of all variable substitutions entered
into the search operations 〈so1, . . . son〉 used to evaluate P . It is important to note that this
approach also records model elements read by failed search operations as well as elements un-
related to the found matches. However, this is an overapproximation of the truly required model
elements can be calculated e�ciently, meaning we might calculate extraneous model depend-
encies based on these traces. In program slicing such overapproximation is considered safe as
it does not cause the approach missing real dependencies.

Example 28 Line (2) of Table 6.2(a) displays the trace record of the call of the sourcePlace pattern.
The variable T is bound, while Pl is unbound, so updv = {Pl} and readv = {T}. During pattern
matching the following model elements were accessed: the places (PlQ and PlC , the transition TrQ
and the arc outarc(PC , T rQ) connecting them.

6.2.1.3 Execution trace of GT rules

Application of a graph transformation rule GT 〈V n
l 〉 ← 〈LHS〈V n

l 〉, RHS〈V k
r 〉, p〉 over the state

A〈M, s〉 resulting in updated state A〈M ′, s〉 is considered as pattern matching over the pattern
LHS〈V n

l 〉 followed by a set of model manipulation rules (typically model element creation or re-
moval). So the trace record is constructed by �rst creating the trace record of the precondition pattern
of the rule (as in case of graph patterns), then adding the elements modi�ed by the rule application
to corresponding sets:

• readv(GT ) = readv(LHS)

• updv(GT ) = updv(LHS)

• readm(GT ) = readm(LHS)

• updm(GT ) =
⋃
v∈VRHS\VLHS s

′(v)

• delm(GT ) =
⋃
v∈VLHS\VRHS s

′(v)

Example 29 Line (3) of Table 6.2(a) presents the trace record of the invocation of the GT rule
removeToken. As precondition it calls the placeWithToken pattern resulting in the following output:
readv = {T, P l}, updv = ∅ and readm = {PlC , T o1, tokens(PlC , T o1)}.
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Table 6.2: Illustration of the Slicing Algorithm

Update Read Delete
updv updm readv readm delm

(0) rule fireTransition(in T) {T} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

(1) if {PlC ,
(find isFireable(T)) ∅ ∅ {T} To1, T rQ} ∅

(2) forall Pl ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
(3) find sourcePlace(T,Pl) {Pl} ∅ {T} {PlC , T rQ} ∅
(4) apply removeToken(Pl) ∅ ∅ {Pl} {PlC} {To1}

(5) forall Pl ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
(6) find targetPlace(T,Pl) {Pl} ∅ {T} {PlSt, T rQ} ∅
(7) apply addToken(Pl) ∅ {To2} {Pl} {PlSt} ∅
(8) find targetPlace(T,Pl) {Pl} ∅ {T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅
(9) apply addToken(Pl) ∅ {To3} {Pl} {PlS} ∅

(a) Execution Trace

lookup require found slices
Var ME Var ME Var ME translice modelslice

{PlS , T rQ, {PlS , T rQ,
{T} PlC , T o1} ∅ ∅ {T} ∅ {0, 1, 5, 8} PlC , T o1}

{PlC , {Ser, TrQ,
{T} {PlS , T rQ} {T} To1, T rQ} ∅ ∅ {1, 5, 8} PlC , T o1}

{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {5, 8} {PlS , T rQ}
{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {5, 8} {PlS , T rQ}
{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {5, 8} {PlS , T rQ}

{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {5, 8} {PlS , T rQ}
{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {8} {PlS , T rQ}
{T} {PlS , T rQ} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ {8} {PlS , T rQ}
{Pl} ∅ {T} {PlS , T rQ} {Pl} ∅ {7} {PlS , T rQ}
{Pl} ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

(b) The Execution of the Algorithm

As the postcondition pattern prescribes to remove the token (and the related tokens edge), two
remove operations will be recorded in the trace. The corresponding sets of the trace record are as
follows: updm = ∅ and delm = {To1, tokens(PlC , T o1)}. Furthermore, the model elements To1

and tokens(PlC , T o1) can be removed from readm, as they appear in the set delm. 2

6.2.2 Generating backward slices from execution traces

We generate program slices by calculating dependencies between trace records. Our algorithm,
presented in Algorithm 6.1, traverses the records backwards to provide a dynamic backward slice.

The input of the algorithm is the ordered list of trace records (TRi) and the variables and model
elements from the slicing criterion. The algorithm assumes that the statement referred to in the last
record is the statement of the criterion. This is not a real limitation, as no statement executed after
the the criteria may introduce additional dependency to consider in the backward slice, making it safe
to omit them.

The algorithm maintains three sets during its execution. (1) Set translice stores the program
statements, and (2) set modelslice represents the model elements already identi�ed as parts of the
slice. Finally, (3) set lookup stores the variables and model elements that are considered for direct data
dependencies. The algorithm checks for every record:

1. If the current trace produces a variable or model element that is present in the set lookup, then
the records has to be added because of data dependency (either between the record and the
criterion, or between the record and an element already in the slice).

2. If the recorded statement removes an element that is present in the lookup, it suggests an error,
because a model element is used that was previously removed.

3. If a substatement of the record is already added to the trace, the record has to be added because
of control dependency (e.g. a pattern call inside a forall rule cannot be evaluated without the
forall rule).

The lookup set is initialized to the variables and model elements in the slicing criterion, and it is
updated each time a statement is added to the slice. More speci�cally, variables and model elements
produced by the statement are removed, while elements used or removed by the statement are added.
After every trace record is processed, the lookup set will store the variables and model elements the
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Algorithm 6.1: The Slicing algorithm
Input: ∀i ∈ 1..n : TRi; /* Ordered list of trace records */

1 let lookup← Criterion
2 let translice← ∅
3 letmodelslice← ∅
4 for i← n, 1 do /* Iterating over trace records backward */
5 let TRi = (st,updm,updv, readm, readv,delm)
6 if (updv ∪updm) ∩ lookup 6= ∅ then /* Data dependency */
7 let require← readv ∪ readm ∪delm
8 let found← updv ∪updm
9 let lookup← (lookup− found) ∪ require

10 translice← translice ∪ {st}
11 modelslice← modelslice ∪ readm ∪updm ∪delm
12 else if delm ∩lookup 6= ∅ then /* Use of removed model element */
13 ERROR
14 else if sub(st) ∩ translice 6= ∅ then /* Control dependency */
15 require← readv ∪ readm ∪delm
16 lookup← lookup ∪ require
17 translice← translice ∪ {st}
18 modelslice← modelslice ∪ readm ∪updm ∪delm

slicing criterion depends on, but which are not initialized or modi�ed during the execution of the
transformation program. As a consequence, the variables in the �nal lookup set are the subset of the
input variables of the transformation and the model elements are the subset of the input model the
criterion depends on.

Example 30 We illustrate the slicing algorithm using the execution trace from Table 6.2(a) and vari-
able Pl as slicing criterion. Table 6.2(b) displays (in a bottom-up way) the changes of the maintained
sets. In line (9) the lookup starts with the criterion that is only present in the call of the GT rule
applyToken, so neither set changes. The call of the pattern targetPlace (line (8)) produces the variable
Pl, so it is removed from the set lookup. However, the referred variable T and the model elements
Query, Server and Inarc(Server,Query) are added to the set lookup.

The other iteration in the forall rule (line (6) and (7)) does not refer to any element that is in-
troduced in the lookup set, thus, it is not included in the slice. The forall rule (line (5)) produces no
elements, but as it contains the already included pattern call, it is added to the slice. One can calcu-
late similarly that the remaining three statements do not provide new dependencies for the slicing
criterion. The conditional rule in line (1) is added since its substatement forall rule from line (5) is
already in the slice (control dependency).

And �nally, at line (0) we can detect that the model elements Query, Client, Server and
Inarc(Server,Query) and Outarc(Client, Query) had to exist before executing the fireTransition rule.
Similarly, the input variable T is also present in the slice that is de�ned by the caller of the rule. As a
result, we obtain exactly those model elements and program statements highlighted in the example
of Section 6.1.5. 2

The slicing algorithm presented here is dynamic, backwards and demand-driven; however it can
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be easily modi�ed to forward and global slices. By traversing the trace record from the criteria in
execution order, the future dependencies can be calculated which can be very useful in omniscient
debuggers [Cor14]; while multiple set of slices can be calculated by maintaining separate lookup,
translice andmodelslice sets for each case. On the other hand, applying the same approach for static
slicing is more problematic, as dependencies between declarative elements such as graph patterns are
hard to express.

6.2.3 Implementation

The proposed dynamic backward slicing algorithm has been implemented within the Viatra2 model
transformation framework. For this purpose, we had to slightly extend the Viatra2 interpreter to
generate execution trace records. Given Viatra2 did not support such changes, this required copying
and modifying the interpreter; on the other hand Viatra3 was designed to support recording such
traces in non-invasively.

Execution trace records are modelled (and optionally persisted) as EMF models in our implement-
ation. This o�ers reusability by allowing other transformation tools to provide such records from their
execution by similar modi�cations of their interpreters. Finally, the created execution trace model to-
gether with the slicing criterion selected by the transformation engineer is passed as an input to the
slicing algorithm.

An important remaining task is to include this analysis into the user interface of Viatra2: allow
the selection of slicing criteria and display the results in the model and transformation editors.

6.3 Evaluation of Transformation Slices

The aim of the evaluation is to demonstrate that our transformation slicing approach provides small,
appropriate slices describing both control and data dependencies from the selected slicing criterion
with respect to the corresponding execution trace. To illustrate the simultaneous slicing of the models
and transformation programs, we selected four fundamentally di�erent transformations available in
the Viatra2 transformation framework, which were already used in the past for performance bench-
mark investigations (e.g. at various model transformation tool contests). These transformations are
used in their original form:

• Our running example, the Petri net simulator [Ber+08b] transformation highlights typical do-
main speci�c language simulation. However, due to its low complexity we used it only as a
stress test to our approach with various model sizes.

• The AntWorld case study [Zün08; Hor+10] of the GraBaTs Tool Contest 2008 is a larger model
simulator program modeling the life of an ant colony with a continously increasing population
(and world). The transformation features a more complex control structure, so we expect that
both model and control dependencies will contribute to the calculated slices.

• The BPEL2SAL [GHV11] case study developed as part of the SENSORIA FP6 EU project is a good
example for typical model-to-model transformations with complex control structure and trans-
formation rules. In this case, due to its large size and more imperative implementation style,
we expect that the slicing of the transformation program will have a stronger correspondence
with the control �ow rather than the data �ow.

• We also evaluated the Reengineering case of the Transformation Tool Contest 2011 [Hor11], that
extracts state machine models from Java abstract syntax graphs. The transformation is similar
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in nature to the BPEL2SAL case study, however the output model is created only from a small
subset of the input metamodel.

We evaluated our approach with the case studies using multiple test cases, focusing on various
aspects of transformations.

In Table 6.3 for each test case we measured the number of program statements (statement cov-

erage), program variables (variable coverage) and model elements (model coverage). For statement
coverage we display the number of statements present in the slice (column ‘#’), and their ratio to
the number of statements available in the transformation program (column ‘Total’) and in the trace
(column ‘Trace’). The variable and model coverage values are to be interpreted similarly.

We expect that these coverage metrics will be good indicators of how the di�erent slices corres-
pond to the structure of the transformation program and the input model.

During the evaluation of the test cases we noticed that, similar to most debugging techniques,
trace generation slows down normal transformation execution by 2-3 times. However, even the
longest traces were processed by the slicing algorithm in less than a minute, which is a reasonable
overhead. In general, time to calculate the slices primarily depends on the size of the trace, or in other
words, the number of statements were executed in the transformation. The trace usually increases
both with the model size and the transformation complexity, but for the general case the connection
is very hard to formalize.

6.3.1 The Petri net Simulator Case study

Test Cases We generated Petri nets ranging from small (consisting of 10 elements) to large (con-
sisting of 10000 elements), and executed �ring sequences of 10− 10000 iterations each. As criterion
we selected a token created in the �nal iteration. To manage the non-deterministic nature of the pro-
gram, for every net and �ring sequence size the simulator was executed ten times, and the result was
averaged.

Lessons Learned Table 6.3(a) shows the slice sizes of the simulator transformation. Because of the
non-determinism of the transformation, �ring only a few transitions in a large net the iterations will
be independent from each other, making the case non-representative. We omitted such cases from
the �nal results. Additionally, we removed the number of tokens from the model slice size to get more
comparable results, as the number of tokens clearly dominated the model slice, especially in case of
smaller net sizes.

These results were in line with our expectations for slicing simulation transformations:
• Program slices are largely model independent: the slices cover exactly the same program state-

ments and variables. However, if the �rings were independent from the criterion, then some
statements and variables were not included in the result slice, although such cases are not
presented in Table 6.3(a).

• Model slices largely depend on both the number of �rings and the overall size of the net: if the
number of iterations exceeds the size of the net, most places and transitions are present in the
trace and slice.

6.3.2 The AntWorld Case Study

Overview of the Transformation The AntWorld case study describes a transformation to simu-
late the life of a simple ant colony searching for food to spawn more ants on a dynamically growing
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Table 6.3: Slice Sizes of Transformation Programs

Firings
Statement Coverage Variable Coverage Model Coverage

# Total Trace # Total Trace # Total Trace

10

10 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 22.1±6.2 50.2% 74.7±18.6%
100 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 43.9±0.3 99.8% 99.8±0.7%

1000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 44±0.0 100.0% 100.0±0.0%
10000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 44±0.0 100.0% 100.0±0.0%

10
0 100 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 195.7±32.8 52.0% 86.3±11.1%

1000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 371±5.8 98.7% 99.9±0.3%
10000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 376±0.0 100.0% 100.0±0.0%

10
00

100 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 70.6±49.1 1.8% 19.5±11.9%
1000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 684.2±308.2 17.8% 38.1±17.4%

10000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 3239.8±305.4 84.1% 93.3±6.6%

10
00

0 100 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 58.2±35.9 0.1% 16.3±8.0%
1000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 477.9±140.2 1.2% 19.4±5.0%

10000 14±0 35.9% 50.0% 5±0 45.5% 62.5% 1211.9±1435.0 3.0% 16.8±19.4%
(a) Petri net Simulator

Break
Statement Coverage Variable Coverage Model Coverage

# Total Trace # Total Trace # Total Trace

10
ro

un
ds

Grab 75±11 50.3±9% 50.4±7% 40.4±6 27±1% 53.8±8% 201±85 36.0±14% 36.0±14%
Deposit 78±13 53.0±1% 53.0±7% 42±8 28.2±1% 56.1±10% 206±76 38.5±13% 38.5±13%

Move 75±7 51.3±3% 51.3±4% 40±5 27.2±6% 54.4±5% 204±114 32.7±15% 32.7±15%
Search 18±26 12.3±7% 12.4±17% 7±16 4.4±3% 8.9±23% 49±128 9.2±18% 9.2±18%

Evapororate 82±5 54.6±8% 54.7±3% 43±4 29.3±2% 57.4±4% 161±100 29.9±12% 29.9±12%
Consume 82±9 55.6±1% 55.6±4% 43±6 29.1±2% 58.2±5% 158±70 27.1±13% 27.1±13%

Grow 46±1 29.1±2% 29.1±2% 19±0 12.8±4% 24.1±1% 377±80 47.8±9% 47.8±9%

50
ro

un
ds

Grab 91±1 52.0±2% 52.0±2% 49±0 33.1±1% 56.3±2% 857±226 52.2±6% 52.2±6%
Deposit 91±1 52.3±1% 52.3±1% 49±0 33.1±1% 56.3±2% 896±350 58.5±2% 58.5±2%

Move 91±1 51.9±9% 51.9±9% 49±0 33.1±1% 56.3±2% 813±269 52.9±7% 52.9±7%
Search 44±39 25.2±1% 25.2±22% 21±23 14.4±6% 24.6±27% 284±374 19.5±26% 19.5±26%

Evapororate 97±7 55.5±8% 55.6±4% 51±4 34.6±3% 58.9±5% 736±228 48.4±12% 48.4±12%
Consume 96±8 54.9±4% 54.9±5% 51±5 34.1±9% 58.2±6% 729±203 49.2±6% 49.2±6%

Grow 46±0 26.4±4% 26.4±4% 19±0 12.8±4% 21.8±4% 886.1±296 38.3±4% 38.3±4%
(b) Antworld Case Study

Break
Statement Coverage Variable Coverage Model Coverage
# Total Trace # Total Trace # Total Trace

H
el

lo
,w

or
ld Break 1 93 1.6% 24.8% 8 0.3% 8.3% 16 0.3% 1.0%

Break 2 183 3.2% 28.9% 24 0.8% 11.6% 56 1.2% 2.8%
Break 3 199 3.4% 26.6% 22 0.7% 8.1% 48 1.0% 2.2%
Break 4 415 7.1% 30.7% 127 4.2% 20.9% 237 5.0% 7.4%

End 832 14.3% 44.2% 374 12.3% 41.5% 717 15.0% 15.9%

Cr
ed

it
pr

oc
es

s Break 1 93 1.6% 24.8% 8 0.3% 8.3% 16 0.1% 1.0%
Break 2 203 3.5% 30.2% 24 0.8% 10.6% 63 0.2% 1.9%
Break 3 217 3.7% 27.3% 22 0.7% 7.5% 50 0.2% 1.1%
Break 4 664 11.4% 42.3% 259 8.5% 35.8% 2509 8.6% 17.1%

End 1181 20.3% 46.3% 577 18.9% 45.2% 5174 17.8% 20.0%
(c) BPEL2SAL Transformation

Break
Statement Coverage Variable Coverage Model Coverage

# Total Trace # Total Trace # Total Trace

Break 1 17 10.6% 17.9% 6 4.6% 16.7% 21 0.1% 12.1%
Break 2 33 20.5% 33.0% 18 13.8% 48.6% 65 0.4% 28.8%
Break 3 35 21.7% 34.7% 18 13.8% 47.4% 102 0.7% 12.1%
Break 4 39 24.2% 32.0% 19 14.6% 46.3% 139 0.9% 15.6%

End 39 24.2% 31.7% 19 14.6% 46.3% 150 1.0% 16.8%
(d) Reengineering Case Study
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rectangular world. The ant collective forms a swarm intelligence, as ants discovering food sources
leave a pheromone trail on their way back so that the food will be easily found again by other ants.

The simulation is executed in rounds, executing 7 di�erent tasks each round. 4 tasks describe the
behaviour of the ants: (1) searcher ants grab food from their current �eld, (2) ants at the hill deposit
the food they were carrying, (3) carrier ants move closer to the hill and produce pheromones and
(4) searcher ants search for food. After the ant tasks 3 world management tasks are executed: (5)
pheromone evaporates from the �elds, (6) the hill consumes food to produce more ants and �nally (7)
the grid grows when a searcher has crossed the boundary, and new food is produced.

The simulation starts with a very small model that is extended rapidly during the execution of
the transformation.

Test Cases We de�ned a breakpoint at the end of each task, that was triggered after 10 or 50 rounds.
To handle the random nature of the simulation each case was executed 10 times, and the results were
averaged. Although the tasks are implemented separately, we expect large slices because of various
data and model dependencies between the tasks.

Lessons learned Table 6.3(b) describes the size of the result slices. Based on the results we con-
cluded that

• When comparing the Statement coverage results of the 10 round and 50 round simulations, we
found that both slice and trace sizes are similar when considering the same breakpoints. This
means, in 10 rounds the commonly used program statements are covered, and longer executions
increase coverage slightly.

• However, the number of variables used in the trace increases with a longer execution - the same
percentage of variables from the trace is present in the slice, the trace itself uses a larger set of
available variables.

• The di�erent executions of the simulation resulted in slices of similar size (small standard de-
viation), except the searcher test cases. In that case sometimes the slices are very small (a few
statements and model elements), while in other cases they are an order of magnitude larger
(large standard deviation).

• In this case there is no di�erence between the total and e�ective model size, as the transform-
ation traverses the small, prede�ned model and extends it during runtime.

6.3.3 The BPEL2SAL Transformation

Overview of the Transformation The BPEL2SAL transformation program [GHV11] is a complex
model transformation that transforms business process models captured in BPEL into the SAL model
checker to analyze error propagation scenarios.

The transformation is one of the most complex ones created in Viatra2: it consists of 102 ASM
rules, 177 graph patterns and is over 8000 lines of code. It was implemented more like a traditional
imperative program and thus does not use GT rules. This results in some really complicated ASM
rules (over 100 lines of code) with complex control dependencies. However, as the control �ow is less
data-oriented, data dependencies are easier to calculate.

Test Cases For the BPEL2SAL test cases, we focused on the analysis of the transformation program
itself using two di�erent processes, where the Hello World model represents the most simple BPEL
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model with a single process together with one start and one end nodes, while theCredit process [AD07]
is an industrial example describing a complex credit evaluation process consisting of 220 BPEL model
elements.

The BPEL2SAL transformation can be clearly separated into 4 phases, which deal with creating the
parts of the generated SAL transition system description. The �rst phase (1) produces type de�nitions,
followed by the (2) generation of variable declarations. Then (3) the variables are initialized, and (4)
the SAL transitions are created. The �rst three phases are of roughly the same size, while the fourth
is signi�cantly more complicated and longer.

To create slices of this transformation, we set up a breakpoint after each phase (and an additional
breakpoint in the middle of phase (4) to split its complexity). In each case, we selected the last created
model element and corresponding creation statement as the slicing criterion. Our aim with this setup
is to get an overview on the distribution of complexity over the di�erent phases of the transformation.

Lessons Learned We expected that slices contain only a few variables and model elements, as the
various phases of the transformation are well separated: although a large number of model elements
are created in each phase, only a limited number of them are reused from earlier phases (e.g. identi�ers
referencing type names, etc.).

Table 6.3(c) displays the results of the measurements. Based on these results we conclude that
• As the execution progresses between the phases, the slices get typically larger (with the notable

exception of the third breakpoint). Compared to the size of the trace, we found that around 25–
45% of the statements are in the slice, a similar, but smaller 8–45% of variables, and only 15–
20% of the model elements. This was in line with our expectations that only a limited number
of variables are passed between phases.

• However, total statement coverage is small (under 20%), as various parts of the transformation
program are only executed if certain BPEL constructs are used in the input (e.g. compensation
handling).

• The variable coverage behaves similarly as the statement coverage due to the fact that variables
of non-executed statements are also not part of the trace.

• Finally, the model coverage results show that the transformation progresses the e�ective cover-
age converges to the total coverage metrics, meaning that the transformation covers the com-
plete input model as expected.

6.3.4 The Reengineering Case Study

Overview of the Transformation The objective of the Reengineering case study [Hor11] is the
extraction of a simple state machine with actions and triggers from an abstract syntax graph of a Java
program. The transformation itself is much simpler and smaller than the BPEL2SAL case, and uses a
similar imperative style with graph patterns. The main di�erence is between the two transformations
is the handling of their input: the BPEL2SAL transformation reads its entire input, and performs
complex transformation steps, while the Reengineering case operates only on a small subset.

The transformation can be broken down into two phases: the �rst phase creates every state,
transition, trigger and action, then the second phase links the states and transitions.

Test Cases To evaluate the slicing of the Reengineering transformation, we used the input model
de�ned with the transformation in [Hor11]. We evaluated 4 breakpoints: (1) during transition cre-
ation, (2) after trigger creation, (3) after action creation and (4) during linking.
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Lessons Learned As the various tasks of the transformation are interdependent, we expect a large
number of variables present in the slices, as any previously variable or model element may be reused.

Table 6.3(d) presents the resulting slice sizes calculated from the breakpoints. Based on these
results we noticed that

• Slices use about one third of the elements from the trace, and almost half of the variables. This
suggests many data dependencies between phases.

• However, total model coverage is very low: as by the speci�cation the goal is to extract inform-
ation from the model, a large part of the input model is irrelevant and is present neither in the
slice nor the trace.

6.3.5 Evaluation Results

Our measurements show that our model transformation slicing approach is able to provide small and
meaningful slices that encapsulate both control and data (model) dependency information simultan-
eously. In addition to that, by the analysis of the measurements we conclude that

• In case of complex, imperative control structures, transformation slices are dominantly created
from the dependency between the statements of the transformation programs, thus traditional
imperative program slicing techniques are applicable and provide appropriate results.

• In case of declarative transformation rules, slices are primarily created based on model depend-
encies.

In complex transformations declarative and imperative rules are often combined, where we be-
lieve our combined approach is the most useful. To test this hypothesis, additional experiments are
to be set up with transformation developer and measure the improved debugging e�ciency. Such an
experiment was de�ned and evaluated in [Kus+02] for slicing in a traditional, imperative language,
that could be reused when setting up such an experiment.

6.4 Slicing Rete Networks of Graph Patterns

The dynamic backward slicing algorithm introduced in Section 6.2 focuses on the execution of the
transformations themselves, however as it focuses on the execution path taken by the transformation
it provides little information about the pattern matching process. To help debugging complex graph
patterns, we propose a dedicated slicing technique.

When debugging complex graph patterns, errors are often detected by observing an incorrect
element in the match set (e.g. an extra or a missing match). This information can be described as a
match set change (a di�erence from the expected result). The resulting change can be used as the
slicing criterion, and we are interested in systematically collecting all the tuples in the nodes of the
Rete network which might have contributed to this hypothetical change.

Fortunately, the Rete network structure describes the operations that produce the set of tuples for
any possible node, allowing us to calculate the tuples of parent nodes that might contribute to the
appearance or disappearance of a tuple by executing the inverse operations on the incorrect result.
The recursive execution of this process can be used to calculate all tuples in all Rete nodes that have
contributed to the criterion.
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6.4.1 The Approach

To calculate slices of Rete networks, a speci�c change impact analysis technique is used: a set of
ground terms are propagated from production nodes to leaves. The change algebra de�ned in Sec-
tion 3.3.4 precisely speci�es how to propagate changes in Rete networks from input nodes to pro-
duction nodes corresponding to graph patterns. By evaluating the inverse of these operations, it is
possible to obtain a trace of model elements and operations resulting in the selected ground terms.

Slicing of Rete networks will systematically collect dependencies from a(n aggregate) change at
a production (pattern) node towards elementary changes at input nodes. More speci�cally, based on
an observed change of a match of a pattern, we need to calculate how to change the caches of each
parent node in the Rete network so that those changes consistently imply the speci�c changes of the
match set of a production node. For instance, if a match is included in nop+ (nop− , respectively) then
it needs to be added to (removed from) the cache of the corresponding Rete node nop to observe a
speci�c change nP∆ of a production node. In a debugging context, if a speci�c match of pattern P
is missed by the engineer then he or she can ask the slicer to calculate possible model changes that
would add the corresponding match nP+.

As a slice, we present complete dependency information from aggregate changes to elementary
changes by a logic formula over change terms which is calculated by appending new clauses in the
form of (ground) change terms along speci�c matches s while traversing the Rete network from pro-
duction nodes to input nodes. This slice is informally calculated as follows:

• The input of slicing is the appearance of a new match s inM or the disappearance of an existing
match s in M at a production node P , which is a ground term JnP+〈V k〉KM,∆

s or JnP−〈V k〉KM,∆
s

appended to the slice.
• For each ground term appended to the slice, we calculate what changes are necessitated at their

parent Rete nodes, and append those potential changes to the slices one by one. Formulas are
calculated in correspondence with Table 6.4 for the Rete nodes.

– For instance, when a match of a join node disappears (see Join in Table 6.4(b)) then at
least one of the corresponding partial matches of its parent nodes needs to be removed,
captured in the slice by the change terms Jn1

−〈V i〉KM,∆
s and Jn2

−〈V j〉KM,∆
s as disjunctive

branches.
– When a newmatch of a join node appears (see Join in Table 6.4(a)) then we add new matches

to one or both parent nodes n1, n2 which are compliant with the match of the join node.
• Special care needs to be taken for projection and anti-join nodes which may need to fabricate

new entities (identi�ers) to create ground terms for unbound variables.
• As a base case of this recursive de�nition, we stop when

– elementary changes of input nodes are reached (�rst two lines in Table 6.4(a) and
Table 6.4(b)), or

– a match already existing in the cache of a Rete node is to be added by a change (see
Table 6.4(c)), or

– when the deletion of a match is prescribed by a change which does not exist in M (see
Table 6.4(c)).

In the latter two cases, no possible change may result in the required delta.

De�nition 39 (Rete Slices) The slice of a change predicate n+(t) or n−(t) starting from a node
n in a Rete network R over model M and along substitution s is a formula (derived in disjunctive
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Di�erent cases for the same node are handled as disjunctions in the formula.

Node Change Append to formula

Entity/0 JnE+〈v〉K
M,∆
s : >

Relation/0 JnR+〈v, vs, vt〉K
M,∆
s : >

Projection/1 Jnπ+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

+〈V j〉K
M,∆
s

Filter/1 Jnσ+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s ∧ σ〈V k〉

Join/2 Jn./+ 〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

+〈V i〉K
M,∆
s ∧ Jn2〈V j〉KMs

Jn1〈V i〉KMs ∧ Jn2
+〈V j〉K

M,∆
s

Jn1
+〈V i〉K

M,∆
s ∧ Jn2

+〈V j〉K
M,∆
s

Anti-join/2 Jn.+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1〈V k〉KMs ∧ Jnc−〈V j〉K

M,∆
s

Jn1
+〈V k〉K

M,∆
s ∧ Jn2〈V j〉KMs = ∅

Disjunction/2 Jn∪+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

+〈V k〉K
M,∆
s

Jn2
+〈V k〉K

M,∆
s

(a) How to update inputs to add match m to output?

Node Change Append to formula

Entity/0 JnE−〈v〉K
M,∆
s : >

Relation/0 JnR−〈v, vs, vt〉K
M,∆
s : >

Projection/1 Jnπ−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

−〈V k, V n〉K
M,∆
s

Filter/1 Jnσ−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s

Join/2 Jn./− 〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

−〈V i〉K
M,∆
s

Jn2
−〈V j〉K

M,∆
s

Anti-join/2 Jn.−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1

−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s

Jn1〈V k〉KMs ∧ Jn2
−〈V j〉K

M,∆
s

Disjunction/2 Jn∪−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s : Jn1〈V k〉KMs 6= ∅ ∧ Jn1

−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s ∧

Jn2〈V k〉KMs = ∅

Jn1〈V k〉KMs = ∅
Jn2〈V k〉KMs 6= ∅ ∧ Jn2

−〈V k〉K
M,∆
s

Jn1〈V k〉KMs 6= ∅ ∧ Jn1
−〈V k〉K

M,∆
s ∧

Jn2〈V k〉KMs 6= ∅ ∧ Jn2
−〈V k〉K

M,∆
s

(b) How to update inputs to remove match m from output?

Node Change Append to formula

Add existing tuple (Jn〈V k〉KMs ) ∧ (Jn+〈V k〉KM,∆s ) : ⊥

Remove missing tuple (J¬n〈V k〉KMs ) ∧ (Jn−〈V k〉KM,∆s ) : ⊥
(c) Handling trivial cases

Table 6.4: De�nition of Slices for Rete Networks of Graph Patterns
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Pattern	FT

Pattern	NFT

Pattern	TP

arc	=	arc
JOIN

pl =	pl

ANTI-
JOIN

Place	#
tokens

Place#
outArcs

PTArc#	
target

pl to

PC To1
a c

pl arc

PC PT1
PSe PT2

arc tr

PT1 TrQ
PT2 TrS
b TrQ

Transition tr

TrQ
TrS

tr =	tr

ANTI-
JOIN

∏
tr

pl arc tr

PSe PT2 TrS
a b TrQ

tr

TrS
TrQ

tr

TrQ

n1 n2 n3 n4

n5

n6

n7

n8
0

1

2

3

5

7

pl arc

PSe PT2
a b

4

10
8 69

11

(a) Slicing Steps in a Rete Network

n8.−〈TrQ〉 (0)
n4E−〈TrQ〉� (1)
n4E〈TrQ〉 ∧ n7Π

+〈TrQ〉 (1, 2)
n6./+ 〈a, b, T rQ〉 (3)
n3R+〈b, T rQ〉 ∧ n5.〈a, b〉
a = PSe, b = PT2 (4)
n3R+〈PT2, T rQ〉� (5)

n3R〈b, T rQ〉 ∧ n5.+〈a, b〉
b = PT1 ∧ n5.+〈a, PT1〉 (6,7)
n2R〈a, PT1〉 ∧ n1R−〈a, c〉
a = PC ∧ n1R−〈PC , c〉 (8)
c = To1� (9)

n2R+〈a, PT1〉 ∧ ¬n1R〈a, c〉
a 6= PC� (8)

n3R+〈b, T rQ〉 ∧ n5.+〈a, b〉 (5,7)
b 6= PT1 ∧ n5.+〈a, b〉 (6)
n2R〈a, b〉 ∧ n1R−〈a, c〉 (*)
a = PC ∧ b = PT1 (8)
n1R−〈PC, c〉� (9)

a = PSe ∧ b = PT2 (10)
n1R−〈PSe, c〉 = ⊥� (11)

n2R+〈a, b〉 ∧ ¬n1R〈a, c〉 (*)
(b) A Rete Slice

Figure 6.3: Rete Slice Example

normal form in our case) calculated in a bottom up traversal of the Rete network in accordance with
Table 6.4(a), Table 6.4(b) and Table 6.4(c). 2

Example 31 Figure 6.3 depicts the sliced Rete network of the Fireable Transition (FT) pattern where
we explain why the transition TrQ appears in the match set by asking the slicer how to remove this
undesired tuple by calculating the slice of the change predicate n8.−〈TrQ〉.

0. The memory of node n8 is checked for tuples matching the input predicate; the single tuple
n8.−〈TrQ〉 is found and added to the slice formula.

1. To remove the element from the production node, following Table 6.4(b) either the correspond-
ing input tuples are to be removed from node n4 (1), or a corresponding node needs to be added
to the other parent n7 (2). In the �rst case, an input node is reached thus the recursion termin-
ates. the corresponding input tuples are to be removed from one of its parents. In this case, the
node n5

./
−〈SM11, T I, S11, S12〉 is added to the formula.

2. In the second case (as a separate disjunction), the new tuple is added to n7 by a corresponding
source element; to handle the information loss of the projection two new variable symbols a
and b are introduced by the term n6./+〈a, b, T rQ〉 (3).

3. To calculate the formula of the join node n6, all three disjunctions are to be considered separ-
ately. In the �rst branch, the current contents of n5. allows to iterate over possible values for
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the variables a and b; in the current network only a single case is provided in (4) that can be
followed to the input model. In the other two branches, some variables remain unbound.

4. In step (8) we can limit the possible values of a as adding an element that is already in a Rete
node will not result in a delta.

5. Following similar steps the slicing formula can be calculated. In the �nal formula, it is possible
that some branches, such as the one ending in (11), require the addition of an existing tuple or
the removal of a missing tuple. This makes a branch of a disjunction always false. 2

Figure 6.3(b) describes the slice formula in a compact tree notation: a parent relation represents
a conjunction of change predicates (and other conditions); while two nodes with the same parent
represent disjunction cases. By starting from the leaves (marked with the symbol �), it is possible to
read the formula.

Although the formula refers to all nodes of the Rete network, the slice describes a reduced model:
(1) the model element tuples unrelated to the criterion are not included, and (2) the tuples in a single
disjunctive branch describe a possible series of operations that would result in a tuple matching the
input predicate to appear or disappear.

6.4.2 Possible Applications

Such slicing is promising for debugging erroneous model queries, as the returned formulae can be
easily rewritten as a structured explanation for the existence (or non-existence) of a tuple in the
match set of the graph pattern by either (a) visualizing it together with the Rete network (similar to
Figure 6.3(a)), or (b) tracing the nodes back to the original query speci�cation. Such a visual depiction
allows a step-by-step veri�cation of the steps to �nd the step that results in the incorrect result.

Another possible application of the approach came forth during declarative bidirectional view
model synchronization scenarios. As seen in Chapter 5, model queries can be used to derive incre-
mentally maintained view models, however, bidirectional transformations are harder, as the backward
direction is usually not unique: multiple changes in the source model might result in the same view
model change. The Rete network slicer described in this section provides such possible source model
changes that might be used to create a domain model for the changed view model automatically.

6.5 Related Work

Traditional program slicing techniques have been and exhaustively surveyed in the past in papers
like [Tip95; Xu+05]. The current chapter does not enhance the theory of program slicing with new
core algorithms, rather it innovatively applies a combination of existing techniques to solve a slicing
problem in a new domain, in the �eld of model transformations. Anyhow, the main di�erence with
respect to traditional program slicing is that a model transformation slice simultaneously identi�es
program variables and model elements a�ecting a speci�c location of interest of our transformation
program.

Slicing of Declarative Programs In the context of program slicing, the closest related work ad-
dresses the slicing of logic programs (as the declarative pattern and rule language of Viatra2 shares
certain similarities with logic programs). Forward slicing of Prolog programs is discussed in [LV05]
based on partial evaluation, while the static and dynamic slicing of logic programs in [Vas98] uses a
similar slicing algorithm as ours. Our work was also in�uenced by [SHG01] which augments the data
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�ow analysis with control-�ow dependences in order to identify the source of a bug included in a logic
program. This approach was later extended in [SGM02] to the slicing of constraint logic programs
(with �xed domains). Our conceptual extension to existing slicing techniques for logic programs is
the simultaneous incorporation of the concept model slicing.

Program slicing for the declarative language of the Alloy Analyzer was proposed in [UK07] as a
novel optimization strategy to improve the veri�cation of Alloy speci�cations.

Slicing Queries over Databases In the context of databases and data warehousing systems, data
lineage tracing [CWW00] or data provenance problem [Fre+08] are very similar to the graph pattern
slicing: they are used to explain why a selected record exists in a materialized view. These approaches
focus on identifying the records of the original tables that contribute to a selected record, and expect
the queries be correct, thus usually do not support queries like why an expected tuple is missing from
the result. A further di�erence to our contribution is that in a data warehousing environment storing
partial results for the provenance can be impractical because of the (memory) costs associated, while
in case of the Rete algorithm these partial results are already available inside the structure.

Model slicing Model slicing [KMS05] techniques have already been successfully applied in the
context of MDD. Slicing was proposed for model reduction purposes in [SP08; Sha+10] to make the
following automated veri�cation phase more e�cient. Various model slicing techniques are success-
fully merged by Blouin et al. [Blo+11] into a single, generative framework, using di�erent slice types
for di�erent models.

In the context of UML models, Lano et. al. [LK10] exploits both declarative elements (like pre-
and postconditions of methods) and imperative elements (state machines) when constructing UML
model slices. Here the authors use model transformations for carrying out slicing of UML models.

The slicing of �nite state machines in a UML context was studied by Tratt [And+09], especially,
to identify control dependence. A similar study was also executed for extended �nite state machines
in [Kor+03]. A dynamic slicing technique for UML architectural models is introduced in [LM11]
using model dependence graphs to compute dynamic slices based on the structural and behavioral
(interactions only) UML models.

Metamodel pruning [Sen+09] can also be interpreted as a speci�c slicing problem in the context of
MDD where the e�ective metamodel is aimed to be automatically derived, which represents a speci�c
view. Moreover, model slicing is used in [BLC08] to modularize the UML metamodel into a set of small
metamodels for each UML diagram type.

However, none of these approaches focus on simultanous slicing of the models and corresponding
transformation de�nitions.

Model transformation debugging Basic debugging support is provided in many model trans-
formation tools including ATL, GReAT, Viatra2, FUJABA, Tefkat, and many more. The authors of
[Dho+10] propose a dynamic tainting technique for debugging failures of model transformations, and
propose automated techniques to repair input model faults [Man+10]. On the contrary, our assump-
tion is that the transformation itself is faulty, and not the input model. Colored Petri nets are used
for underlying formal support for debugging transformations in [Sch+10]. The debugging of triple
graph grammar transformations is discussed in [SK08b], which envisions the future use of slicing
techniques in the context of model transformations.

A forensic debugging approach of model transformations is introduced in [Dho+10] by using
the trace information of model transformation executions in order to determine the interconnections
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of source and target elements with transformation logic. It is probably closest to our work as it
proposes that model transformation slicing can be used for the selective re-execution of (parts of) the
transformation in a controlled runtime environment to gather knowledge about speci�c bugs, but no
detailed discussion is provided about how transformation slicing could be carried out.

Slicing of Model Transformations Up to our best knowledge, our papers [11, 12] were one of the
�rst to indroduce the concepts and challenges of model slicing. Since them, several papers have been
published that provide de�ne algorithms to handle these cases.

Clarisó et. al. propose the calculation of preconditions of transformation rule applica-
tions [Cla+15] based on a transformation rule and a postcondition expressed in OCL, and apply it
(among other usage) to backwards reachability of rule applications. The result of this analysis is equi-
valent to static backward slicing using the de�nitions in this chapter.

Another corresponding approach is presented in [Bur+15] based on the concept of Tracts: a set
of constraints on the metamodels and instance models that is corresponded statically with the trans-
formation rule to �nd out which rules are relevant to an unsatis�ed constraint.

A dynamic slicing approach was proposed UML/OCL constraint evaluation in [Sei+13; Sun+15]:
by �nding out what elements are related to which invariant, it is possible to reduce the time required
for well-formedness constraint evaluation in case of model changes.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, I introduced program slicing techniques that are widely used in traditional develop-
ment environments for dependency analysis. Adapting such methods to model query and transform-
ation development, however, is problematic, as the slices are to be calculated simulatenously over the
query/transformation program and the model.

This chapter introduces the concepts of slicing in the context of model queries and transformations
to identify the model elements and program constructs being dependent on a selected slicing criterion.
Furthermore, two di�erent dynamic slicing approaches were proposed: (1) one for declarative queries
based implemented via Rete networks using the appearance of a new match or the disappearance of an
existing match as slicing criterion, and capturing a slicce as formulas over terms of a change algebra;
and (2) the other handles transformation programs with both declarative and imperative features
based on the evaluation of execution traces. The feasibility of the approaches was demonstrated in
the context of modern model query and transformation frameworks.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing my contributions in ful�llment of the research
challenges outlined in Chapter 1 and listing some tools and recent applications to demonstrate their
practical relevance.

7.1 Novel Scienti�c Contributions

7.1.1 Lightweight Static Type Analysis of Model Queries and Transformations

There is a class of common programmer errors, such as incorrectly ordered parameters or invalid
variable assignments, that can be e�ciently revealed statically on model queries and transformations
by executing type checking, usage counting or reachability analysis. As such issues occur commonly,
revealing them before executing helps query and transformation developers providing error-free pro-
grams. In Chapter 4 I formulated the following contributions related to the detection of erroneous
speci�cation (in ful�llment of Challenge 1):

Contribution 1 I proposed a set of lightweight static analysis techniques to identify common mis-

takes in model queries and transformations: type checking, variable usage counting and reachability

analysis. I integrated these approaches into the development environment of the Viatra framework.

1. Type checking and type inference with constraint satisfaction problems. I de�ned type
checking and type inference by mapping type safety of model queries and transformations to a

series of constraint satisfaction problems. The proposed mapping provides detailed localization

in case of type errors [4, 15, 25, 26].

2. Type constraints of model queries. I de�ned type rules for graph patterns supporting all

constraint types of the languages of the Viatra2 and EMF-IncQuery frameworks [4, 14, 26].

3. Type constraints of transformation programs. I de�ned type rules for graph transform-

ation rules and abstract state machine rules, and evaluated its performance using various

traversal strategies [4, 15, 26].

4. Static analysis techniques for model queries. I proposed variable usage counting and

connectedness analysis to detect common errors in model queries [3], such as unused variables

and disjunct constraints.

97
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My results build upon the query and transformation languages of the Viatra2 and EMF-
Inc�ery frameworks. The Viatra2 transformation language [VB07] was developed by András Ba-
logh and Dániel Varró, while the query language of EMF-Inc�ery [14] is part of Gábor Bergmann’s
thesis [Ber13].

7.1.2 Incremental Graphical Views

Queries de�ned for a transformation specify some aspects of the underlying model that is relevant
during the debugging of transformation programs. Reusing these queries as lightweight declarations
of visualizations allows fast creation of graphical views, making it possible to visualize interesting
parts of the models fast. Furthermore, incremental query evaluation techniques would enable the
implementation of e�cient update mechanisms, visualizing the changes of the model, e.g. during a
transformation.

In Chapter 5 I formulated the following thesis contributions for the observation of the structure
of models during execution (ful�lling Challenge 3):

Contribution 2 I de�ned an approach to derive and incrementally maintain graphical views

de�ned declaratively by model queries. I demonstrated its feasibility using an implementation over

the Viatra framework.

1. Graphical view de�nition using annotated queries. I extended the language of EMF-

IncQuery with annotations that allow the declarative de�nition of graphical view models.

The annotations uniformly de�ne how to display data in various (graphical, tree- or list-based)

viewers [14, 16].

2. Incremental graphical viewmaintenance based on incremental queries. I proposed an
approach for deriving and maintaining graphical views using incremental query evaluation

techniques by mapping query results to displayed items and translating change noti�cations

to the addition or removal of view elements. The mapping rules are automatically derived from

the view de�nition.

The implementation of the graphical views builds on the incremental pattern matcher tech-
niques [Ber+10] of EMF-Inc�ery, which is part of the PhD thesis of Gábor Bergmann [Ber13], and
an event-driven virtual machine where Ábel Hegedüs was the main contributor. Csaba Debreceni has
generalized my approach to support the construction of incrementally maintained arbitrary logical
view models using a more generic set of annotations in our joint paper [16] together with a perform-
ance assessment; my own contributions to the work are the annotation-based view model de�nitions,
the notational metamodel and the transformation work�ow. In his MSc thesis, Péter Lunk (under my
supervision) implemented a prototype debugger for Viatra3 exploiting the annotation-based graph-
ical views.

7.1.3 Slicing Model Transformations

Program slicing [Wei82] approaches are widely used for dependency analysis in traditional program-
ming environments [Xu+05; Tip95]; similar approaches have been proposed in the context of MDD
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for model slicing [LK10; SP08; Sha+10]. However, the direct application of these techniques is prob-
lematic for model transformations, as it requires simultaneous slicing of the models and the trans-
formation program. In Chapter 6 I formulated the following contributions to locate root causes of
complex transformation errors (to address Challenge 2):

Contribution 3 I de�ned the concepts of model transformation slicing to identify the dependencies

between model elements and transformation program constructs. I adapted dynamic backward sli-

cing algorithms for model transformation slicing and demonstrated the feasibility of the approach

in the context of modern model query and transformation frameworks.

1. Slicing of Model Transformations. I de�ned the problem of slicing model transformation

programs to identify model elements and transformation constructs dependent on a slicing cri-

terion. I identi�ed the main challenges of model transformation slicing by adapting traditional

concepts of program slicing [12].

2. Dynamic Backward Slicing of Model Queries. I de�ned a technique that calculates dy-

namic backward slices during the evaluation of model queries based on Rete networks [6].

3. Dynamic Backward Slicing of Model Transformation Programs. I developed an al-

gorithm that calculates dynamic backward slices of model transformation programs based on

recorded execution traces of transformations [11].

4. Evaluation of the Dynamic Backward Slicing Approach. I evaluated the approach using
di�erent kind of transformation programs to assess its scalability [11].

7.2 Application of Results

The practical relevance of the methods and techniques outlined in the current thesis are demonstrated
in this section by listing some recent applications of the scienti�c results.

Tools I: EMF-Inc�ery Development Environment

The EMF-Inc�ery open source model query framework [EIQ] adapts the Rete algorithm for incre-
mental query evaluation techniques over EMF models, one of the most widely used modeling environ-
ments today. Query evaluation serves as a basis for additional features such as automated validation,
data binding, incremental graphical views and model transformation. The EMF-Inc�ery framework
is a major research contribution of Gábor Bergmann’s PhD thesis.

The experience gained when developing the type checker for Viatra2 (Contribution 1) in�uenced
both the design and the implementation of the pattern language of EMF-Inc�ery: on one hand,
inferrable type constraints can be omitted, resulting in shorter pattern de�nitions; on the other hand
optional type de�nitions for pattern parameters can reduce the runtime cost of evaluating the type
safety of pattern calls.

The development environment supports several lightweight analysis techniques, such as type
checking (Contribution 1) and model visualization support (Contribution 2). Other validation
strategies, such as variable counting and connectedness analysis, were implemented (in collabora-
tion with Gábor Bergmann and Ádám Dudás, a BSc student under our joint supervision) to �nd other
typical issues with query de�nitions.
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Tools II: ViatraModel Transformation Framework

The Viatra2 model transformation framework is an open source Eclipse project [1][VIA] featuring a
complete transformation development environment based on a custom metamodeling core, including
a dedicated transformation language and support for both local search-based and incremental query
evaluation stategies. I have been serving as co-leader of the project for three years by the time of
writing this thesis.

Contribution 1 enabled to extend the Viatra2 model transformation framework with a type
checker implementation, while the results of Contribution 3 were used to extend the debugging cap-
abilities of the framework.

The new version of Viatra3 provides a high-level model for developing both batch and incre-
mental transformations, and relies on the EMF-Inc�ery project for query evaluation, making the
project capable of working with EMF-based models natively.

The modular, plug-in based architecture of EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra enables easy integra-
tion with existing EMF-based modeling tools and applications, such as Papyrus UML [Papyrus],
Capella [Capella], Sirius [Sirius] or Artop [Artop]. Furthermore, while we illustrate EMF-Inc�ery
and Viatra in the context of EMF models, core queries and transformations are regular Java pro-
grams which have been successfully adapted to other technological spaces (outside Eclipse), such as
for Matlab [Hor+14; HRS15] or MPS [TV16].

The projects have already been successfully used in various industrial projects, including, but not
limited to the development of an incremental code generator for executable UML models [Hor+15] and
well-formedness validation of AutoSAR models in the automotive domain [Ber+10]. These projects
both motivated the research presented in this dissertation, and bene�ted from the integrated static
analysis or graphical view generation capabilities presented here.

Applications I: Incremental Graphical Views for Integrated Modular Avionics

The results of Contribution 2 are applied in Trans-IMA, a cooperative research project between
Embraer (the large Brazilian airframer) and our research group. The aim of the Trans-IMA pro-
ject [Hor+14] was to develop a modeling tool that allows engineers to automatically generate in-
tegrated Matlab Simulink models for analyzing the complete hardware-software architecture of the
system using a high-level allocation process mapping functions to their computing units of the hard-
ware platforms.

The proposed approach uses a set of models describing the required avionics functions (Functional
Architecture Model, FAM) and the underlying hardware architecture (Platform Description Model,
PDM) as inputs that are combined in an Allocation Speci�cation Editor requiring inputs from the
developer, then an allocation process generates an Integrated Architecture Model (IAM) that stores
all Simulink-speci�c con�gurations, such as library links and model references. All these models are
available in a set of graphical editors with multiple viewpoints that highlight di�erent segments of
the underlying model.

These viewpoint visualizations were built using the Graphical Viewers functionality (Contribu-
tion 2), relying on the yFiles for Java [WEK04] graph visualization library, supporting (1) incremental
layout algorithms scaling to thousands of nodes and edges, (2) hierarchical graphs and closable group
nodes and (3) detailed �ne-tuning options of layout and visualization parameters.

The declarative de�nition of the visualization supported quick prototyping (using the default dis-
play options provided by the graph viewers). After the set of promising graphical views were col-
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lected, the visualizations could be customized using the Java API of yFiles, such as selecting colors,
layout algorithms, etc.

Applications II: Using Model Queries for Software Maintenance

In a cooperative project with Refactoring 2011 Kft. the applicability of model query and transform-
ation tools was evaluated for software code refactoring. The project aimed to reduce the e�ects of
software erosion by detecting coding anti-patterns and propose automatic refactorings that �x these
issues, but leaving it up to the developer to decide how to handle the revealed issues. The process
relied on the capabilities of the Columbus reverse engineering tool [Fer+02].

The proposed refactoring work�ow consisted of four steps: (1) creating an abstract syntax graph
(ASG) from the source code using Columbus, (2) searching for prede�ned anti-patterns in this syntax
graph, (3) executing the wanted refactorings on the ASG, and �nally (4) writing back the changed
model into the original source code. As steps (2) and (3) could bene�t from high-level speci�cation
languages used for model query and transformations, during the project this possibility was evalu-
ated using two di�erent implementations of the search and refactoring execution steps, one using
traditional, Java-based implementation and another that relied on EMF-Inc�ery and Viatra.

This required us to port the metamodel of the Java ASG to EMF in a way to remain compatible with
the Columbus tool, e.g. it reuses its source code parser and serialization methods. This compatible
metamodel allowed to measure the e�ects of using a generic metamodeling core instead of a manually
optimized one.

The performance of graph pattern based anti-pattern detection was measured in a case study of 8
di�erent bad smells [2, 9] evaluated on a selection of open source Java applications. The smells ranged
from identifying switch statements without default cases to the detection of usused parameters and
�nding methods with large cyclomatic complexity. The Java applications scaled from 500 to 2.5M
lines of code, or between 8k and 8M model nodes, 21k and 26M model edges and 60k and 58M
attributes in the graph form.

The smells were implemented in three di�erent ways: (1) as Java code, (2) graph patterns in the
patterns language of EMF-Inc�ery and (3) OCL constraints, and the benchmarking has shown that
the di�erent approaches complement each other well: a manually optimized model representation
requires less memory, allowing to load larger models into the memory, while indexing-based tech-
niques, such as the Rete algorithm in EMF-Inc�ery perform well if the anti-patterns have to be
re-evaulated after model updates incrementally.

For the identi�cation of the smells a selection of graph pattern were implemented in EMF-
Inc�ery, reusing both the enhancements to the development environment and the graphical view-
ers support for debugging. Furthermore, the created performance benchmark allows to measure the
performance and scalability of di�erent pattern matching strategies on real-world data sets.

The conference paper describing the benchmarking [9] received the best paper award at the IEEE
CSMR-WCRE 2014 Software Evolution Week, Antwerp, Belgium, February 3-6, 2014, and an extended
version was published in the Journal of Information and Software Technology [2].

7.3 Future Work

This section lists a number of remaining open questions and future research directions related to the
contributions of this thesis.
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Bi-directional Synchronization for View Models The graphical view model generation ap-
proach presented in Chapter 5 is unidirectional: the visualization re�ect changes in the underlying
model, but there is no support for providing editing operations in the view model. For the future, it
would be bene�cial to generalize the approach to provide bidirectional incremental synchronization,
in which the displayed model can be edited by the user, and the changes will be translated back into
the original source model.

Given the view model is an abstract representation of the domain model, a change in the view
model might often be the result of multiple di�erent model changes in the domain model. An element
of the view model is created from a transformation rule derived from a graph pattern; in order for
the view model element to change the corresponding match of the graph pattern has to appear or
disappear. The Rete network slicing technique introduced in Section 6.4 can be used to automatically
provide possible domain model update candidates that would result in the expected view model edit
operations.

Omniscient Debugging of Model Transformations The dynamic backward slicing approach
for model transformations introduced in Chapter 6 can easily be combined with omniscient debug-
gers [Cor14; HLR07] as both techniques are based on previously logged execution traces. A natural
step would be to step over transformation statements unrelated to the slicing criteria, resulting in
faster navigation during debugging. Furthermore, integrating the Incremental Graphical Viewers also
helps visualizing the state of the model as the debugger steps forward and backward on the execution
trace.

Such a debugger is under development for the event-driven virtual machine of the Viatra: the
execution of the transformation can be stopped before the application of any rule, when the internal
structure of the machine is displayed, including the all the activations in the agenda and the current
model state. Furthermore, it is also possible to record an execution trace that can be replayed at a later
point, providing the functionality of an omniscient debugger. An initial prototype of this debugger
was created by Péter Lunk in his MSc thesis; today a fully functional, open source debugger is being
developed inside the Viatra project.
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